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INTRODUCTION 
In many ins tances, when rural, high-speed highways, such as bypasses, are 
constructed, there are a number of at-grade intersections along the roadway. 
These rural, high-speed intersections create accident pot ential due to the 
conflicting traffic movement s .  Various types of traffic control measures have 
been u sed . For example,'one basic decision is whether the intersection should 
be controlled by stop signs, usually only for the minor streets, or whether 
� � � �� -� n afT:Lc�� -stgn -a-:I:cs -shou- l:d-be-used-.--0�ohe�r--��C a-f-f�ie--e,ent � reJ.-measur-es�,-such_as_an_ intersection control beacon, warning s igns, channelization, and rumble strips, 
have been u sed . 
There has been no systematic analysis of the resul t s  of using the various 
types of traffic control.  There was a need to analyze the accidents that had 
occurred at several intersect ions of this type and relate the accidents to the 
traffic control and other intersection characteristics to determine what types 
of traffic control may be used to reduce accident potential at such 
intersections. 
The objectives of this s tudy were to 
1. determine the types of traffic control measures used at rural, high­
speed intersections, 
2 .  determine the type of accidents that occur at rural, high-speed 
intersections, 
3 .  determine the factors that contribute to these accidents, and 
4 .  recommend traffic control measures that could most effectively 
decrease accident potential at such locations. 
PROCEDURE 
A sample of rural, high-speed, at-grade intersections was selected from 
across Kentucky. The intersections were selected to provide a variety of 
traffic vo lume, roadway geome tries, and traffic control. A li st of the 65 
study locations is presented in Table 1. The locations of the intersections 
along with the traffic vo lumes are included . 
A visit was made to the site of each intersection. The da ta collection 
sheet shown in F igure 1 was used to collect field da ta.  Data consisted of 
information relati ng to the intersection geometries and to the traffic control 
at the intersection and i t s  approaches.  
The dates that traffic control, such as traffic signals and intersection 
control beacons, were installed were determined. Several years of accident 
data were collected at each intersection unless the intersection was new which 
limited the time period of available accident dat a .  Where appropriate, data 
were compared before and after the installation of a major traffic control 
device such as a traffic signal. 
Information concerning each intersection was summarized under the 
following heacji ngs :  
1. Intersection Number, 
2 .  Location, 
1 
3 .  Intersection Type , 
4 .  S peed Limi t ,  
5 .  ADT , 
6 .  Right-of-Way Control , 
7 .  Lighting , 
8 .  Raised Channelization, 
9 .  Pavement Markings,  
1 0 .  Number of Lanes , 
________ __ _______________  LL�Sigh_t_Uis_tanc_e_, _______________ ___ ----
1 2 .  Signing , 
1 3 .  Traffic Signal Information, 
1 4 . Other Traf fic Control ,  and 
15. Accident History. 
A heading of " Intersection Control Beacon" also was used where appropriate. 
Data from the individual intersections were then coded into a computer file 
and summarized to show the typical characteristics of this type of 
intersection. 
Accident rates were calculated fo r each intersection to determine the 
e f fect of any changes in traffic control as well as to determine an accident 
rate for each intersection. Intersections having similar characteristics were 
combined to determine how factor s ,  such as the presence of a traffic signai , 
influenced the accident rate. 
Data from each accident report also were coded into a computer file. 
This information was then summarized to obtain the characteristics of 
accidents that occur at each type location. In addition to the informa tion 
included on the police report, a "di rectional analysis" code was assigned to 
each accident to further describe the type of accident and a "comments" or 
" accident description" code was assigned to add information concerning the 
contributing factors to the accidents .  The "accident description" code was 
generally obtained after reviewing the commentary inc luded on the accident 
report . 
RESULTS 
L ITERATURE REVIEW 
Literature in the area of traffic control at rural , high-speed 
intersections was revi ewed (55 reference s ) . An annotated bibliography of 
those references is given in Appendix A. Thos e  references contained 
discussions of results using various types of control devices at rural , high­
speed intersections . Several of the more recent reports contained discussions 
of the use of active advance warning signs.  
SITE CHARACTERISTICS AND TRAFFIC CONTROL AT STUDY INTERSECTIONS 
The information obtained from the site visit and the accident history 
analysis for ,each study intersection was tabula ted as previously noted . A 
summary for each intersection is presented in Appendix B .  
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A summary of some of the characteristics of the study locations is given 
in Table 2. Of the· 65 locations , 15 had three approaches and 50 had four 
approaches . The speed limit on the maj o r  roadway wa s 5 5  mph for 49 locations 
and 45 mph at 16 locations. The speed limit on the road classified as the 
minor roadway was 55 mph for 3 1  locations , 4 5  mph at 1 4  locations , and less 
than 45 mph at 20 locations. 
A t raffic signal was the right-of-way control at 47 locations with stop-
s ign cont ro I at 18-loca r:torrs-;--Tlr e-e-of-th:e-1-8-s-top-s- ign-leeca-E-iens-had-4=wa-Y--- -----------­
s top intersection control.  All but two of the 1 8  s top-sign locations had an 
intersection control beacon. Some form of lighting was present at 1 8  
locations. 
There were 245 approaches at the 65 study intersections. A summary of 
characteris tics at these approaches is presented in Table 3 .  The total number 
of lanes on the . approaches varied from one to four . Typically , addi tional 
lanes were added at the intersection for turning movements, Many of the 
approaches ( 64 percent) had a separate left-turn lane. Approxima tely one-half 
of the approaches had some form of right-turn lane. 
The grade and curva ture on the majority of approaches was classified as 
s traight and level. ·only seven percent of the approaches had a steep grade 
and only six percent had curves c lassified as sharp. 
Almos t  all approaches ( 96 percent) had either a painted centerline or 
lane line . Most approaches (78 percent) also had a painted edge line . 
Several approaches (44 percent) had snowplowable markers (either Stimsonite 96 
or recessed markers ) .  installed, Slightly ove r half of the approaches ( 56 
percent) had either a mountable or non-mountable median. More approaches had 
a mountable median than a non-mountable . 
A small number of approaches ( seven percent) had rumble strips installed . 
The rumble strips were installed at nine intersections , of which four were 
stop-sign control led and f ive had a traffic signal. Of the 16 approaches 
having rumble strip s ,  1 1  were on approaches to a traffic signal and five were 
on approaches to a stop-s ign. Most approaches had a painted s top bar .  
Excluding through. approaches where a stop bar was not appropriate , 8 6  percent 
of the approaches had stop bars. 
The sight distances for vehicles stopped on an approach to observe 
vehicles approaching on the cros s roadways are summa rized in Table 4 .  That 
distance was estimated for traffic-signal and s t op-sign controlled approaches .  
Result s indicate that sight di stances were generally very good , especially for 
the minor approach to observe the major approach (where sight distance was 
estimated to be over 1 ,000 feet in 67 percent of the cases).  These findings 
reflect previous observations that most approaches were generally straight and 
level. Sight di stances were less than 500 feet at only five percent of minor 
roadway approaches to observe the major street approach compared to 42 percent 
of majo r roadway approaches to observe the minor roadway approach. 
A summary of characteristics of the 47 signalized intersections is given 
in Table 5 .  Sixty percent of the majo r roadways had a separate left-turn 
phase; only six percent of the minor roadways had a separate lef t-turn phase . 
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Proteet ed-only phasing was used for all left-turn phasings . A green extension 
sys tem (GES) was _installed at nearly all loeations. The length of yellow on 
the major roadway was four seeonds or greater at all but one loeation with a 
yellow time of five or mo re seeonds at 34 pereent of the loeations . On the 
minor roadway, the yellow time wa:s under four seeonds at 3 4  pereent of the 
loeations eompared to five or more seeonds at 1 7  pereent of the loeations . 
There was a red elearanee time 60 percent of the time fo r the major roadway 
eompared to 36 pereent for the minor roadway. The length of the red elearance 
time was generally in the _ _range_of_L_O_to_L5_seconds-(- 21-per.eent-)-wi-th--a-- - - -----------­
typieal time of one seeond . A 1 2-ineh lens was used for all major roadways 
and all but two minor roadway signal head s .  Back-plates were used at 32  
pereent of the major roadways and 11  pereent of the minor roadway 
installations . A pedestrian signal was present at only two loeations . 
A eomparison of the length of yellow time with the s peed limit is given 
in Table 6 .  There was a general inerease in the length of yellow time as 
speed inereased, but a yellow time of 4 . 0  seconds was the most eommon length 
of yellow for all speed limi t s .  Using the standard method to ealeulate yellow 
time , a yellow time of 5 . 0  seeonds would be appropriate for a speed limi t of 
55 mph. 
As part of the site inspection, the types of warning signs present on the 
approaehes were noted . The presenee of variou s warning signs was summarized 
by type of approaeh and speed limi t (Table 7) . For approaehes to a traffie 
signal, a "signal ahead" sign was present at 7 1  pereent of the approaches with 
a erossroad sign present at very few approaehes. Only nine pereent of the 
approaehes having a s peed limit of 55 mph did not have a warning sign compared 
to 59 pereent of the approaehes having a speed limi t of less than 45 mph. 
Also, 32 of the 40 approaehes to a s t op sign (80 pereen t )  had a " stop ahead" 
sign and 19 of the 30 non-s top approaehes ( 63 percent) at a stop-sign 
eontrolled interseetion had a erossroad warning sign. 
A deseription of the "signal ahead " signs used is summarized in Table 8 .  
The most eommon signing used one standard size sign. However , the seeond most 
eommon signing eonsisted of two 48-ineh signs . At five approaches , a 
eontinuous flasher was plaeed on the "signal ahead" sign. At two approaehes 
to one interseetion, overhead prepare to stop when flashing" signs were 
plaeed wi th flashers that wo rk when the red indication is displayed . This was 
the only "aetive" advanced warning deviee used at any of the study loeations. 
A summary of the types of s t op signing used is given in Table 9 .  Several 
sign eombinations were used and the mos t  prevalant was one 48-inch sign. In 
addition to the usual ground-mounted loeation, some stop signs were placed 
overhead as well as in barrels plaeed on the pavement. Two interseetions 
having 2-way s t op eontrol used a eross traffie does not stop" plate i n  
eonjunetion wi th the stop sign . One approaeh ( an exi t t o  a shopping eenter) 
did not have a s top sign. 
A summary of the " s top ahead" signs used is given in Table 10 . The mos t  
eommon signing eonsisted o f  one standard size sign although two standard size 
signs or one or two 48-ineh signs also were used . 
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A summary of the crossroad warning signs used on non-stop approaches at 
stop-sign controlled intersections is given in Table 1 1. Both one and two 
standard size and 48-inch signs were used with the most common being one 
48-inch sign with an advisory speed plate. 
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS BY TYPE OF MAJOR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
The current traffic control devices in place at each intersection were 
------ -notoed-dut'ing-the-s�te-vis-i�ts�-ILaU-inl:eJ:aactinn_baacj)� or traffic signal was 
present , the date of installation and the type of previous traffic control 
were determined. Dates of installation of other devices such as signs or 
rumble strips were not available. An accident analysis was conducted to 
compare the type of right-of-way control used. The three categories used were 
1 .  stop sign with no intersection beacon, 
2. stop sign with intersection beacon, and 
3. traffic signal. 
Accident rates at the study locations as a function of right-of-way control 
are given in Table 12. 
The combined accident rates at intersections having the designated type 
of right-of-way control are summarized i n  Table 1 3. The total numbe r  of 
locations exceeds the number of intersections included in the study because 
the right-of-way control changed at most of the intersections, resulting i n  
data f o r  more than one type o f  right-of-way control. The combined accident 
rate was similar for each type of right-of-way control. 
A summary of the change in accidents when the right-of-way control was 
changed is given in Table 14. Of the 1 1  locations where an intersection 
beacon was added to stop-sign control, there were decreases in accidents at 
seven of the locations compared to an increase at four locations. A 
statistical analysis revealed two locations having a significant increase and 
two with a significant decrease in accidents. The overall accident rate 
decreased from 1.1  to 1 .0 ACC/MV when an intersection beacon was added. 
Of the 16 locations, an equal number of locations experienced a decrease 
and increase in accidents when a stop sign (without intersection beacon) was 
replaced with a traffic signal. Four intersections experienced a 
statistically significant increase compared to three with such a decrease. 
The overall accident rate actually increased from 1.3 to 1.8 ACC/MV (because 
of a large number of accidents at one intersection) when the traffic signal 
was added. 
At 20 locations where a stop sign having an intersection beacon was 
replaced with a traffic signal, accidents decreased at 1 2  locations, increased 
at 7 locations, and remained the same at one location. Also , there was a 
statistically significant decrease in accidents at six locations compared to a 
significant increase at three locations. The overall accident rate decreased 
from 1 .4 to 1.1  ACC/MV when the traffic signal was added. 
Data in the previous tables show a slight benefit with the installation 
of an intersection beacon. There was an overall benefit observed when a 
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traffic signal was installed, although results were not consistent. The 
intersections having traffic signals that had a high accident rate typically 
had a problem with "opposing left-turn" accidents. 
ACCIDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
A summary of characteristics of accidents at the study intersections is 
given in Table 1 5 .  Those characteristics are compared to all intersection 
��---------a_c_c_i_D_en_t_s_lil:_a_t<>w:W_e_.__A_summary_by_di=Unnal_analyais_at_the_sJ:ucly_lncati_ons--- ���-��--- -­
revealed that angle accidents were the most common followed by rear end and 
"opposing left- turn" accidents. When all intersection accidents were 
considered, angle accidents were still the most common followed by rear end 
accidents. The largest difference in type of accident was the much higher 
percentage of "opposing left-turn" accidents that occurred at the study 
locations. The comparison of accidents at the study intersections with 
statewide intersection accidents indicated that accidents at the study 
locations were 1 )  more severe; 2 )  more likely to occur during darkness at an 
unlighted location; 3 )  less likely to occur during snow or ice conditions; and 
4 )  more likely to involve "failure to yield right-of-way", disregarding a 
traffic control, or defective brakes as a contributing factor. 
A summary of the types of vehicles involved in accidents at the study 
locations compared with all statewide accidents and statewide intersection 
accidents is given in Table 16. The percentages were similar but did show a 
higher percentage of combination trucks involved in accidents at the study 
locations. 
Characteristics of accidents involving passenger cars only or single-unit 
or combination trucks are tabulated in Table 1 7 . There was a higher 
percentage of accidents involving trucks at intersections controlled by a 
traffic signal than one controlled by a stop sign. Compared to accidents 
involving only passenger cars, accidents involving a combination truck were 
associated with 1) increased accident severity; 2 )  higher percentage on a wet 
or snowy or icy pavement; 3 )  higher percentage during darkness with no 
lighting; and 4 )  a higher percentage of sideswipe, single vehicle, and angle 
accidents and a lower percentage of "op posing left-turn" and rear-end 
accidents. 
A summary of the characteristics of the accidents by type of major 
traffic control (stop sign, stop sign with beacon, and traffic signal) is 
given in Table 18 . The angle accident was the most common type for all types 
of traffic control, but its percentage decreased dramatically for 
intersections controlled by a traffic signal. Conversely, the percentage of 
rear-end and "op posing left-turn" accidents increased substantially for 
traffic signal locations. Accident severity was slightly less at 
intersections having traffic signals. More accidents occurred during darkness 
and on wet pavements at traffic signal locations. 
A summary of comments further describing the accident ("accident 
description" code) is given in Table 19 . These comments would usually be 
obtained from a statement by an involved driver or a comment from the 
investigating police officer. In a large number of accidents, no specific 
explanation was given for the action of the at-fault driver. The summary 
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given in Table 19 places the accident description of common accident types 
into various categories,. when .. possible. Some comments, such ·as defective 
brakes, would apply to more than one of the general description categories, so 
they were plac"d into the miscellaneous category. A common accident at 
locations not controlled by a traffic signal involved the side-street vehicle 
pulling into the path of a through vehicle. The most common explanation given 
was the side-street driver, after stop ping, did not observe the approaching 
through vehicle (although sight distance was very good in the large majority 
- - - - - -o-r-ac-c:td�nt-s-)-.--T-he-secend-mes-t-eommo-n-oe-eu -r -renGe-wa-s-t-ha-t-t-he-side,.-s_tJ:eaL-­
vehicle failed to stop. Other statements given by the drivers of side-street 
vehicles included the following: he thought the intersection was a 4-way 
stop, he thought the through vehicle was turning, or he saw the through 
vehicle but misjudged the time available. 
The most frequent comment when a driver disregarded a traffic signal was 
that he did not. have enough time to stop when the signal changed to red. 
Other common observations noted on the police report were l)both drivers 
thought their signal indication was green, 2 )  the signal was not working 
properly or had been set to the flash mode, or 3) one vehicle entered the 
intersection on yellow. In a few instances, the driver failed to observe the 
signal. It also was noted in a few cases that the signal was just installed 
and was not expected by the driver. 
For "opposing left-turn" accidents, the most common driver comments were 
that he did not see the opposing vehicle or his vision was obscured (in many 
instances, by a vehicle waiting to turn left in the opposite direction) . 
Other comments were that the time available to make the turn was misjudged or 
the driver thought the green ball was a left-turn arrow. 
The most common r .. ear-end accidents involved a vehicle stopped or stopping 
at a traffic signal or a vehicle sliding on a wet or icy pavement. Other 
common circumstances in rear-end accidents involved 1 )  a vehicle stopped to 
turn or in the process of turning, or 2) a vehicle stopping abruptly at the 
onset of a yellow indication. 
The most common type of sideswipe accident involved changing lanes. 
Other accidents of this type resulted when l) a vehicle turned from the wrong 
lane, 2)  a turning vehicle hit a stop ped vehicle on the intersecting roadway, 
or 3 )  a vehicle passed a turning vehicle. 
The comments or "accident description" codes were summarized by type of 
traffic control in Tables 20 through 22 .  The problems of "opposing left-turn" 
accidents and accidents involving a driver disregarding the signal indications 
are shown at signalized intersections as well as the large number of rear-end 
accidents. The large number of comments stating that 1 )  the driver did not 
have adequate time to stop, 2)  both drivers thought they had a green 
indication, and 3) one driver entered the intersection on a yellow indication 
point out the need for an adequate change interval. This would include a red 
clearance interval for both roadways. The comments also illustrate the need 
for an effective green extension system on the major roadway. 
The comments given in Tables 21 and 22 show that the major problem at 
stop-sign controlled intersections involves a side-street vehicle stopping and 
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then pulling into the path of a through vehicle. The most common explanation 
was that the side-street vehicle did not observe the through vehicle even 
though, in most instances, sight distance was very good. This finding shows 
the importance of providing warning on the through street of the presence of 
the crossroad. In approximately 10 percent of those accidents, it was noted 
that the side-street vehicle did not stop at the stop sign. This illustrates 
the need for adequate warning and stop signs on the stop approach. It should 
be noted that the percentage of vehicles disregarding the stop sign was 
----s-l±ght-ly- htgher----at-1-crcathms- h-avtng-an---±rrt;-e·nr=ttrn- l:>ell�n- tiun:ron:----J:ucan--ocrnccs�­
without a beacon. This shows that installing a beacon will not eliminate the 
problem of disregarding the stop sign. 
RECOMMENDATIONS AT STUDY LOCATIONS 
Using the site visit information and accident history as input, 
recommendations were made for operational improvements at the study 
intersections. Since these locations were selected to give a sample of rural , 
high-speed intersections, the recommendations for operational improvements at 
these locations could be used as a guide for other similar intersections. 
A summary of the recommended operational improvements at the study 
locations is given in Table 23 .  The recommendations are tabulated separately 
for intersections having right-of-way controlled by a traffic signal or stop 
sign. 
At intersections controlled by a traffic signal, the most common 
recommendation involved a modification to the change interval with some 
modification recommended in either the yellow warning or red clearance 
interval at all such locations. The objective was to use a standard procedure 
to determine the change interval. Also, since disregarding the traffic signal 
was a problem, the recommendation was that red clearance intervals should be 
used at all of those type intersections. The recommendations were generally 
for increasing the length of the change interval. Another recommendation at 
more than one half of this type of intersection was for the addition of back­
plates to the signal heads to increase their visibility. The addition of 
separate left-turn phasing was recommended at several locations. The accident 
summary showed the large number of "op posing left-turn" accidents at this type 
of intersection that was the basis for this recommendation. Installing 
additional signs or modifying the warning signs also was recommended for 
several intersectons as a means of providing additional warning to the 
drivers. Some type of recommendation·was made for all of those intersections. 
At intersections controlled by stop signs, the major recommendation 
involved installing additional signs or modifying the warning signs to provide 
additional warning. Other recommendations included 1 )  adding stop bars to 
inform motorists of the proper location to stop on the side-street to have the 
maximum available sight distance and 2) installing either rumble strips, 
transverse stripes, or post delineators on the stop approach to warn drivers 
of the requirement to stop. Of the two such intersections without 
intersection beacons, consideration of the future installation of a beacon was 
recommended at one location. 
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SUMMARY 




Sixty-five rural, high-speed intersections were included in the 
Fifty intersections had four approaches with the remaining having 
z-. -- Tlle speed-r:tud-r:-was-ty1)i-ca-Hy>--55-mph.-. ----------------
3. A traffic signal was the right-of-way control at 47 locations with 
stop-sign control at the remaining locations. At the 18 stop-sign locations, 
three had 4-way stop control while all but two had an intersection control 
beacon. 
4. Sight distance was typically very good and most approaches were 
generally straight and level. 
5 .  At the signalized intersections, most of the major roadways had a 
separate left-turn phase as well as a green extension system. 
6. There was a general increase in the length of yellow time as speed 
increased but a yellow time of 4.0 seconds was the most common yellow time for 
all speed limits. 
7. A red clearance inverval was present 60 percent of the time on the 
major roadway compared to 36 percent of the time on the minor roadway, with a 
typical time of one second. 
8. Back-plates were used at 32 percent of the major roadways. 
9 .  For approaches to a traffic signal, a "signal ahead" sign was 
present at 71 percent of the approaches. The most common signing used one 
standard- size sign. 
10. At stop-sign locations, 80 percent of the stop approaches had a 
"stop ahead" sign while 63 percent of the non-stop approaches had a crossroad 
warning sign. 
11. The most common stop signing used was one 48-inch sign. 
12. The combined accident rates at intersections having a traffic signal 
or stop sign (with or without an intersection beacon) were very similar. 
13. An analysis of the change in accidents when the right-of-way control 
was changed indicated a slight benefit for installing an intersection beacon 
at a stop-sign controlled intersection with a more significant benefit 
observed when a traffic signal was installed, although the results were not 
consistent. 
14. Intersections having traffic signals that had a high accident rate 
typically had a problem with "opposing left turn" accidents. 
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15. There was a 
involved in accidents 
accidents and statewide 
slightly higher percentage 
at the study intersectons 
intersection accidents. 
of combination trucks 
compared to statewide 
16. There was a higher percentage of 
intersections controlled by traffic signals 
signs. 
accidents involving trucks at 
than those controlled by stop 
___ lL___A_aunimar_y_b_Y-dixectionaL-anal*sis- a-t-the- stud7'-1<>Ga-t-i<>ns-indi-Ga-ted------­
that angle accidents were the most common followed by rear-end and "opposing 
left-turn" accidents. 
18. The percentage of angle accidents decreased dramatically for 
intersections controlled by a traffic signal compared to stop sign control, 
while the percentage of rear-end and "opposing left-turn" accidents increased 
substantially. 
19. The most common explanation for accidents in which a side-street 
vehicle pulled into the path of a through vehicle at a stop approach was the 
side-street driver, after stopping, did not observe the approaching through 
vehicle. 
20. The most frequent comment when a driver disregarded a traffic signal 
was that the driver did not have enough time to stop when the signal changed 
to red. 
21. For "op posing left-turn" accidents, the most common comments were 
that the driver did not see the op posing vehicle or vision was obscured. 
22. The most com mon rear-end accidents involved a vehicle stopped or 
stopping at a traffic signal. 
23. The most frequent type of sideswipe accident involved changing 
lanes. 
24. At intersections controlled by a traffic signal, the most common 
recom mendations involved a modification in the change interval or the addition 
of back-plates to the signal heads. 
25. At intersections controlled by stop signs, the major recommendation 
involved installing additional warning signs. 
10 
IMPLEMENTATION 
This study summarizes the intersection characteristics and types of 
traffic control at a number of rural, high-speed intersections. The types of 
accidents that have occurred and the factors contributing to those accidents 
also were analyzed. These findings were used to recommend operational 
improvements at the study . intersections. The recommendations for study 
intersections may be reviewed for possible implementation. Also, since these 
- --- ---rrrcarrorrs-----weTe-se±e-eted-to--p-I'o-v-i-de--a-samp.le--oL-rura�, __ high=).:lee_d__ _ __ _ 
intersections, the analyses and resulting improvements recommended for the 
study intersections may be used as a guide for implementing changes at other 
similar intersections. 
The accident analyses show that providing the driver adequate warning of 
the intersection is of primary importance for this type location. Providing 
adequate sight distance is critical. Of equal importance at signalized 
intersections is the need to provide a proper change interval and maximize the 
visibility of the signal heads. A red clearance interval should always be 
provided for both roadways. Procedures to calculate the change interval are 
described in Reference 8 in Appendix A. A green extension system also should 
be included for the major roadway. The need to consider separate left-turn 
phasing also is shown. The use of active advance warning signs should be 
considered at problem locations. 
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TABLE 1 .  HIGH SPEED_, AT-GRADE INTERSECTIONS STUDY LOCATIONS 
=================�============================================================ 
NO. COUNTY DIST ROUTE MP ADT INT ROUTE MP ADT 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Anderson 7 us 127By 6 .8 8 ,020 KY 151 0 . 0  6 , 040 
2 Anderson 7 US 127By 4 .0 8 ,430 KY 44 3 . 0  460 
3 Barren 3 US 3 1E 1 3 . 3  9 , 400 KY 1297 1 2 . 8  5 , 370 
4 Boone 6 KY 18 11 .8  8 , 520 KY 237 4 . 7  2 , 200 
------- ----5--Bou-rcben l:J&-2-7-68 8-.-3----8-,--2-:t()-jjs---4-6-() 1-;-r--------2-;-1-()0 
6 Boyd 9 us 60 4 .0 8 , 260 KY 180 2 .5 8 , 980 
7 Boyd 9 us 60  8 . 9  20 , 320 KY 766 2 . 0  1 , 970 
8 Butler 3 KY 70 30 .0  1 , 200 KY 185 6 . 6  1 , 150 
9 Christian 2 us 4 1  14 . 8  8 , 940 KY 1682 3 . 1  4 , 360 
10 Christian 2 us 41A 1 . 7 14 ,090 KY 911 0 . 0  4 ,000 
11 Christian 2 KY 109 12 . 1  2 , 230 KY 1682 1 . 2  1 , 320 
12 Christian 2 us 41A 1 . 4 20.270 Gate 6 * 2 ,000 
13 Clark 7 KY 1958 2 . 0  12 , 230 Fulton Rd * 2 , 500 
14 Clinton 8 KY 90 5 . 2  960 US 1 27-KY 734 4 . 6  920 
15 Daviess 2 us 60 16 . 6  20, 320 KY 144 o.o 9 , 060 
16 Fayette 7 us 60 3 .0 32 ,040 Airport Rd * 2 , 500 
17 Fayette 7 KY 922 2 . 6  24 , 360 Holiday Inn * 2 , 000 
18 Fayette 7 us 60 1 1 . 9  17 ,690 Elkhorn Rd * 2 ,000 
19 Fayette 7 us 27 1 . 2  22 , 120 Tiverton * 2 , 500 
20 Fleming 9 KY 1 1  By 1 .0 2 , 040 KY 32 11 . 8  5 , 650 
2 1  Floyd 12 us 23  10 . 6  13 ,030 KY 1428 6 . 2  3 , 7 20 
22 Floyd 12 KY 80 8 . 6 10 , 440 KY 122 8 . 8  3 , 110 
23 Floyd 12 us 23  0 . 9  15 , 660 KY 979  19 . 3  5 , 360 
24 Greenup 9 us 23 4 . 5  1 1 ,320 KY 750 3 . 7 1 , 720 
25 Hardin 4 US 3 1W 28 . 2  30, 680 Elm Rd * 2 , 500 
26 Hardin 4 KY 1815 1 . 2 5 , 280 Logsdon * 2 , 000 
27 Hardin 4 KY 1815 5 , 280 Woodland * 1 , 000 
28 Henderson 2 US 41A 1 1 . 3  3. 290 KY 425 2 . 4  
29 Henderson 2 us 60  8 . 7  6 , 120 KY 136 19 . 8  5 , 380 
30 Jefferson 5 us 42 4 . 7  13 , 640 Hub bards * 4 , 000 
31 Larue 4 KY 61 6 . 1  7 , 520 KY 84 * 1 , 7 20 
32 Laurel 11 US 25E 2 . 1  17.920 KY 1223 4 . 9  7 , 090 
33 Letcher 12 KY 15By 2 . 2  5 ,  7 70 KY 15 By 2 . 8  8 , 500 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* No milepoint available. 
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TABLE l. HIGH SPEED , AT-GRADE INTERSECTIONS STUDY LOCATIONS (continued) 
============================================================================== 
NO. COUNTY DIST ROUTE HP ADT INT ROUTE MP ADT 
-- ------------------- ---- -- ---------- --------------- ---------- ---- -------- ----
34 Letcher 12 KY 15 By o.o 2 ,840 us 1 19 17 . 4  2 , 100 
35 Lincoln 8 us 27 17 . 7  1 0 , 100 KY 1 247 8 .8 2 , 500 
36 Lyon l us 62  9 .0  6 , 8 20 KY 93 1 6 . 5  2 '7 50 
37 McCracken l us 62 15 .5 10 '920 us 68 o.o 6 , 400 
cS--Mad±s<>n lJS--25 l5-. �6,-2lO___j(Y P. 7 h  10 .0 1 7,410 
39 Mag off in 10 us 460 1 4 . 6  7 , 440 KY 1 14 o.o 4 , 140 
40 Marshall l us 641 1 . 2  3 , 890 KY 80 8 . 1  3 , 260 
4 1  l1arshall l us 62 7 . 6  6 , 370 Jp Parkway 52 . 3  6 , 140 
42 Montgomery 7 us 60 4 . 3  4 , 290 KY 686 l.l 10 ,030 
43 Muhlenburg 2 us 62 8 .8 8 '170 KY 189 8 . 8  5 ,000 
44 Muhlenburg 2 KY 189 10 . 2  3 , 580 KY 181 1 2 . 6  4 , 760 
45 Muhlenburg 2 KY 189 1 1 .2 3 , 580 Green Dr * 2 , 000 
46 Pike 12 us 23 39 . 7  1 2 , 350 Wedd Pl s * 2 ,000 
47 Meade 4 KY 1051 0 . 8 4 , 6 10 KY 79-KY 448 3 , 690 
48 Pulaski 8 KY 80 By 2 . 3  8 , 850 KY 39 0 . 3  3 , 200 
49 Pulaski 8 us 27 1 2 . 9  24 , 060 KY 1642 E 4 . 7 2 ,320 
50 Pulaski 8 us 27 1 2 . 4  1 9 , 420 KY 1642 w 4 . 7  2 , 320 
51 Warren 3 US 3 1W 17 . 1  1 2 , 200 KY 1402 o.o 1 ,900 
52 Warren 3 us 231  9.5 9 , 640 KY 884 9 . 6  3 '700 
53 Wayne 8 KY 90 1 1 . 0 l3 , 820 KY 92 9 . 6  6 , 630 
54 Woodford 7 us 60  12 .6  27 , 400 KY 1967 4 . 4  l ,080 
55 Woodford 7 us 60 1 2 . 1  27 ,400 Huntertown * 1 , 500 
56 Fleming 9 KY 1 1  By o.o l , 620 KY 1 1  1 2 . 9  4 ,950 
57 Muhlenburg 2 us 62 1 6 . 4  4 , 560 KY 189 14 .0 3 ,070 
58 Laurel ll us 25  2 . 6  8 , 9 50 us 25E 1 . 0  1 5 , 790 
59 Floyd 12  us 23-460 15 .6 15 ,740 KY 1 14 1 1 .4 7 , 980 
60  Washington 4 us 150 8 . 6  9 ,  7 60 KY 555-55 3 , 540 
61 Boyle 7 us 127 By 1 .8 1 1 , 720 KY 34 1 1 . 0  2 , 660 
62 Boyle 7 us 1 27 By 3 . 2  7 , 590 us 150 1 2 . 6  5 , 380 
63 Anderson 7 us 126 By 3 . 3  6 , 870 us 62 18 .3 4 , 340 
64 Knott 12  KY 80 8 . 0  3 , 280 KY 160 1 2 . 5  5 , 300 
65 Wayne 8 KY 90 By 1 2 . 7  1 1 , 030 KY 1 275  4 . 0  4 , 160 
- ----- ---------- --------------------------------------------------- -----------
* No milepoi nt available. 
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NUMBER OF LOCATIONS 




























and/or Lane Line 


































NUMBER OF APPROACHES 

































DISTANCE( FEET) APPROACHES 
------------------------------------�-----------------------------
Major Approach to Observe Minor Under 250 30 
250-499 5 1  
500-749 61 
7-50-1--,000 15 
Over 1 ,000 37  
Minor Approach to  Observe Major Under 250 4 
250-499 8 
500-749 19 
750-1 ,000 43 
Over 1 ,000 157 
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Phase (Major Street) 
-- - Separate:Cen�rurn 
Phase (Minor Street) 
GES 
Length of Yellow on 
Major Road ( seconds)  
Length of  Yellow on 
Minor Road ( seconds) 
Red Clearance on 
Major Road 
Length of Red Clearance 
on Major Road (seconds) 
Red Clearance on 
Minor Road 
Length of Red Clearance 
on Minor Road ( seconds) 
Size of Lens on Major 
Road ( Inches) 
Size of Lens on Minor 
Road ( Inches) 
Back-plates on t1ajo r Road 
Back-plates on Minor Road 








Under 4 . 0 
4 . 0-4 .4 
4 . 5-4 .9 
5 . 0 or Over 
Under 4 . 0  
4 . 0-4 . 4  
4 . 5-4 . 9  
5 . 0  o r  Over 
Yes 
No 
Under 1 . 0 
1 . 0-1 .4  
1 . 5-1 .9  
2 . 0  or Over 
Yes 
No 
Under 1 .0 
1 .0-1 .4  
1 . 5-1 .9  












NUMBER OF LOCATIONS 





































TABLE 6, LENGTH OF YELLOW VERSUS SPEED LIMIT 
===================3===�============================================== 



















































TABLE 7 .  PRESENCE OF WARNING SIGN ON APPROACHES 
======================================================================= 
TYPE OF 
APPROACH TYPE OF SIGN <45 
NUMBER OF APPROACHES 
WITH GIVEN SIGN 
SPEED LIMIT (MPH) 
45 55 ALL 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Signal Signal Ahead 14 27 79 120 
Signal Ahead and Crossroad 0 2 3 5 
Cros sroad 0 2 1 3 
No Sign 20 19 8 47 
S top Sign Stop Ahead 2 6 24 32 
No Sign 1 0 7 8 
Non-Stop Crossroad 0 1 18 19 
No Sign 0 1 10 11 
- --------------------- -------------------------------------------------
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Two Standard Size Signs 
One 48-Inch Sign 
Two 48-Inch Signs 
Sign with Flasher 
NUMBER OF APPROACHES WITH GIVEN SIGNING 
SPEED LIMIT ( MPH) 
LESS THAN 45 45 OR  MORE TOTAL 
14 lc2 5 
0 18 18 
0 13 13 
0 28 5 
0 5 5 




NUMBER OF APPROACHES WITH GIVEN SIGNING 
SPEED LIMIT ( MPH) 
LESS THAN 45 45 OR  MORE TOTAL 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
One Standard-Size Sign 0 9 9 
Two Standard-Size Signs 0 1 1 
One 48-Inch Sign 2 12 14 
Two 48-Inch Signs 0 3 3 
One Standard-Size and 1 7 8 
One 48-Inch Sign 
Three Signs 0 4 4 
None 1 0 1 
19 
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TABLE 1 0 .  TYPE OF STOP AHEAD SIGNS USED 
==================================================================== 
NUMBER OF APPROACHES WITH GIVEN SIGNING 
DESCRIPTION 
OF SIGNING 
SPEED LIMIT (MPH) 
LESS THAN 45 45 OR MORE TOTAL 
One Standard-Size Sign_ 0 lA___ ___ Ll 
Two Standard-Size Si gns 0 7 
One 48-Inch Sign 2 3 
Two 48-Inch Signs 0 6 
TABLE 1 1 .  TYPE OF CROSSROAD SIGN USED 




One Standard-Size Sign 
One Standard-Size Sign with 
Advisory Speed Plate 
One 48-Inch Sign 
One 48-Inch Sign with 
Advisory Speed Plate 
Two 48-Inch Signs 
Two 48-Inch Signs with 
Advisory Speed Plate 
* Non-stop approaches at stop-si gn 
controlled intersections. 
NUMBER OF APPROACHES 




















ACCIDENT RATE (ACC/MV) 




























2 1  
2 2  
2 3  







3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
5 . 1  
3 . 2  
5 . 4 
3 . 9  
3 .8 
6 . 3  
8 . 1  
0 . 9  
4 .9 
6 . 6  
1.3  
8 . 1  
5 . 4 
0 .  7 
10 . 7  
12 . 6  
9 . 6  
7 . 2  
9 . 0 
2 . 8  
6 . 1  
4 . 9  
7 . 7  
4 . 8  
12 .3  
2 . 7  
2 . 3  
2 . 7  
4 . 2 
6 . 4  
3 . 4  
9 . 1  
5 . 2  
3 . 3  
4 . 3  
0 . 3  
2 . 9 
0.4 
5 . 7  
1.0 
0 . 4  
0 . 7  
0 . 6  
5 . 0  
4.3 
1.0 
10 .7  
2 .0 
1.4 
2 . 8 
0 .8 
1.0 
3 . 8 
2 . 0  
0 .  7 
0 . 9  
0 . 3  
15 . 0  
1 . 9  
1.7 
* Accident rate is given in terms of accidents per million 
vehicles. 
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0 . 6  
2 . 6  
3 . 1  
1 . 5  
0 . 9  
1 . 7  
1.2  
1.3  
0 . 8  
0 . 4  
1.0 
0 . 5  
2 . 6  
1.0 
1.0 
0 . 5  
1.5 
0 . 8  
3 . 0 
3 . 5  
5 . 6  




TABLE 1 2 .  ACCIDENT RATES AT STUDY LOCATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF 






























6 0  
6 1  
62 
6 3  





1 . 8  
4 . 6  
3 . 5  
6 . 3  
1 2 . 3  
4 . 2  
2 . 6 
4 . 6  
5 .2 
4 . 8  
3 . 5  
2 . 6  
5 . 2  
2 . 9  
5 . 3  
9 . 6  
7 . 9  
5 . 1  
4 . 9 
7 . 5  
1 0 . 4  
10 . 5  
2 . 4  
2 . 8  
9 .0 
8 . 7  
4 . 9  
5 . 2  
4 . 7  
4 . 1  
3 . 1  
5 . 5 
ACCIDENT RATE (ACC/MV) 
FOR GIVEN TRAFFIC CONTROL* 
STOP SIGN 
( NO BEACON) 
1 . 0  
0 . 9  
2 . 3  
3 . 2  
0 . 7  
0 . 8  
0 . 7  
3 . 1  
0 . 9  
0 . 3  
0 . 8  
1 . 0  
1 .7 
STOP SIGN 
( WITH BEACON) 
8 . 9  
1 . 9 
2 .3 
1 . 1  
1 . 3  
4 .0 
1 . 3  
2 .0 
1 . 7  
1 . 3 
1 . 1  
0 . 4  
0 .5 
1 . 3  
1 . 3  
0 . 6  
1 . 5 
0 . 7  
1 . 0  
1 . 1  
0 . 7  
0 . 8  
0 . 6  
0 . 8  
TRAFFIC 
SIGNAL 
3 . 5 
1 . 1  
1 . 4 
0 . 4  
1 . 0  
1 . 3  
1 . 7  
1 . 0  
0 . 7  
1 . 4  
1 . 3  
1 . 4  
3 . 1  
4 . 8  
0 . 6  
1 . 3  
0 . 9  
0 . 7  
1 . 0  
0 . 9  
1 . 1  
* Accident rate i s  given in terms of accidents per million 
vehicles . 
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NUMBER OF MILLION ACCIDENTS MV PER 
LOCATIONS ACCIDENTS VEHICLES(MV) PER MV YEAR 
27 338 309 1 . 1 5 . 6 
37 541 448 1 . 2 4 . 8  
46 1 ,290 1 , 058 1 . 2  6 . 1  





Stop Sign Stop Sign 
with Beacon 
Stop Sign Traffic 
Signal 
Stop Sign Traffic 
with Signal 
Beacon 
CHANGE IN ACCIDENTS/YEAR 
STATISTICALLY 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE 
NUMBER OF ----------------------------- ------------------
LOCATIONS INCREASE DECREASE NO CHANGE INCREASE DECREASE 
1 1  4 7 0 2 2 
16 7 7 2 4 3 
20 7 12 1 3 6 
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TABLE 1 5 .  CHARACTERISTICS OF ACCIDENTS AT RURAL , HIGH-SPEED 















PERCENT IN GIVEN CATEGORY 
ACCIDENTS STATEWIDE 
AT STUDY INTERSECTION 
�c�A�T�E�G�O�RY�--------�InNATgER�S�E�C�T�I�ONB �CinE��*�-------------------
Angle 46 . 6  53 .9  
Rear End 2 1 . 1  23 . 1  
Sideswipe 7 . 5 9 . 8 
Single Vehicle 4 . 0  6 . 5  
Opposing Lef t-Turn 20 . 5  3 . 7  
Bicycle 0 . l  0 . 8  
Pedestrian o.o 0 . 8  
Other 0 . 2  1 . 4  
Fatal Accident 1 . 3 0 . 2  
Injury Accident 36 . 0  2 3 . 6  
Property Damage Only 6 2 . 7  7 6 . 2  
Daylight 7 6 . 8  78 . 7  
Dawn-Dusk 3 . 6  3 . 5  
Darkness ,  Unlighted 10 . 2  5 . 0 
Darkness ,  Lighted 9 . 4  1 2 . 8  
Dry 7 5 . 7  7 0 . 8  
Wet 20 . 7  20 . 4  
Snow-Ice 3 . 6 8 . 8  
Unsafe Speed 5 . 1  4 . 1  
Failure to Yield 40 . 5  28 . 2  
Right of Way 
Disregard Traffic 1 1 .9  8 . 1  
Control 
Alcohol 4 . 2  3 . 6 
Defective Brakes 3 . 1  2 . 0  
Glare 1 . 3  0 . 9  
Limited View 3 . 0  4 . 3 
Improper or Non- 0 . 8  0 . 4  
Working Traffic 
Control 
Slippery Surface 7 . 8  1 1 . 3  
---------------------------------------------------------------
* There were 39 ,980 accidents in 1985 that occurred at an 
intersection. 
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TABLE 1 6 , TYPES OF VEHICLES INVOLVED IN ACCIDENTS 
======================================================================== 
PERCENT OF ALL VEHICLES 
OF GIVEN VEHICLE TYPE 













91 . 8  
4 . 3  
2 .8 
0 . 9  
------------·�-�-----
9 1 . 9 
4 . 9  
2 . 1  
0 . 7  
93 . 4  
4 . 3  
1 . 3  
0 . 7  

























PERCENT IN GIVEN CATEGORY 
PASSENGER CARS SINGLE-UNIT COMBINATION 
ONLY INVOLVED TRUCK INVOLVED TRUCK INVOLVED 
16 . 1  10 . 1  29 . 0  
2 5 . 8  1 7  . 0  2 3 . 0  
58 . 1  7 2 . 3  6 6 . 0  
35 . 9  3 3 . 0  39 . 0  
0 . 7  5 . 2  5 . 1  
7 7 . 3  7 1 .0 65 . 0  
19 . 5  24 . 0  29 . 1  
3 .3 4 . 9 6 . 0  
7 8 . 6  82 . 6  7 6 . 9  
3 . 3 3 . 9 4 . 3  
Darknes s ,  Unlighted 7 . 7 5 . 1  1 1 . 1  
Darknes s ,  Lighted 10 . 4  8 . 4  7 . 7  
Angle 48 . 4  43 . 3  5 1 . 7  
Rear End 2 1 . 3  30 .6  16 . 4  
Opposing Left-Turn 2 2 . 5  1 3 . 4  8 . 6  
Sideswipe 7 . 1  7 . 8 1 5 . 6  
. Single Vehicle 0 . 6  4 . 4  7 . 8  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 1 8 .  CHARACTERISTICS OF ACCIDENTS BY TYPE OF MAJOR 
TRAFFIC ,CONTROL 




















Property Damage Only 
Daylight 
Dawn-Dusk 
Darkness ,  Lighted 





STOP STOP SIGN TRAFFIC 
SIGN (WITH BEACON) SIGNAL 
70 . 7  68 . 2  3 1 . 3  
8 . 6  1 2 . 9  27 . 8  
9 . 5  LB 8-
6 . 2 6 . 5  8 . 3  
5 .0 4 .6 3 . 4 
0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 2  
0 . 0  o.o 0 . 3  
1 . 5  2 . 6  0 . 9 
3 7 . 2  39 . 6  3 4 . 1  
61 . 3  5 7 . 8  6 5 . 0  
7 6 . 6  81 . 6  7 4 . 9  
4 . 7  4 . 8  2 . 7  
8 .9 2 .8 1 3 . 7  
9 . 8  1 0 . 8  8 . 7  
7 8 . 7  7 9 . 8  73 . 3  
18 . 3  16 . 5  2 3 . 0  
3 .0 3 . 7 3 . 7  






Side-street vehicle pulled Did not see through vehicle 182 
92 
37  
into path of  through Side-s treet vehicle failed to s top 
vehicle at s t op approach Through vehicle lost control ---------------------����------------�.i�be-veh�l�a�i.ten.c-----------------------------
Opposing left turn 
Disregarded traf fic 
signal 
Thought intersection was 4-way stop 
Through through vehicle was turning 
Saw through vehicle but misjud ged 
time available 
1 8  
18 
18 
Vision obscured 5 
No explanation given or miscellaneous 273 
Did not see opposing vehicle 
Vision obscured 
Saw opposing vehicle but misjudged 
time available 





1 5  
Opposing vehicle disregarded red 1 2  
signal ( s eparate left-turn phase) 
Opposing vehic le travelling at 10 
unsafe speed 
No explanation given or miscellaneous 243 
Not enough time to stop when signal 
changed to red 




Signal not working properly 4 4  
Vehicle entered o n  yel low 4 1  
Failed to observe signal 19  
Slid into intersection due to wet 17 
or i cy road 
New signal installation 1 2  
Emergency vehicle di sregarded s ignal 8 
Alcohol i nvolvement 7 
No explanation given or miscellaneou s 125 
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Vehicle s t opped or stopping at signal 8 1  
_ Slid o n  wet or icy pavement 66 




Miscellaneou s  comment s 
Side-street vehicle stopped when 24 
observed through vehicle 
Vehicle backing 22 
Starting to accelerate at signal 19 
Vehicle stalled 10 
No explanation given or miscellaneous 125 
Changi ng lanes 
Turned from wrong lane 
Turning vehicle hit stopped vehicle 
Passing turning vehicle 
Vehicles turning into same lane 
Pulling from side road 
Defect ive brakes 
Single vehicle 
Right turn on red 
Sun obscured vision 
Fog or rain limited sight di stance 
U-turn 
Road construction 






















Turned left into path of opposing vehicle - no 19 6 
explanation 
----70'-n"e�v=enrcte al-sr.,ganlm!�rfi-c-s tgnal--n<J l-4'f-----------
explanation 
Rear end - no explanation 9 1  
Rear end - vehicle st opped o r  st opping a t  signal 8 1  
Disregarded traf fic signal - not enough time to 7 1  
s top when signal turned red 
Oppos ing lef t  turn - did not see oppos ing vehicle 56 
Rear end - wet or icy pavement 5 7  
Def ective brakes 44 
Signal on flash or not working properly 44 
Disregard traf fic signal - driver said entered 4 1  
on yellow 
Rear end - f irst vehicle stopped for yellow 38 
Sideswipe - changed lanes 3 1  
Opposing lef t turn - vi sion obscured 3 1  
Rear end - vehicle stopped t o  turn left 25 
Rear end - vehicle starting to accelerate 19 
Disregard traffic signal - driver did not see signal 19 
Sideswipe - turned from wrong lane 17 
Right-turn-on-red 16 
Oppos ing lef t turn - thought green light was left 15 
turn phase 
Opposing lef t  turn - thought had time to turn 14 
Rear end - backing 13 
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TABLE 2 1 .  SUMMARY OF COMMENTS CONCERNING ACCIDENTS AT STOP­
SIGN LOCATIONS (WITH BEACON) 
======================================================================== 
COMMENT 
Side-street vehicle pulled into path of through vehicle -
NUMBER OF 
ACCIDENTS 
no explanation 147 
_________,diLnoJ:_o_bsar-ve-tb.r-ough-velcicJ. 1-1�:>- ------- ---
failed to stop 62 
Opposing left turn - no explanation 26 
Rear end - no explanation 22 
Single vehicle lost control avoiding side-street vehicle 2 1  
Rear end - f i r s t  vehicle stopped when observed through vehicle 17 
Side-street vehicle pulled into path of through vehicle -
thought was 4-way stop 15 
TABLE 2 2 .  SUMMARY OF COMMENTS CONCERNING ACCIDENTS AT STOP­
SIGN LOCATIONS ( NO BEACON) 
= ======================================================================= 
COMMENT 
Side-street vehicle pulled into path of through vehicle -
no explanation 
did not observe through vehicle 
failed to stop 
Opposing left turn - no explanation 
Rear end - no explanation 







2 1  
1 2  
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Traf f i c  S i gnal* Modify change interval 
Add back-pla tes 
4 7  
28 -------------�r-ns-ta-l-1-<Tr-cens-ider-leJ-t-t-u-,.n-phas-i-ag----------LL-__ _ 
S top Sign** 
* 47 i nt ersections 
** 18 intersections 
Install or modify warning s ign 
Place stopbar 
Install GES 
Add lef t-turn lane 
Install rumble strips or transve rse stripes 
- Install or modify warning s ign 
Place stopbar 
Install rumble strip s ,  transverse 
s tripes or pos t  delineators 













Figure 1 .  Data Collection Sheet 
Location: County Route MP 
Intersecting Route and Street ------------------ MP---------
Geometries : Number of Approaches� _____________ Intersection Type -------------
North Arrow 
Number Lanes - Thru Only 
LT 
RT 
Shared (Give Type) 
Total Lanes at Intersection 
Roadway Width - Shoulder 
RT 
Thru Only Lane ( s )  
LT 
Shared (Give Type) 
Median Shoulder 
Median 















Indicate Route Numbers and 
Street Names 














Distance ( feet )  
*Corner sight distance measured from a point of the minor road a t  least 1 5  f t  
from the edge o f  the major road pavement and measured from a height of eye of 
3 . 5  f t  on the minor road to a height of object of 4 . 25 ft on the major road. 
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Figure 1 .  Data Collection Sheet ( continued) 
Location: County Route MP 
Intersect ing Route and S t reet ----------------------- MP.----------
Traffic Control :  Speed Limit Major Road mph Minor Road ____ mph 
Lighting Yes No 
------------------------�igh�-of=W�Cnnrro�--s��rr�l�=====:--��-----------------------------







Intersection Beacon Yes No 















p_r __ �· 
Non-Mountable Median Yes No Appr 
Major Approach Minor Approach 
Yes No Yes No 







Type Location Number Size 
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Figure 1 .  Data Collection Sheet ( continued) 
Complete for Signalized Intersections : 
Fixed Time o r  Actuated 
Maximum Cycle Length Secon�d�s----
Number of Phases -=---
S eparate Left-Turn Phase Yes No Approach( s )  
-----'GES-"?e Ne-------Appl"-eaeh(-s-) 
Length of Yellow Major Road Seconds 
Minor Road Seconds 
All Red Yes No I f  yes ,  length 
S ize of Lens Major Road Inches 
Minor Road Inches 
Backplates Yes No Approach( s )  __ _ 
Pedestrian S igna�es No 
Note other related traffic control at intersection: 
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the main approach. The speed signal displays speeds to approaching 
traff i c ,  thus regula ting '  vehicle :progress to avoid arrival at the 
intersection during the red phase. 
The traffic-actuated speed signal funnel stopped an average of only 
2 . 0 percent of the main route traf f i c ,  while the conventional 
semiactuated controller stopped 2 0 . 9  percent. Furthermore, the speed 
signal syst em s t opped only 2 . 8  cars on the high-speed route during 15  
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The following s ix design features were identified as accident­
related and amendable to countermeasure s :  
1 .  Sight distance obstructions , 
2 .  Identification of street-name s igns , 
3 .  Left-turn storage lanes, 
4 .  Left-turn phasing , 
5 .  Raised pavement markers , and 
6 .  Bus s t ops and bus rout e s .  
I t  was found 
intersections had 
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that , for stop-controlled intersections , cross 
higher accident rates than Tees , and that s ignalized 
higher accident rates than stop controlled. 
8 .  "Determining Vehicle Change Intervals , "  Institute o f  Transportation 
Engineers Commi ttee 4A-16 , ITE Journa l ,  May 1 9 8 5 .  
A procedure to determine vehicle change intervals was recommended . 
The formula to determine initial yellow warning interval was based on 
the s tandard uniform deceleration kinematic model recommended in the ITE 
Handbook , modified to include an adjustment due to the effects of grade 
on deceleration. Formulas to determine initial red c learance interval 
( all-red interval) were given using different intersection width, 
depending on the presence of pedestrians. 
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9 .  Ebbecke , G .  M.  and Schuster, J .  J . ;  "Areawide Impact of Traffic 
Control Device.s ,'' Trans portation Research B oard Record 644 , 1975 . 
The conversion of intersections from two-way to four-way s t op 
control was evaluated .  It was found that three of every four 
conversions from two-way to four-way control improved conditions 
regardless of the before accident rat e.  
10. Eck , R.  W.  and Sabra, z .  A. ; "Accident Countermeasures at High­
Speed Signalized Intersections ; Phase I -- Synthesis of Pract ice , "  
Department of Civil Engineering , Wes t  Virginia University, August 
1984 . 
The report assessed accident countermeasures at high-speed 
signalized intersections through a li terature revi ew and survey of 
current practice. Traditional c ountermeasures included detectorization 
and continuously flashing Signal Ahead signs. Three dynamic devices 
currently used are: 
1 .  flashing Red Signal Ahead sign , 
2 .  the Prepare t o  Stop When Flashing s i gn ,  and 
3 .  flashing s t robe ligh t s .  
Hidden intersections and rural expres sways where signals are unexpected 
are the two circumstances creating problems at high-speed signalized 
intersections . Dynamic devices are used only when conventional 
c ountermeasures fail to solve the problem. The overhead Prepare to Stop 
When F lashing sign had the highest installation and maintenance cos t s .  
F lashing strobes had the lowest c os t s .  I n  genera l ,  the flashing Red 
Signal Ahead sign was rated the mos t  ef fective dynamic device with the 
flashing strobe lights the least effective .  For dynamic devices i n  
general , i t  was concluded that activation of flashing at the end of 
green is more effective than activation at the beginning of yellow . 
1 1 .  Eck, R .  W .  and Sabra, z .  A . ;  "Act ive 
Speed Signalized Intersections : 
Transpo rtation Research Board Record 
Advance Warning Signs at High-
A Survey of Practice ,"  
1010 ' 1 9 8 5 .  
The u s e  of act ive advance warning signs at high-speed signalized 
intersection was surveyed . The three most common devices were: 
1 .  Flashing red signal ahead signs , 
2 .  Prepare to s t op when flashing signs , and 
3 .  Flashing s t robe lights.  
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1 2 .  Foody , T .  J .  and Taylor, w. C . ;  "An Analysis of Flashing Systems , "  
Highway Res ..earch Boa.rd. Record 221 , 196 8 .  
The report evaluated the effectiveness of various types o f  flashing 
devices in reducing the total accident rate at intersections on the 
rural state highway system. Flashing beacons were placed in conjunction 
with s t op s igns on the s ide of the road and overhead. Dif ferent 
arrangements of flashing beacons were also placed overhead. From two to 
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or vertically and flashed either alternately or simultaneously. The 
accident rate was reduced after instal lation of the beacons. The 
accident reduct ion was statistically significant. The flashing devices 
were equally effective both during the day and nigh t .  
1 3 . Goldbla t t ,  R .  B . ;  "Effect of Flashing Beacons on Intersection 
Performance , "  Transportation Research Board Record 644 , 1977 . 
The effects of both continuously and vehicle-actuated flashing 
beacons on a two-way s t op controlled intersection were s tudied. The 
installation of continuously flashing intersection beacons , without 
advisory warning s igns ,  had little or no effect on the main street speed 
distribution, but they did result in lower vehicle speeds along the 
s t opped approach if the beacon was not actuated . The use of actuated 
WHEN FLASHING - VEHICLE CROSSING signs and beacons along the main street 
approaches caused a reduction in speed dispersion along those 
approaches,  which was more pronounced on an approach with poor sight 
distance. The use of advance warning beacons in conjunction with a S top 
Ahead sign reduced speed variance and increased the distance at which 
braking began; however ,  these effects disappeared if there was a beacon 
at the downstream intersection, probably because the intersection beacon 
flashes red while the S top Ahead beacon f lashes yellow which gives the 
driver conflicting indications. No operational advantage was obtained 
by actuating an advance warning beacon. 
1 4 .  Hall ,  D .  L. ; 
Evaluation of 
Transportation 
Sinha, K.  c . ;  and Michael, H.  c . ;  
Nonsigoalized Control at Low-Volume 
Research Board Record 681 , 1 9 7 8 .  
" C omprehensive 
Intersection , "  
Guidelines for selecting signing at low-volume , unsignalized 
intersections were developed . A figure of total annual cost versus 
combined intersection volume was used to select the proper sigoing. At 
total volume s of 800 vpd down to 200 vpd ,  the yield sign provided the 
lowest overall annual cos t .  No s igo at all was found to be the least 
expensive control for intersections with a volume under 200 vpd .  
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1 5 .  Hanna, J .  T. ; Flynn, T.  E . ; and Tyler, w. L . ; "Characteristics of 
Intersectiori Accidents in Rural Municipalities , " Transportation 
Research Board Record 601 , 197 6 .  
Accidents 
characteri s t i c s :  
were related to the following intersection 
1 .  Grad e ,  
------ - - ----2-.-r-rrr=secttmrcnntro-1---(ll-:tgnal-,----stop s ign;-yle�-d-iHgn )·-, -----
3 .  Intersection geometries ( 4-way , T-type ) ,  
4 .  Sight distance, 
5 .  Lighting conditions , and 
6 .  Signal display . 
The following conclusions relating t o  rural accidents were found: 
1 6 .  
1 .  A typical intersection with a given volume of traffic will have 
a higher accident frequency under traffic signal control than 
under Stop or Yield sign control ,  
2 .  Intersections with poor s ight distance tend to have high 
accident rat e s ,  
3 .  Standardizing signal display should result i n  reduced 
accident s ,  and 
4 .  Frequency of night accidents appears to be totally unrelated to 
traffic patterns, traffic control ,  or intersection geometries . 
King , G .  F .  and Goldblatt ,  R .  B . ;  "Relationship of Accident 
Patterns to Type of Intersection Contro l , "  Transportation Research 
Board Record 540 , 1975 . 
S tudy compared accidents at signalized and unsignalized 
intersections, and also invest i gated the use . of flashing beacons to 
supplement stop sign contro l .  There was no evidence that signalization 
reduces accident s ,  especially for traffic signals not warranted by 
traffic volume . No evidence was found to justify a reduction of minimum 
volume requirements for rural conditions or high-accident locations. 
The installation of flashing beacons to supplement s top-sign control was 
found to have a favorable effect on accident patterns. 
1 7 . Lanman ,  M .  H. ; Lum, H.  S . ;  and Lyles , R .  
Techniques for Warning o f  Slow-Moving 
Transportation Research Board Record 739 , 1980.  
W. ; "Evaluation of 
Vehicles Ahead , "  
Effect iveness of s igns and vehicle markings for warning of slow­
moving vehicles ahead was examined . The signs evaluated included : 1 )  a 
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basic warning sign with the legend SLOW MOVING VEHICLES AHEAD , 2 )  the 
s ign with a continuously flashing .beacon, and 3) the sign with vehicle­
actuated beacons. It was found that the roadside signs were relatively 
ineffect ive as warning devices for the overtaking s i tuation. The use of 
standard four-way flashers was found to be an effective device on slow­
moving trucks . 
18 . Lipinski , M .  E .  and Wortman, R.  H . ; "Effect of Illumination in 
Rural At-Grade Intersection Accidents , "  Transpo rtation Research 
Board Record 6 1 1 , 1976 .  
The effectiveness of adding lighting at rural at-grade 
intersections in Illinois was evaluated . Illumination resulted in a 45 
percent reduct ion in the night accident rate and a 22 percent reduction 
in the night accident/total accident rat i o .  
19 . Liu , C . ;  "Some E ffects o f  Unwarranted Traffic Signals , "  Purdue 
University,  Indiana State Highway Commission, September 197 9 .  
The ef fect on delay and accidents at unwarranted traffic signals 
was s tudied . At every intersection s tudi ed , total delay to all 
motoris t s  was increased by the installation of a traf fic signal versus 
two-way s t op control.  The most detrimental effect of an unwarranted 
traffic signal is the substantial increase in travel delay s .  
20 . Lum, H .  s .  and Parke r ,  M .  R . ;  "Intersection Control and Accident 
Experience in Rural Michiga n , "  Public Roads , Vol .  46 , No . 3 ,  
December 1982 . 
The report studied guideli nes for use of a stop or yield sign. Of 
a s tudy sample of 900 low-volume , nonsignalized intersections in 
Michigan, 9 6  percent were stop controlled . Stop signs were used where 
there was adequate s i ght distanc e .  There was no relationship be tween 
the number of approaches on the minor roadway and accident experience 
for major roadway volume under 1 ,000 vpd .  Accident experience at stop­
controlled intersections is  neither better nor worse than at 
uncontrolled intersections with the major roadway volume under l ,000 
vpd . Resul t s  suggested that extensive use of stop control at rural 
intersections may not be necessary. For many si tuations where some form 
of control is needed , yield control may be a better alternative than 
stop contro l .  
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2 1 .  Lum; H.  S . ;  and S tockton, W. R . ;  " Stop Sign Versus Yield Sign , "  
Transportation Research Board Record 881 , 1982 . 
The report i nvest igated the relative effectiveness of s t op and 
yield signs at low volume intersections ( l ess than 500 vpd on minor 
roadway ) .  I t  was found that current use of Stop signs is unrelated to 
sight dis tance availability and that S top signs do not reduce accident 
experience at low-volume intersections. No relation was found between 
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low-volume intersections. I t  was conc luded that many Stop s igns at low­
volume intersections are unjustified (although warranted by MUTCD ) and 
could be replaced with Yield s igns without increasing accident 
experience and the use of Yield signs would restore respect and 
effect iveness of the Stop s ign and improve operating efficiency. 
2 2 .  Lyle s ,  R. w. ; "Evaluation of Signs for Hazardous Rural 
Intersections , "  Transportation Research Board Record 7 82 ,  1980. 
The effectiveness of several different signs in informing motorists 
of an intersection in a rural two-lane s ituation was evaluated. The 
following signing was tested : 
1 .  Intersection warning s igns , 
2 .  Reduced speed limit with warning sign, 
3 .  Advance flashing beacon with warning s ign , and 
4 .  Actuated flashing beacon with warning sign. 
In genera l ,  the warning sign wi th the "when flashing" plaque and 
beacons, which was activated by s ide road traf f i c ,  was most effective in 
several instances. However,  the equipment for such a sign would be 
complex, involving sensing devices on the s ide road s ,  and failure of 
proper operation would result in a serious situation. The conclusion of 
the s tudy was that the regulatory speed-zone configuration ( reduced 
speed limit and cross road sign) and the continuously lighted ( flashing 
beacon) sign with the legend VEHICLES ENTERING were superior to typical 
warning signs.  
2 3 .  "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and 
Highways , "  U .  S .  Department o f  Transportation, 1978.  
The MUTCD lists  the signs , markings , signals , and devi ces placed 
on , ove r ,  or adjacent to a s treet or highway to regulate,  warn, or guide 
traffic. The following devices and guidelines for use are described and 
may be used at rural , high-speed intersections : 
1 .  Regulatory signs : 
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a.  Stop 
b .  Yield 
c .  Speed Limit 
d .  Lane-Use Control Signs 
e. Do Not Pass 
f. Divided Highway 
g. No Parking · 
h.  Traffic S ignal S igns 
2 .  Warning S igns : 
a .  eros s Road 
b. Side Road 
c .  T Symbol 
d .  Y Symbo l 
e .  S t op Ahead 
f .  Yield Ahead 
g .  S i gnal Ahead 
h. Advisory Speed Plate 
i .  No Passing Zone 
3 .  Guide S igns 
a .  Directional Assembly 
b .  Road Name 
4 .  Markings 
a .  Centerline 
b. Lane Line 
c .  Edgeline 
d .  No-Passing Zone 
e .  S t op Lines 
f. Cros swalks 
g. Object Markings 
h .  P os t  Delineators 
i .  Colored Pavement s 
j .  Barricade 
k .  Channelizing Devices 
S .  Traffic Signal 
a .  Number of Lenses per S ignal Face 
b. Arrangement of Lenses in S i gnal Face 
c .  Illumination of Lens 
d .  Visibility and Shielding of S i gnal Face 
e .  Number and Location o f  Signal Faces 
f ,  Vehicle Change Interval 
g .  Traffic S ignal Warrants 
h. Pedestrian S ignals 
i .  Hazard Identification Beacon 
j .  Speed Limit S ign Beacon 
k. Intersection Control Beacon 
1 .  S top S ign Beacon 
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2 4 .  
6 .  Islands 
a. Pedestrian Refuge I sland 
b. Traffic Divisional I s land 
c .  Traffic Ch�nnelizing I sland 
May . A.  
Research 
1968 . 
D. ; "Clearance Interval at Traffic 
Record 22 1 ,  Highway Research Board , 
Signals , " Highway 
Washington , D .  C. , 
Traffic behavior as related to the amber period at traffic signals 
was i nvest i gated. Supplemental advance signing was also tested . A five 
s econd amber was compared to a seven second amber at a rural location. 
A higher percentage of vehicles operated in a safe manner with the 
increased yellow duration. There was also a higher percentage of 
vehicles operating in a safe manner with a Prepare to S t op advance s ign 
compared to locations without advance signing. 
2 5 .  Michael ,  H. L . ;  Sinha, K .  c . ;  and F letcher, J .  A . ; "Evaluation of 
Design and Control Alternatives to Improve Safety of Intersections 
of Mult i-Lane Highways with Other Highways , "  Purdue University, 
Indiana State Highway Commission , December 1981 . 
This report analyzed accident histories at 1 8  intersections and 
recommended c ountermeasures involving the following: 
1 .  Install advance warning signs ( overhead and ground; with and 
without flashe rs ) ;  
2 .  Conduct signal timing s tudy , 
3 .  Install overhead lane use des ignation sign s ,  
4 .  Add left-turn phase ,  
5 .  ]>r
.
ovide all-red clearance phase , 
6 .  Install strobe light in red signals , 
7 .  Reduce speed limi t ,  
8 .  Increase advance warning distance, 
9 .  Increase s i ze of s igning , 
1 0 .  Enforce stop maneuver ,  
1 1 .  Add s trobe light to advance warning s ign, 
1 2 .  Increase bulb wattage in flashers, 
1 3 . Provide left-turn lanes ,  and 
1 4 .  Relocate flashers over the lane s .  
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26 . Mounce , J .  M. ; "Driver Compliance with Stop-Sign Control at Low­
Volume Intersection , " Transportation Research Board Record 808, 
1981 . 
Optimum intersection control (no s ign contro l ,  yield , stop , signal) 
was related to intersection volume . It was concluded that the 
operational effectiveness of low-volume intersections could be enhanced 
with no observed safety detriment by the application of no sign control 
beTow iiia]or"roadway -volUme- of 2 ;000 ADT; yiela�si:gn: control at majcrr­
roadway volume between 2 ,000 and 5 , 000 ADT, and , depending on minor­
roadway volume, s top-sign control or s ignalization above 5 ,000 ADT .  
2 7 .  Olson, P .  and Rothery, R .  W . ;  "Deceleration Levels and C learance 
Times Associated with the Amber Phase of Traffic Signals , "  Traffic 
Engineering , Vol.  4 2 ,  No . 7 ,  April 197 2 .  
The study was designed to provide information t o  compute the 
probability of s t opping as a function of t ime needed to clear the 
intersection at the onset of amber. Results showed that at 
intersections with approach s peeds of 30 and 50 mph, nearly all vehicles 
s topped where the required deceleration was 8 feet per second squared 
while very few vehicles s t opped for a deceleration beyond 12 feet per 
second squared . The study confirmed that a 5 . 5  second yellow period was 
realistic.  
28 . Owens , R. D . ; "Effect of  Rumble S trips at  Rural S top Locations on 
Traffic Operation, "  Highway Research Board Record 170 , 196 7 .  
S tudy evaluated influence of rumble strips on traffic operation at 
rural s t op locations. Rumble s trips were found to reduce average 
approach speed and increase observance of the stop sign controls . 
2 9 .  Ozann e ,  J .  T . ;  "Effect ive Warning for the Hidden Traffic Signal and 
E liminating the Dilemma Zone , " Compendium of Technical Papers , 
Institute of Transportation Engineers , 49th Annual Meeting , 1979 .  
Advance activated warning signs which could alter information 
provided to the driver based on whether the driver should slow or 
proceed were s tudied. Typical legends included: 
1 .  Prepare to S top When Flashing 
2 .  Be Prepared to Stop When Amber Flashing 
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3 .  Prepare to S t op When Light Flashes 
4 .  S t op Ahead When Flashing 
A survey found 
reduce driver 
concluded that 
the problem of 
that actuated warning signs are 
difficulties at signalized 
the use of this type of sign is 
rear.-end accidents .  
used and they d o  seem to 
intersections. It was 
an effective solution to 
30 . Parsonson, P. s . ; "Signalization of High-Speed, Isolated 
Intersection, "  Transportation Research Record 681 , 197 8 .  
A method o f  detector-controller configuration t o  reduce dilemma 
zone was proposed . The configuration was a high-speed design that 
included loop-occupancy features ,  a basic,  actuated, nonlocking 
controlle r ,  and extended-call detectors that provided both a short 
allowable gap and protection over a wide range of speeds . 
3 1 .  Parsonson , P .  S . ;  Dey ,  R .  A . ;  Gawla s ,  J .  A. ; and Black, G .  W . ;  "Use 
of EC-DC Detector for S ignalization of High-Speed Intersections , "  
Transportation Research Board Record 737 , 197 9 .  
A detector-controller configuration t o  minimize the dilemma-zone 
problem at s i gnalized intersections on high-speed roads was developed . 
The design involves a basic,  actuated , digital controller operated in 
the nonlocking mode . For an approach with a 5 5  mph design speed , the 
upstream loop is 384 feet back from the intersection with the middle 
loop 254 feet back. A loop at the s t op line is 25 feet in length and is 
connected to an extended call-delayed call (EC-DC) detector which 
changes from an EC model to a DC unit at the s trategic moment during the 
green interval . 
3 2 .  Radwan, A.  E .  and S inha, K .  C . ;  "Countermeasures to Improve S afety 
of Mul tilane Rural Intersections , "  Transportation Research Board 
Record 7 7 3 , 1980.  
A computer program was used to evaluate alternatives to improve 
safety at intersections of multi-lane major highways with two-lane minor 
roads . Countermeasures at signalized intersections include d :  
1 .  Signal timing, 
2 .  Advance-warning systems , 
3 .  Duration of amber and all-red phase ,  and 
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4 .  Speed limit on major road. 
Countermeasures at unsignalized intersections include d :  
1 .  Intersection width, 
2 .  Median widt h ,  
3 .  Speed limi t on minor road, and 
4 .  Advance-warning systems. 
3 3 .  Radwan, A. E . ; Sinha, K .  C . ;  and Michael , H. L . ;  "Development of 
Use of a Computer S imulation Model or the Evaluation of Design and 
Control Alternatives for , , Intersections of Minor Roads with Multi­
Lane Rural Highways :  Model Application, "  Purdue University , 
Indiana State Highway Commission , July 197 9 .  




s i gnalized 
evaluat ed :  
evaluation of 
intersections. 
A. Stop-Controlled Intersections 
1 .  Intersection median width, 
2 .  Median opening, 
3 .  Median control ,  
4 .  Intersection width ,  
S .  Approach grade s ,  
6 .  Advance warning systems , and 
7 .  Speed enforcement.  
B .  Signalized Intersections 
1 .  Signal control type , 
2 .  Signal timings , 
3 .  Number of signal phases,  
4.  Advance warning systems , 
5 .  Speed enforcement , 
6 .  Amber and all-red phase duration s ,  and 
7 .  Detector setback from the intersection. 
countermeasures at 
The following 
The following results were found for s t op-controlled intersect ions : 
1 .  Conflicts at divided intersections were less than at undivided 
intersections ,  
2 .  Median opening size was not related to number o f  conflicts,  
3.  Right-turn lane for the minor road approaches did not reduce 
conflicts ,  
4 .  Downgrade approach resulted in more confli cts than upgrade, 
5 .  Installation of a s top s ign at the intersection median reduced 
conflicts compared to a yield sign, 
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6 .  Installation of advance warning systems such as rumble s t rips 
or strobe light attached to a warning sign reduced conflict s ,  
and 
7 .  Di fferent speed limits on minor road approaches had no effect 
on conflict s .  
The following results were found for signalized intersections: 
- I-. -Cen-fllcts -a-t------fixed-- -t-ime- - a-nd -semi-actuated-- signals were ··higher 
than for fully actuated , volume density, and green extension 
sys t em ( GE S )  s ignal s ,  
2 .  Conflicts decreased as maximum green extension increased, 
3 .  Inst allation of advance warning systems on ma jor road 
approaches did not s ignificantly decrease the number of 
conflict s ,  
4 .  Separate left-turn phasing reduced left-turn conflict s ,  
5 .  Increases i n  the length o f  the amber phase duration o r  the all­
red phase increase conflicts although there were less conflicts 
with an all-red phase than with no all-red phase , and 
6 .  Speed limit for the major road was not related to conflicts . 
34 . Radwan, A. E .  and Sinha , K .  C . ;  "Guidelines for Traffic Control at 
Isolated Intersections on High-Speed Rural Highways , "  
Transportation Research Board Record 737 , 1 9 7 9 .  
Warrants were developed f o r  the following alt ernative traffic 
control measures:  
1 .  Two-way stop signs , 
2 .  Pre-timed s ignals , 
3 ,  Semi-actuated signals , and 
4 .  Fully actuated signals .  
Both field studies and traffic simulation were used. The traffic 
control measures were evaluated over a range of traffic volumes on both 
major and minor approaches. Annual economic cost was used as a basis to 
develop cri teria for select ing the mos t  appropriate control type. The 
resulting warrants are expressed in chart form. 
3 5 .  Ray , D. E . ;  "Accident Rate Reduced by Transverse S tripes , "  Roads 
and Bridge s ,  September 198 6 .  
As a response t o  a large number o f  right-angle accidents a t  a high­
speed intersection , transverse s tripes were added on the through s tree t .  
The 12-inch wide stripes were placed in a pattern to give the drivers 
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the impression of increasing speed as the intersection was approached . 
The stripes began about ·· 7<73 ' ·feet from the conflict area in the 
intersection, Spacing began at 40 feet and was reduced in 4-foot 
increments to 13 feet in 215 feet and stopped about 480 feet from the 
conflict point. While the approach speed remained at 54 mph after 
addi t ion of the stripes, the number of related accidents was reduced 
dramatically. The reasoning was that the stripes alerted drivers to the 
hazard and reduced the perception-reaction time. 
3 6 .  Roadway Lighting Handbook, Federal Highway Adminis tration, 
Implementation Package 78-15 ,  December 1978 . 
Warrants for the installation of roadway lighting are listed and 
discus sed. The warrant which was identified as applicable to rural 
intersection lighting was developed by Wortman and was described in the 
discussion of reference number 5 3 .  
37 . Ryan, T .  A. ; "Strobe-Supplemented Red Signal Indications , "  
Transportation Research Board Record 956 , 1984 . 
The use of a s trobe-supplemented red indicator was evaluated. A 
strobe-supplemented red indicator ( SSRI) is  a red indication of a 
vehicle traffic control signal augmented by a flashing white ligh t .  
This device has been used i n  a number o f  jurisdictions as an attempt to 
reduce excessive accident rates and t o  draw driver attention to an 
unexpected s ignal. In most cases,  the number of accidents and accident 
rates decreased following SSRI installation but the decreases have not 
been s tatist ically s ignificant . No consensus was found concerning their 
effectiveness. 
38 . Sabra, Z . ;  
High-Speed 
1985 . 
"Driver Response to Active Advanced Warning S igns at 
Signalized Intersections , "  West V irginia University , 
The FHWA driving simulator was used to test 60 subject driver 
responses to advanced warning signs indicating "Red S ignal Ahead" with 
"Red" flashing , "Prepare to S t op When Flashing" with two flashing yellow 
beacons, and the symbolic "Signal Ahead " sign with flashing yellow 
beacons. The simulated roadways were a four-lane roadway with a speed 
limi t of 45 mph and a divided expressway with a speed limit of 55 mph. 
The measures of effect.iveness included recognition distanc e ,  
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comprehension time s ,  reaction times at the onset of the yellow signal, 
and s topping actions. ' The study results concluded the symbol i c  S ignal 
Ahead sign with flashing beacons was best unders tood , had good 
recognition distance s ,  and was preferred by mos t  of the test subjects. 
3 9 .  Sackman, 
"Vehicle 
Actuated 
197 7 .  
H . ; Monahan, B . ;  Parsonson, P .  S . ;  and Trevino ,  A .  F . ;  
Detector Placement for High-Speed , Isolated Traffic 
Intersection Control , "  Federal Highway Adminis tration, May 
The study objective was to improve unders tanding of how to place 
vehicle detectors at high speed , isolated , traffic-actuated 
intersections and how to test 
detector/controller configurations for 
efficiency . The results demonstrated 
conflicts at intersections with a GES .  
and evaluate alternative 
intersection traffic safety and 
a reliable reduction of traffic 
4 0 .  Southern Section ITE , "Large Area Detection at Intersection 
Approaches , "  Traffic Engineering , Vol . 46 , No . 6 ,  June 197 6 .  
The advantages and disadvantages of large and small area detectors , 
detection of small vehicle s ,  and a method of detector p lacement for 
high-speed approaches at isolated intersections were inve stigated . I t  
was concluded that high-speed approaches should use loop occupancy 
control only i f  a route is lightly travelled , carrying no more than 
8 ,000 to 10 ,000 ADT . 
4 1 .  Southern Sect i on ITE , "Small-Area Detection at Intersection 
Approaches , "  Traffic Engineering·, Vol . 44 , No . 5 ,  February 197 4 .  
The principal criteria for detector location were investigated . 
Four basic constraints were identified : ( 1 )  use sufficient set-back to 
minimize delay to approaching vehicle s ;  ( 2 )  avoid long minimum green; 
( 3 )  avoid short greens and locate detectors accordingly; and ( 4 )  use a 
set-back equal in passage time to the allowable gap. The dilemma zone 
concept was introduced , and dilemma zone curves were provided. The 
dilemma zone was categorized as a 10 percent to 90 percent probability 
of s t opping on the appearance of the yellow indication, 
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4 2 .  Stimpson, W .  A . ;  Zadar, P .  C . ;  and Tarnof f ,  P .  J . ;  "The Influence 
of the Time .Duration of Yellow Traffic Signals on Driver Response, " 
ITE Journal , November 198 0 .  
The method o f  determining yellow time at a traf fic signal was 
i nves tigated. I t  was found that potential intersection conflicts could 
be virtually e liminated with small increases in the duration of the 
yellow phase. Conflict s were found to be dependent not only on 
· · ··· ····· iiib:irsec-tTo-n.- -··geTfmeny · ·-an:ct····--na:vej: -.,vee·d ; · -··but -··on t raf·fic - dens-:ic�y---and---------­
pos sibly pavement condition. 
4 3 .  Stockton, W • .  R. ; Hounce , J .  H. ; and Walton, N. E . ; " Guidelines for 
Application of Selected Signs and Harkings on Low-Volume Rural 
Roads , "  Transportation Research Board Record 597 , 1 9 7 6 . 
The report studied application of stop signs and crossroad warning 
signs based on approach speed , sight distance, and combined intersecting 
volumes .  Results applied to low-volume rural roads (roads with volume 
less than 400 vpd ) .  Warrants for stop signs and cros sroad signs were 
developed using a nomograph with combined ADT ,  approach speed , and sight 
d i stance as input. It was concluded that under 200 vpd combined 
entering volume , s t op control is inefficient. 
44. Style s ,  W. J . ;  " Evaluation of the Flashing Red Signal Ahead Sign , "  
Haryland Department o f  Transportation, June 1982 . 
The effect ivenes s  of Red Signal Ahead sign was inves tigated and 
guidelines were developed for future use .  This sign displays the two 
messages of ei ther Red Signal Ahead ( RSA) ( from near the end of the 
green interval through the red interval ) or Signal Ahead ( SA) ( all other 
times during the cycle length) . The RSA message operates with the Red 
word f lashing alternately with the words Signal Ahead while the SA 
mes sage does not have any flashing operation. Guidelines developed for 
use of RSA and SA s ign were as follows : ( 1 )  the RSA s ign should be used 
at locations where a high incidence of right angle accidents are 
occurring or will likely be occurring , ( 2 )  on approaches with grades , 
the RSA sign may also achieve a reduction of rear-end and total 
accidents if  the s ign is  placed further upstream of the sight 
obs truct ion, and ( 3 )  advi sory speed s igns should be placed approximately 
500 feet in advance of RSA s ign locations to warn motorists of an 
appropriate speed to approach the intersection. 
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45 . Style s ,  W .  J . ;  "Evaluation of the Flashing Red S t robe Signal , "  
Maryland Department· of Transportation, June 1982 . 
Two types of strobe lights (Halo light and Barlo ligh t )  were 
evaluated as me thods of reducing accidents on high speed approaches at 
unexpected s ignalized intersections. The Halo s trobe is circular and 
the Barlo strobe is thin and horizontally rectangular. A before and 
after accident s tudy did not yield conclusive result s .  Right-angle 
- -- -ac-c·t-cte-n·t-s--t-en-d-e-d--ro----d-e-c-r-eas-e--;:-----wht-l-e- -renrr..,etra----and---e-o·ta�--ac-c1dent-s-- snowe-a- ------------------
no s i gnificant change from the before to after periods .  Results were 
bett er for the Halo strobe compared to the Barlo. The Halo' s  flash 
appears larger. 
46 . Swenson, G . ;  "Use of Strobe Light in Traffic Signals , "  Kansas 
Department of Transportation , Undated. 
The effectiveness of strobe lights at traffic signals was 
inves tigated .  The Barlo s trobe was used. It was concluded that s trobe 
lights are effective in reducing right angle and total accidents .  I t  
was recommended that the strobe light be officially recognized as a 
t raffic control device in the MUTCD . However,  the s trobe light should 
only be used as a remedial measure where evidence shows that i t  is  
needed. Only one strobe light should be used per approach. 
4 7 .  Synthesis o f  Safety Research Related to Traffic Control and Roadway 
Element s ,  Vo lume 1 ,  U .  s .  Department of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Adminis tration, December 1982 . 
This report provides a synthesis of 
traffic control and roadway element s .  
intersect ions covers the following methods 
intersection accidents .  
1 .  Left-turn channelization, 
2 .  Traffic s ignal, 
3 .  Improvement of sight distance, 
4 .  Lighting, 
safety research related to 
The chapter dealing with 
which may be used to reduce 
5 .  Roadway surface treatments ( related to skidding ) ,  
6 .  Remove fixed object s ,  
7 .  Add s treet sign s ,  
8 .  Bus r out es,  
9 .  Four-way stop s ign or yield sign, 
1 0 .  Alter signal phasing, 
1 1 .  Alter yellow indication, 
1 2 .  Add all-red interval , 
1 3 .  Prohibit RTOR, 
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1 4 .  Flashing intersection beacon, 
1 5 .  Advance warning beacon, and 
1 6 . Actuated advance warning beacon. 
4lr; �··rr�aTflc----cont�ro1 -�nevi-c:es� � �Hand�book; " � -�-JJ.------s , -�--!Jepa�rtmEmt�- - -aJ:C �­
Transportation , Federal H ighway Administration, 1983 . 
The Traffic Control Devices Handbook gives a further description of 
the application, installation, operation, and maintenance of devices 
described in the MUTCD . 
49 . Van Maren, P .  A . ;  "Correlation 
Characteristics with Accidents at 
Intersections in Indiana , " Purdue 
Research Project , July 1980. 
of Design and 
Rural Multi-Lane 




Sixty-one rural multi-lane intersections throughout Indiana were 
s tudied . Geometric,  accident, and traffic volume data were collected 
from each intersection. The average rural mult i-lane highway 
intersection had four t imes the number of accidents than the average 
rural intersection. 
The following f indings were made about the randomly selected rural 
multi-lane h ighway intersectons: unsignalized intersections were found 
to have a lower accident rate ,  median barriers and large interactions 
were found to increase the accident rat e ,  and as the s ize of s top s ign 
on the minor road increased, accidents decreased. 
The following findings are applicable to high accident s ignalized 
multi-lane intersections; the presence of stop line pavement markings 
decreased the accident rate; route markers and/or s i gnal ahead advance 
warning signs on the minor road reduced the right angle accident rate; 
and a horizontal curve on the major road and/or a skew of the two 
roadways were found t o  increase the accident rate considerably. 
S O .  Wagner ,  F .  A . ;  "An Evaluation of Fundamental Driver Decisions and 
Reactions at an Intersection , " Highway Research Board Record 1 1 8 , 
1966 .  
A detailed examination was conducted of lag and gap acceptance of 
drivers waiting at a stop sign. Factors found which influenced driver 
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decisions were: · pressure of traffic demand , direction of traffic 
movement during i.periods of heavy demand , and sequence of gap formation 
during periods of heavy demand . 
S L  Walker, --T•----W•---and -Rober-t s ,  - S-�--��>-- "Ini'-luenee ef--1-ighting--on---­
Accident Frequency at Intersections , "  Transportation Research Board 
Record 562 , 197 6 .  
Adding lighting at rural at-grade intersections in Iowa was 
evaluated. Results from 47 intersect ions revealed a 49 percent overall 
reduction in night accidents after lighting . The average night accident 
rate per million entering vehicles was 1 . 89 before lighting and 0 . 91 
after lighting .  
52 . Williams , w. L . ; "Driver Behavior During the Yellow Interval, " 
Transportation Research Board Record 644 , 197 7 .  
A method of determining the length of the yellow interval was 
recommended using: driver decision and reaction t ime ( 1 . 1  seconds ) ,  85 
percentile approach speed , deceleration accepted 8 5  percent of the time 
( 6 . 5  feet per second squared ) ,  distance from s t op line to the line where 
the vehicle shadowed ,  length of vehicle ( 1 7  feet for automobiles ) ,  
reaction t ime of cross-flow traffic ( 0 . 4  second s ) , distance between 
vehicles and cross-flow traffic,  and maximum acceleration of cross-flow 
traf f i c  ( 16 feet per second squared ) • 
5 3 .  Wortman, R. 
Intersection 
University of 
. H . ;  "Development of Warrants 
Illumination , "  Department of 
I l linois ,  1972 . 
for Rural At-Grade 
Civil Engineering, 
Roadway lighting warrants for rural intersections were developed. 
The conclusion was that rural intersections should be considered for 
lighting if the average number of night accidents per year (N) exceeds 
the average number of daylight accidents per year ( D )  divided by three. 
The likely average benefit should be taken as N - D/3 accidents per 
year. 
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5 4 .  Zadar, P . ;  Stein, H. ; and Shapiro, S . ;  "Effect of 
Traffic FJ.ow and , ,,,,crashes at Signalized 
Transportation Research Board Record 101 0 ,  1985 . 
S ignal T iming on 
Intersections , "  
The relationship of the timing of traffic s ignal clearance 
intervals (yellow plus all-red) to accidents was examined . Results 
showed that intersections with more adequate clearance intervals had 
substantially fewer rear-end and right-angle accidents than those with 
less �adequate elearanee intervals . The obsJ�rved fl�ow � o�f t!'�aJJJc thro!!gh 
the intersect ions after the onset of yellow was largely unaffected by 
variation in the lengths of clearance intervals ; thus the proportion of 
drivers exposed to cross-street traffic decreased as the c learance 
interval lengths increased. 
5 5 .  Zegeer, C .  V . ;  "Effectiveness of Green-Extension Systems at High­
Speed Intersections , "  Research Report 472 , Kentucky Department of 
Highways ,  May 19 7 7 .  
The study evaluated the effectiveness of green-extension systems 
( GES) . Before-and-after studies made at three green-ext ension sites 
showed a 54-percent reduction in total accidents and a 7 5-percent 




DATA SUMMARY AT STUDY INTERSECTIONS 
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Intersection Number: 1 
Location: Anderson County; US 1 27-US 127  Bypass-KY 1 5 1  
Intersection Type: Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed L imit :  US 1 2 7  Bypass - 55 mphi KY 1 5 1  - 4 5  mph 
ADT : US 127B - 8 ,020; KY 1 5 1  - 6 ,04u 
Right-of-Way Control : Traffic Signal ( installed March 1985 reflacing an 
intersection beacon that was installed when the bypass opened n November 
1982)  
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: None 
Paveminia:rU��s �t tfi! fKt��:��Ir"��;!t:ha=R�J�_,��fi������a���e�����{��: with 
Number of Lanes : Two lanes on all approaches; separate left-turn lane plus 
shared through and right turn lane on US 127 Bypas s ;  separate right-turn 
lane plus shared through and left-turn lane on KY 1 5 1  
S ight D i s tance: Limi ted to less than 500 feet for US 1 2 7  Bypass; over 1 ,000 
feet for KY 151 
S igning: Two 48-inch " s ignal ahead" signs on all approaches 
Traffic S ignal Informa tion: Separate left-turn signal on US 127  Bypass with 
GES ;  yellow time of 4 . 5 seconds on US 127 Bypass and 4 . 0  seconds on KY 
1 5 1  s treet with no red clearance t ime s ;  1 2-inch lenses on all approaches 
with no back-plates 
Other Traffic Control:  Stop bar on each approach; painted channelization 
Accident History: 
Time Period 
March 1983 - February 1984 
March 1984 - February 1985 














I n  the two-year period before a traffic s ignal was installed there was a 
large number of right-angle accidents resulting from vehicles not 
s topping at the stop sign , drivers not observing the major street 
vehicle , or drivers thinking the intersection was a four-way s top. The 
number of accidents dropped dramat ically when a traffic signal was 
ins talled with the only three accidents in the first year after 
i ns tallation of the signal result ing from a vehicle running the s ignal. 
The accident rate was 2 .0 accidents per million vehicles ( 2 .0 ACC/MV) 
with the two-way stop and intersection beacon compared to 0 . 6  ACC/MV with 
the traffic s ignal.  
Recommendations : Increase the yellow warning interval (yellow time) on the US 
127 Bypass to 5 . 0  seconds with a 1 . 0 second red c learance interval ( all 
red ) ;  add a 1 .0-s econd red clearance time for KY 1 5 1 ; add back-plates on 
the US 1 2 7  Bypas s .  
65 
Intersection Number: 2 
Location: Anderson County; US 127  Bypass - KY 44 
Intersection Type: Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  55 mph ( all approaches )  
ADT: US 1 2 7  - 8 ,430;  KY 44 - 460 
Right-of-Way Control: Two-way stop, minor street (KY 44) s tops 
Intersection Beacon: Installed December 196 7 ,  1 2-inch lenses on all 
approaches 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable island at intersection on KY 44 
Pavement Marking : All approaches have painted centerline and edge lines and 
� SJ:J.m�s�!!nit�e 96 p_aYe�mfmt marker�s 
Number of Lane s :  Each approach has one lane ( shared for through , left-turn, 
and right-turn traffic) 
Sight Dis tance: Over 1 ,000 feet for KY 44 t raffic to observe approaching 
vehicles on US 127  Bypass 
Signing : Two 48-inch sideroad warning s igns on US 127  Bypass approaches; two 
s top signs (48 i nch on right side and standard s ize on islana) in 
· addition to one overhead s t op s ign on KY 44 approaches; one standard size 
" s top ahead" warning s ign on westbound KY 44 approach 
Traffic S i gnal Info rmation: DNA 
O ther Traffic Control:  None 
Accident History: 
Time Total Right Rear Left Single 
Period Accidents Angle Sideswipe End Turn Vehicle 
19 81 4 3 1 
1982 7 4 1 1 1 
1983 3 1 1 1 
1984 3 1 1 1 
1985 5 2 1 2 
The accident rate over the five-year period was 1 . 4  ACC/MV . Most of the 
a ccidents were right-angle accidents caused by vehicles from the side 
road KY 4 4 )  pulling into the path of a vehicle travelling o n  the US 127  
Bypas s .  The typical comment was that the driver on the s ide s treet did 
not see the approaching vehicle; however ,  sight distance was very good . 
There was one accident in whi ch a vehicle eas tbound on KY 44 disregarded 
the s t op sign . 
Recommendations : Install a "s top ahead" warning sign on the eastbound KY 44 
approach; place stop bars at the appropriate locations for both side 
s treet approaches. 
66 
Intersection Number : 3 
Location: Barren County; US 31E - KY 1 297  
Intersection Type•:· Cross1 four· approaches Speed Limi t :  4 5  mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT :  US  3 1E  - 9 , 400 ;  KY 1297  - 5 , 370 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal ( replaced intersection beacon in 1977 )  
Lighting : No 
Raised Channelization: Island on eastbound KY 1297  approach 






�g��lfoL'2'§'le _ ma�kers ;_ pa��ted _ centerline with lane 
Number of Lanes : Two lanes on all approaches (on US 31E separate left-turn 
lane and shared through and right-turn lane; on KY 129 7 ,  separate right­
turn lane and shared through and left-turn lane) 
Sight Distance : On US 3 1E southbound approach) about 400 feet to observe both 
KY 1 297  approaches compared to about oOO feet on US 31E northbound 
approach; over 1 ,000 feet for eastbound KY 1297 vehicles to observe both 
US 31E  approaches ;  on westbound KY 1 297 , over 1 ,000 feet to observe 
traffic on northbound US 3 1E approach and about 500 feet on southbound US 
31E  approach 
Signing: One standard-size "signal ahead " s ign on each approach 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left turn phase on US 31E 
(installed July 16 , 1986); lellow time of 4 . 0 seconds with a red clearance time on US �1  and a yellow time of 3 . 5 seconds 
with a 1 . 0-second red clearance time; 1 2-inch lenses on US 31E 
lenses on KY 129 7 ;  no back-plates; GES 
approaches 
2 . 0-second 
on KY 1297 
and 8-inch 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on  all approaches; painted channelization on 
westbound KY 1297  
Accident History : 
Total Lef t Right Rear Sin�;�le 
Time Period Accidents Turn Angle End Sideswipe Veh�cle 
7/ 16/82 - 7/ 15/83 20 17 1 2 
7 / 16/83 7/15/84 17 1 2  3 2 
7/ 16/84 - 7/ 15/85 10 5 l 3 1 
7/16/85 - 7/15/86 10 4 3 2 1 
The accident rate for the four-year period before installation of left­
turn phasing was 2 . 6 ACC/MV . The majority of accidents during this time 
period were "opposing lef t turn" accidents .  This problem was addressed 
with the addition of left-turn phasing. There were also several right­
angle accidents caused by disregarding the traffic signal. 
Recomendations : Modify the change intervals to include 4 . 0-second yellow 
warning and 1 . 5-second red clearance times on US 31E and 4 .a-second 
yellow warning and 1 . 0-second red clearance times on KY 129 7 ;  add back 
plates to signal heads on US 31E  ·approaches .  
6 7  
Intersection Number: 4 
Locat ion: Boone County; KY 18 - KY 237 
Intersection Type: Cross, four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mgh (all approaches) ADT : KY 18 - 8,52 ; KY 237 - 2 ,200 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic si gnal (installed when KY 237 built and 
intersect ion opened on March 3 1 ,  1983) 
Lighting: No 




Number of Lanes: Three lanes eastbound on KY 18 ( one through-only lane, one 
left-turn lane , and a shared through and right-turn lane ) ;  four lanes 
westbound on KY 18 ( two through-only lanes with separate left- and right­
t urn lanes for four lanes) ; three lanes southbound on KY 237 (one 
through-only lane with separate left- and right-turn lanes) ; northbound 
on KY 237 has one lane ( shared through, left-turn, and right-t urn lane) 
Sight D istance:  Over 1,000 feet for KY 237 vehicles to observe traffic 
approaching westbound on KY 18 or KY 18 vehicles to observe traffic 
southbound on KY 237 ;  limited to about 600 for KY 237 vehicles to observe 
traffic eastbound on KY 18 and 200 feet for KY 18 vehicles to observe 
northbound traffic on KY 237 
Signing: One standard size "signal ahead" sign on northbound KY 237 approach; 
one standard s ize crossroads warning sign on eastbound KY 237 approach; 
yield sign at end of right-turn merge lane on westbound KY 18 approach 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase on KY 18 (installed 
March 3 1, 1983 ) ;  GES; yellow time of 4.0 seconds on all approaches; red 
clearance time of 1.0 seconds on all approaches; 12-inch lenses on all 
approaches with back-plates on KY 18 approaches 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Left Rear Right 
Time Period Accidents Turn End Angle Sideswipe 
3 /3 1/82 - 3/30/83 12 11 1 
3 / 3 1/ 83 3/30/84 6 3 2 1 
3/3 1/84 3/30/85 4 1 3 
3 / 3 1/85 - 3/30/86 10 3 3 4 
The accident rate was 3 . 1  ACC/MV before addition of a separate left-turn 
phase on KY 18. After addition of the left-turn phase the rate was 
lowered to 1. 7 ACC/MV. The right-angle accidents involved a vehicle 
disregarding a red light. 
Recommendations: Add "signal ahead". warning signs to both KY 18 approaches 
and the southboun d KY 237 approach; increase the yellow time to 5 . 0  
seconds and the red clearance t ime t o  1 . 5  seconds on both highways. 
68 
Intersection Number: 5 
Location: Bourbon County; US 27 and US 68 Bypass - US 460 
Intersection Type : ' Grossi four approaches Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT : US 27 Bypass - 8 ,210;  US 460 - 2 , 160 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal (installed September 1 7 ,  1979 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable median on all approaches ; mountable 
island separating left-turn lane on US 27 bypass 
Pavement � Markings:  Painted� lane line and edge line with Stimsenite� 'f6 
snowplowable markers on US 27 Bypass; painted centerline and edge lines 
on US 460 with lane line at intersection 
Number of Lanes :  Three lanes (separate left turn lane one through-only lane , 
and shared through and right-turn lane) on both US 27 Bypass approaches; 
three lanes (separate left-turn and right turn lanes and one through-only 
lane) on westbound US 460 approach; two lanes ( separate left-turn and 
shared through and right-turn lane ) on eastbound US 460 approach 
Sight Distance : On US 460,  approximately 800 feet to observe southbound US 27 
Bypass traffic and 400 Ieet for northbound US 27 Bypass traffic ; on 
northbound US 27 Bypass, about 300 feet to observe US 460 traffic; on 
southbound US 27 Bypass,  about 600 feet to observe US 460 traffic 
Signing : Two 48-inch "signal ahead" warning signs on both US 27 Bypass 
approaches ;  one standard-s ize "signal ahead" warning sign on both US 460 
approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate left-turn phase; GES on US 27 Bypassi yellow times of 6 . 0 seconds on US 27 Bypass and :> .0 seconds on US 46u 
with no red clearance; 12-inch lenses an all approaches with back-plates 
on US 27 Bypass approaches 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History : 
Time Total Right Lef t Rear Sin�le 
Period Accidents Angle Turn End Sideswiee Ve icle 
9/17/77 - 9/16/78 12 9 2 1 
9/17/78 9/16/79 9 6 1 1 1 
9/. 17/79 - 9/16/80 10 4 3 1 2 
9/17/80 - 9/16/81 4 1 3 
9/17/81 9/16 82 2 1 1 
9/17/82 - 9/16/83 4 2 2 
9/ 17/83 9/ 16/84 4 2 2 
9/17/84 9/16/85 11 3 6 1 1 
9/ 17/85 - 9/ 16/86 4 1 3 
The accident rate was reduced from 2 . 8  to 1 . 5  ACC/MV from the two-year 
period before to the seven-year period after installation of the traffic 
s ignal . This reduction was the result of the decrease in right-angle 
accidents .  There has been an increase in "opposing left turn" accidents 
af ter installation of the signal . This is the most  fre1uently occurring 
accident. All of the left-turn accidents involved a veh cle on the US 27 
Bypass .  The second mos t  common accidents is the right-angle accident 
caused by a driver disregarding the traffic signal . 
Recommendations : Modify the change interval to include 5 .0-second yellow 
change and 1 . 5-second all red clearance times on both highways;  add back­
plates on US 460 approaches ; consider adding left-turn phasing on US 27 
Bypass .  
69 
Intersection Number: 6 




Speed Limi t :  55 mph on a l approaches 
ADT : US 60 - 8 , 260; KY 180 - 8 ,980 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ins talled in 1976 replacing intersect ion 
beacon ( beacon installed September 2 5 ,  19 7 2 )  
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelizaton: Non-mountable depressed grass median on KY 180 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines on KY 180 and painted 
centerline and edge lines on US 60 -----------
Number of Lane s :  Three lanes ( one through-only � one shared through and right turn, and a left-turn lane) on both KY 180 approaches· two lanes (a 
shared left turn and through lane and a right-turn merge lane ) on both US 
60 approaches 
Sight Distance: Over 1 , 000 feet for eastbound US 60 traffic and about 700 
feet for wes tbound US 60 traffic to observe KY 180 traffic;  about 200 
feet for KY 180 traffic to observe US 60 traffic 
S igning: Two standard size .. s ignal ahead .. s igns on both KY 180 approaches t 
s ingle standard s ize .. s i gnal ahead .. s i gns on both US 60 approaches ;  yiela 
s ign for right-turn merge lane on eastbound US 6 0  approach 
Traffic S ignal Information: No separate left-turn phase; GES on KY 180; 
yellow time of 5 . 0  s econds on KY 180 and 4 .0 seconds on US 60 witn 
1 .0-second red clearance t ime on all approaches;  1 2-inch lenses and back­
plates on all approaches 
Other Traff i c  Control :  Stop bars o n  all approaches 
Accident H i s tory 
Total Right Left Rear 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn Sideswipe End 
l l /l/71 - 5 / 7 / 7 2  1 2  9 3 
1981 3 3 
1982 4 2 l l 
1983 8 3 2 3 
1984 0 
1985 l l 
The accident rate for the five-year period of 1981 through 1 9 85 with 
traffic signal operation was 0 . 9  ACC/MV compared to a rate of 3 . 3  ACC/MV 
for a seven-month period before installation of a traffic signal or 
intersection beacon. Since installation of the traffic signal , tbe most 
common accident has been an opposing left-turn accident involving US 60 
vehicle s .  
Recommendations : Continue t o  moni tor opposing , left-turn accidents for the 
possible need for separate left-turn phases; increase the red clearance 
times to 1 .5 seconds on both h i ghways . 
70 
Intersection Number: 7 
Location: Boyd County; US 60  - KY 7 66 ( Raybourne) 
Intersection Type: Grossi four approaches Speed Limi t :  55  mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT : US 60 - 20 ,320 ; Raybourne - 2 ,000 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( installed August 1 2 ,  1986 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting : No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on US 60  
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge 
� � centerline on KY �766 
lines on US 60  and painted 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes (one through-only , a separate left-turn, and a s hared through and right-turn lane) on US oO ;  one lane ( shared through , 
left ,  and right-turn lane) on KY 766 
Sight Distance: Over 1 ,000 feet for KY 766  vehicles to observe approaching US 
60 vehiclesi on eastbound KY 766� about 200 feet to observe US 60 traffic and about 3u0 feet on westbound KY 766  
Signing : On both' US 60  approaches , two 48-inch side road warning signs with 
45 mph advisory S!'_eed plate and also two 48-inch "signal ahead" warning 
signs ; on both KY 766 approaches , one standard size " signal ahead" s ign 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase on US 60; yellow time of 
5 .0 seconds on US 60 and 4 . 0  seconds on KY 766 ( 3 .0-second yellow for 
left-turn phase) i 3 . 0-second red c learance time on US 60; 1 2-inch lenses on US 60 and 12-�nch red lens on KY 766 ;  no back-plates ; GES 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches; red flag attached to top 
of " s ignal ahead" s igns on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear 









1981 - July 1982 6 4 2 
1982 - July 1983 3 3 
1983 - July 1984 7 7 
1984 - July 1985 7 5 2 
1985 - July 1986 10 7 1 1 1 
1986 3 3 
The accident rate for a five-year period before installation of the 
traffic signal was 0 . 8 ACC/MV . The majority of accidents before 
installation of the signal were right-angle acc�dents caused by a side 
street vehicle failing to yield the right-of-way to a through street ( US 
60) vehicle. In the first two weeks after instal lation of the signal , 
there were three right angle accidents resulting when a vehicle 
travelling on US 60 disregarded the traffic signal .  
Recommendations : Add back-flates on  both highways ;  modify the 
intervals to include yel ow warning times of 5 .0 seconds on US 60 
seconds on KY 766  and red clearance times of 1 .0 second on US 60  
seconds on  KY 766.  
change 
and 4 .  5 
and 2 .0 
71 
Intersection Number: 8 
Location: Butler County; KY 70 - KY 185 
Intersection Type : . Grossi four approaches Speed Limi t :  55 . mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT: KY 70  - 1 , 200 • KY 185 - 1 , 150 
Right-of-Way Control :  Two-way stop (KY 185 stops )  
Intersection Beacon: Installed Apri1 29 , 1980 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization:  Raised islands on KY 185 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline on all approaches 
Number of Lanes : Each approach has two lanes ( a  shared tht'()t1gh and left-turn 
lane a:nd· a right�turn merge lane) · 
Sight Distance : On KY 185 , about 800 feet to observe eastbound traffic on KY 
70  and over 1 ,000 feet to observe westbound KY 70 traffic 
Signing: On both KY 185 approaches , two 48-inch "stop ahead " signs with 
standard-size stop signs at intersection as well as an additional stop 
sign for the right-turn merge lane; on both KY 70 approaches , a yield 
sign at the intersection with an advance side road sign for the eastbound 
approach 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control :  None 
Accident History: 
Total Right Left 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn 
4/29/77 - 4/28/78 3 3 
4/29/78 - 4/28/79 5 3 2 
4/29/79 - 4/28/80 3 3 
4/29/80 - 4/28/81 0 
4/29/81 - 4/28/82 1 1 
4/29/82 - 4/28/83 2 1 1 
4/29/83 4/28/84 0 
4/29/84 4/28/85 0 
4/29/85 - 4/28/86 2 2 
The accident rate for the three-year period before installation of the 
intersection beacon was 4 . 3  ACC/MV compared to 1 .0 ACC/MV for the six­
year period after installation. This reduction in accidents was 
accomplished by reducing the number of accidents in which a vehicle on KY 
185 failed to yield the right-of-way to a vehicle on KY 7 0 ,  although this 
is still the predominant accident type . 
Recommendations : Install stop bars on KY 185; add side road warning sign for 
the KY 70 westbound approach. 
72 
Intersection Number: 9 
Location: Christian County; US 4 1  - KY 1682 
Intersection Type : Cross ,  four approaches 
Speed Limit :  55  mph ( all approaches) 
ADT : US 4 1  - 8 ,940; KY 1682 - 4 , 360 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic s ignal ( installed April 9 ,  1980 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on US 4 1 ;  depressed grass median on 
KY 1682 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines on all approaches 
- - -----
Number of Lanes : Four lanes on both US 41 approaches_, ( two through-only lane and separate left-turn and right-turn (merge) .Lanes) ; on KY 1682 , two 
shared lanes ( one through with left turns and the other through with 
right turns) 
Sight Distance : Over 1 , 000 feet for all approaches except less than 500 feet 
for traffic northbound on US 41 to observe traffic eastbound on KY 1682 . 
Signing: One 48-inch "signal ahead" sign on each approach; both US 41 
approaches have a Xield s ign for the right-turn merge lane; both KY 1682 
approaches have a 'Do Not Enter" sign at the intersection and two "Wrong 
Way" signs a few hundred feet up the approach. 
Traffic Signal Information: Two-phase operation with no separate left-turn 
phas<:; GES on US 41i· yellow time of 4 .8 seconds on US 41 and 3 . 5 seconds on Kr 1682i· red c earance time of 1 .0  second on both roads ; 12-inch lenses on a 1 approaches with no back-plates 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bar on each approach 
Accident History 
Total Right Left Rear Single 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn End Sideswipe Unit 
4/9/78 - 4/8/79 20 16 0 3 1 
4/9/79 4/8/80 17 13 0 1 2 1 
4/9/80 4/8/81 10 5 3 2 
4/9/81 - 4/8/82 6 1 4 1 
4/9/82 4/8/83 5 2 3 
4/9/83 - 4/8/84 6 2 3 1 
4/9/84 - 4/8/85 5 2 1 1 1 
4 /9/85 - 4/8/86 8 1 7 
The accident rate was reduced from 3 . 8  ACC/MV to 1 .  7 ACC/MV after 
installation of the traffic signal as a result of the dramatic reduction 
in right-angle accidents .  The highest number of accidents after 
installation of the traffic signal has involved "opposing left turn" 
accidents with 18 of the 21 accidents of this type occurring on KY 1682 . 
There also have been several right-angle accidents which resulted when 
one vehicle disregarded the traffic speed . 
Recommendations : Increase the yellow time on all approaches to 5 . 0  seconds 
and the red clearance times to 1 . 5 seconds ; add back-plates on all 
approaches ;  continue to monitor "opposing left-turn" accidents and 
consider adding a separate left-turn phase for KY 1682 traffic. 
7 3  
Intersection Number: 10 
Location: Christian County; US 41A - KY 911 ; 
Intersection Ty2e : Tee ,  three approaches 
S peed Limi t: �55 ,mph on KY 9 1 1 ; 45 mph at intersection on US 41A (changes to 55 mph about 350 feet nortn of intersection) 
ADT : US 4 1A - 14 , 090 ;  KY 9 1 1  - 4 000 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal (installed December 1 7 , 1976 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: .Depressed grass median on US 4 1A 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines on US 41A; painted ��···�·�·�···�·············�cente rline on KY 911 ................ ...................... ············�················ ·······················�·······� 
Number of Lanes : Two lanes on both US 4 1A approaches ( a  through-only lane and 
a shared through and turn lane) ;  one lane on the KY 911  approach (a  
shared left- and right-turn lane) 
Sight Distance: Over lJOOO feet on all approaches except for about 300 feet 
for northbound trarfic on US 41A to observe KY 911 traffic 
Signing: One 48-inch "signal ahead" sign for southbound US 41A approach 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate left-turn phasei. GES on US 41A arrroaches; yellow time of 4 .0 seconds on US 41A and � .0  seconds on KY 
9 with 1 . 0-second red clearance time on US 41A; 1 2-inch lenses on all 
approaches with back-plates on US 41A approaches 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bar on KY 911  
Accident History: 
Time Total Right Left Rear Single 
Period Accidents Angle Turn End Sideswipe Vehicle 
1981 8 4 2 1 1 
1982 5 4 1 
1983 7 2 2 1 1 1 
1984 12 3 4 4 1 
1985 9 1 2 3 3 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 1 . 2 ACC/MV . The largest  
number of accidents were right-angle accidents resulting from 
disregarding the traffic signal. There were also a large number of 
opposing left-turn accidents .  
Recommendations : Modify the change interval on KY 911  to include 4 . 0-second 
yellow and 1 . 0-second red clearance times ;  consider adding a left-turn 
lane and separate left-turn phase for the southbound US 41A approach; add 
stop bar to both US 4 1A approaches . 
74 
Intersection Number: 1 1  
Location: Christian County; KY 109 - KY 1682 
Intersection Type: Cross ,  four approaches 
Speed Limit :  5 5  .. , mph ( all approaches) 
ADT : KY 109 - 2', 2 30 ; KY 1682 - 1 , 32b 
Right-of-Way Control: Two-way stop (KY 109 stops )  
Intersection Beacon: 8-inch lenses on all approaches; red for KY 109 and 
yellow for KY 1682 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on all approaches at intersection 
Pavement Markings: Painted centerline and edge lines on KY 1682 ; painted . . . . .cente.r-lj,ne on IC:l' l0.9 
Number of Lanes: Two lanes on all approaches (one left-turn lane and one 
shared through and right turn lane) 
Sight Distance : For both KY 109 approaches , over 1 ,000 feet to observe 
eas tbound KY 1682 traffic and about 750 feet to observe wes tbound KY 1682 
traffic 
Signing: On both KY 1682 approaches , one 48-inch crossroad warning sign with 
45-mph advisory speed plate; on both KY 109 approaches 1 two stop signs at the intersection ( standard s ize in the median and 48 inch on the 
shoulder) and two 48-inch "stop ahead" signs about 1 , 100 feet from the 
intersection. 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control: Two sets of rumble strips on both KY 109 approaches 
s top bars on both KY 109 approaches 
Accident History: 
Time Total Right Rear 
Period Accidents Angle End Sideswipe 
1981 4 3 1 
1982 2 1 1 
1983 5 5 
1984 0 
1985 2 2 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 2 .0 ACC/MV . Ten of the 13 
accidents were right-angle accidents caused by a vehicle on KY 109 
failing to yield right-of-way to a vehicle on KY 1682 ( sight distance is 
very good for vehicles on KY 109 to observe KY 1682 traffic) ; there has 
been no problem with drivers failing to stop at the stop s igns. 
Recommendations: None 
75 
Intersection Number: 12 
Location: Christian County; US 4 1A - Fort Campbell Gate 6 
Intersection Type: Tee ,  three approaches 
Speed Limi t :  45  mph on US 41A 
ADT : US 41A - 20 , 270 ;  Gate 6 - 2 000 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic sfgnal (original installation 1970 ;  left-turn 
phase added 1973) 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: Depressed grass median on US 41A 
Pavement Markings : 
centerline and 
� �  � ��� �inte�t"se ct�ien 
Painted lane lines and edge lines on US 41A· painted 
lane line with Stimsonite 96 markers on Gate 6 exit at 
Number of Lanes: Three lanes on both US41A approaches ( two through-only lanes 
plus appropriate turn lane) ;  two lanes on Gate 6 exit (one left-turn and 
one right-turn lane) 
Sight Distance: Over 1 , 000 feet for Gate 6 traffic to observe US 41A traffic 
(both approaches) ;  approximately 400 feet for US 41A traffic on both 
approaches to observe Gate 6 exit traffic 
Signing: None relating to signal; yield signs for right turn traffic 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for northbound US 41A 
traffic; GES for US 41A; J!ellow time of 4 .0 seconds for US 41A ( 3 . 0  
seconds for left-turn phase) and 3 seconds for Gate 6 exit with no red 
clearance timej 12-inch lenses with back-plates on US 41A; 12-inch red 
lens for Gate b exit 
Other Traffic Control: No stop bars 
Accident His tory 
Total Right Rear Left 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Sideswipe 
1981 6 2 3 1 
1982 18 9 6 2 1 
1983 11 4 5 2 
1984 8 5 3 
1985 10 2 5 2 1 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 1 . 3 ACC/MV. Almos t all of 
the accidents were either right-angle or rear-end accidents .  The right­
angle accidents resulted from disregarding the traffic signal ( in several 
accidents ,  the signal was in the flash mode ) .  
Recommendations : Modify the change intervals to include yellow times of 4 .0 
seconds on US 41A and 3 . 0  seconds on the Gate 6 exit and red clearance 
times of 1 .0 seconds for US 41A and 2 .0 seconds for the Gate 6 exi ti 
provide stop bar on all approaches; add one standard s ize ""signal ahead • 
warning sign to both US 4 1A approaches .  
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Intersection Number: 13 
Location: Clark County; KY 1958 Bypass - Fulton Road 
Intersection Type : Cross ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  4 5  mph on KY 1958 ; 25 mph on Fulton Road 
ADT :  KY 1958 - 12 , 230;  Fulton Road - 2 500 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal ( installed June 2 4 ,  1983) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: None 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline and edge lines with 
intersection and Stimsonite 96 pavement markers on KY · ----- ce nter�in.·e-·ana--·J:an:e---u-n-es--cm Fultorr--Road- -
lane 
19 58 ; 
at the 
painted 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes south on KY 19 58 ( one through-only , one lef t­
turn, and one right-turn lane) ; the other three approacnes have two lanes 
( a  left-turn lane and a shared through and right-turn lane) 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet on all approaches except approxiamtely 400 
feet for observing eastbound traffic on Fulton Road from either KY 1958 
approach 
Signing : None related to signal 
Traf fic Signal Information: Two-phase signal (no separate left-turn phase) 
with GESi· yellow time of 4 . 0  seconds for both roads and no red clearance; 1 2-inch enses with no back-plates 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History 
Total Rear Left 
Time Period Accidents End 
Right 
Angle Turn Sideswi£e 
Si�le 
Veh1cle 
6/24/81 - 6/23/82 2 
6/24/82 6/23/83 1 
6/24/83 - 6/23/84 4 
6/24/84 - 6/23/85 6 
6/24/85 6/23/86 3 
The accident rate 
installation of the 








1 1 1 
1 1 
0 . 3 ACC/MV to 0 . 8  ACC/MV after 
Most accidents were either rear end 
Recommendations : Modify the change intervals to include yellow times of 4 .0 
seconds on KY 19 58 and 3 .0 seconds on Fulton Road with red clearance 
t imes of 1 .0 second on KY 19 58 and 1 . 5 seconds on Fulton Road; add one 
s tandard size " signal ahead" warning sign on each KY 1958 approach. 
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Intersection Number: 14 
Location: C linton County; US 127 - KY 90 - KY 734 
Intersection Type : Cross ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph ( all approaches )  
ADT : KY 9 0 - 963 ;  KY 734 - 742 ; US 1 27 - 1 ,087 
Right-of-Way Control :  Two-way stop (US 127 and KY 734 stop) 
Intersection Beacon: No 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: No 
Pavement !-llirkJn.gs : I'a.:in1:ed cent edJne ___ and_ edgliL_line_ ___ with_ _ SJ:imsonite 96 - - - pavement markers on KY 90 ; painted centerline only on KY 734 
Number of Lanes : One shared through , left-turn, and right-turn lane on each 
approach 
Sight Distance : Over 1�000 feet for KY 734 approach; one standard size stop sign on one KY 7.14 approach and one 48-inch stop sign on the other 
approach 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bar on each KY 7 34 approach 
Accident History: 
Total 
Time Period Accidents Right Angle 
1982 2 2 
1983 5 5 
1984 0 0 
1985 1 1 
The accident rate for the four-year period was 2 .9 ACC/.MV . While there 
was only an average of two accidents per year , the traffic volume is very 
low which resulted in this rate .  All of the eight accidents were right­
angle accidents .  Five of the eight accidents involved a vehicle not 
stopping at the stop sign (none of these five accidents were during 
darkness ) .  
Recommendations : Accidents should continue to be monitored with consideration 
given to installing an intersection beacon and/or transverse stripes or 
rumble strips on the stop approaches. 
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Intersection Number: 15 
Location: Daviess County; US 60 - KY 144 
Interection TYJ�e: Tee, three approaches 
Speed Limit: 55. mph on KY 144 ;  45 .mph . on US 60 ( changes to 55 mph 300 feet 
east of intersection) 
ADT : US 60 - 20 , 320 ; KY 144 - 9 ,060 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal ( installed 1972 replacing intersection 
beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable grass median on all approaches 
Pa�e���lms��n�n§6'_p_��ma�t��kex�� �;dKY lalAA . �:;J�:t:e���!!111�!1!11�1n�:,I . ;a�� line 
Number of Lanes :  Three lanes ( two through-only and one turn lane) on both US 
60  approaches ; three lanes ( two left-turn lanes and one right-turn merge lane ) on KY 144 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet for KY 144 traffic to observe westbound US 60 
traffic and 400 feet to observe eastbound US 60 traffic; approximately 
300 feet for US 60 traffic to observe KY 144 traffic 
Signing: On westbound on US 6 0 ,  one standard size "signal ahead" warning sign 
with a stop sign at intersection for left-turn traffic at end of left­
turn lane; on eas'tbound US 6 0 ,  one 48-inch "signal ahead" warning sign 
with 8-inch beacon mounted on top ( flashing continuously) and two "Do Not 
Enter" and one "Wrong Way" signs; on KY 144 approach, one "Stop Here on 
Red " sign 
Traffic Signal Information: Two-l'hase operation with no separate left-turn 
phas'!'j GES on US 60cl· yellow time of 4 .0 seconds on US 60 and 3 . 0 seconds on KY 144 with re clearance times of 1 . 5 seconds on US 60 and 2 .0 
seconds on KY 144;  1 2-inch lenses on all approaches with back-plates on 
us 60  
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bar on KY 144 approach 
Accident History 
Time Total Right Rear Sinfle Left 
Period Accidents Angle End Sideswipe Veh cle Turn 
1981 2 2 
1982 3 2 1 
1983 2 1 1 
1984 7 1 2 3 1 
1985 8 5 2 1 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 0 . 4  ACC/MV . The largest 
number of accidents were right-angle accidents and involved a vehicle 
disregarding the traffic signal. Of the eight right-angle accidents , 
five of the at-fault vehicles were eastbound on US 60 and three were on 




Install "signal ahead" warning sign on KY 144 approachi yellow time on KY 144 to 4 . 0 seconds ; add stop bar on US 6u 
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Intersection Number: 16 Location: Fayette County; US 60 - Bluegrass Airport 
Intersection Type: Tee ,  three approaches 
Speed Limi t :  55 mph on US 60 ;  30  mph on Airport Exit 
ADT: US 60 - 3 2 , 040 ;  Airport Road - 2 ,500 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( installed September 20 , 1979  replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization:  Mountable median on US 60 ;  non-mountable median on 
Airport Road 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines and recessed markers on 
. ·---- - - - -US- 60 ;  --pa-i.nt.ed la-ne Hne- a-nd- -edge- - lines on Airpor-t- -Road- -
Number of Lanes :  Four lanes ( three through-only lanes and one turn lane) on 
both US 60 approaches ;  two lanes (one left-turn and one right-turn lane) 
on Airport Road 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet on each approach 
Signing: One 48-inch "signal ahead" warning sign on westbound US 60 approach 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for westbound US 60 
approach; GES on US 60 ;  yellow time of 5 .0 seconds on all approaches with 
1 .0-second red clearance; 12-inch lenses on all approaches with no back­
plates 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Rear Right 
Time Period Accidents End Angle 
Left Sin�le 
Turn Veh cle Sideswipe 
9/20/77 - 9/ 19/78 10 
9/20/78 9/19/79 7 
9/20/79 9/19/80 15  
9/20/80 - 9/19/81 12  
9 /20/81 9/ 19/82 8 
9/20/82 - 9/19/83 10 
9/20/83 9/19/84 10 





















The accident rate was 0 . 7  ACC/MV for the two-year period when an 
intersection beacon was used and 1 . 0  ACC/MV for the six-year period with 
a traffic signal . This increase is directly related to the increase in 
rear-end accidents (33  of 39 accidents in the latest three-year period 
were rear-end accidents ) .  The majority of the rear-end accidents 
involved vehicles on the eas tbound US 60 approach. 
Recommendations : Add back-plates on the US 60 approaches; add 
"signal ahead" warning s ign for the eastbound US 60 approach; 
yellow time for the Airport Road exit to 3 . 5  seconds with a 




2 . 0-second 
Intersection Number: 17 
Location: Fayette County; KY 922 - Holiday Inn Entrance 
Intersection Type: Tee , three approaches 
Speed Limit :  5 5  .. mph on KY. 922 ADT : KY 922 - 24 , 360;  sideroad - 2 ,000 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal (installed December 9 ,  1983) 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: Grass median on both KY 922 approaches 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines with recessed markers on 
KY 922 ; painted centerline on side road 
··· Jlll!U!Je�h-r"tug¥��¥-ri�Iif- £���)� n��{��Q_'l%%e-�s�.Itn�2o�n-��ri-�r���ll��Jg'-t'l,��ii�b: only and one left-turn iane) ;  two lanes (one left-turn and one right-turn 
lane) on the side road · 
Sight Distance : From side road , over 1 , 000 feet for northbound KY 922 traffic 
and 500 feet for southbound KY 922 traffic; 100 feet for both KY 922 
approaches to observe side road traffic 
Signing: Two standard-sized "signal ahead" warning signs on both KY 922 
approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: 
GES on KY 922 ; yellow 
2 . 0-second red clearance 
with no back-plates 
Separate left-turn phase southbound on KY 922; time of 4 . 0 seconds on all approaches witn 
time on KY 922 ;  1 2-inch lenses on all approaches 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right Left Rear 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn Sideswipe End 
1 2/9/82 1 2/8/83 4 2 2 
1 2/9/83 12/8/84 4 2 1 1 
12/9/84 - 12/8/85 5 1 3 1 
The accident rate increased from 0 . 4  ACC/MV in the one-year period before 
to 0 . 5  ACC/MV in the two-year period after installation of the traffic 
signal . There were three "opposing left turn" accidents during the 
second year after installation of the signal .  
Recommendations : Modify change intervals to include yellow times of 5 . 0 
seconds on KY 922 and 3 .0 seconds on the sidestreet and red c learance 
times of 1 . 0 seconds on KY 922 and 2 .0 seconds on the side street ;  add 
back-plates to the KY 922 approaches .  
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Intersection Number: 18 
Location: Fayette County; US 60 - Elkhorn Drive 
Intersection Type : Tee ,  three approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5' mph on US 60;  35 mph on Elkhorn 
ADT: US 60 - 17 ,690 ;  Elkhorn Drive - 2 000 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal ( fnstalled 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on US 60 
Drive 
December 9 ,  1983 ) 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines and Stimsonite 96 








��6b����· to observe Elkhorn Drive traffic 
Signing: Two standard s ize "signal ahead" signs on both US 60 approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate left-turn phasing; GES on US 60; 
yellow time of 5 .0 seconds on all approaches with no red clearance; 
1 2-inch lenses with no back-plates 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bar on each approach 
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear Left Sinfle Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Sideswipe Veh cle 
7 / 1/83 - 1 2/8/83 17 14 1 1 1 
1 2/9/83 - 12/8/84 18 7 3 5 2 1 
1 2/9/84 - 1 2/8/85 20 4 3 1 1  2 
The accident rate decreased from 5 .  7 ACC/MV before to 2 . 6  ACC/MV after 
installation of the traffic signal. The large number of right-angle 
accidents before installation of the signal was reduced substantially. 
The most common accident after installation of the signal was an opposing 
left-turn accident or right-angle accident ( related to disregarding the 
traffic signal ) .  
Recommendations : Add a separate protected-only left-turn phase for eastbound 
traffic on US 60 ;  modify the change intervals to include yellow times of 
5 . 0  seconds on US 60 and 3 . 5  seconds on E lkhorn Drive and red clearance 
times of 1 .0 second on US 60 and 2 .0 seconds on Elkhorn Drive. 
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Intersection Number: 19 
Location: Fayette County; US 27 - Tiverton Way 
Intersection Type: Cross ,  four approaches 
Speed Limit :  5 5Fmph on US 27 ;  35 mph on Tiverton Way 
ADT : US 27 - 2 2 , 120 ;  Tiverton - 2 , 500 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal (installed August 1 6 ,  1983 ) 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on US 2 7  
Pavement Markings: Painted lane lines and edge lines and recessed markers on 
US 2 7 ;  painted centerline and edge line on Tiverton Way at intersection 
. . . ... Number. .o.f.-Lanes: Four lanes__(_u,zo._t:hr.o.ug_b-onlJ[.,._.<t_l�f t-t !U'n •· Jl_l'lcl a right-turn) on both US 27 approaches; two lanes (a left-turn and a share_d.Hi:roiigfi···a:na 
right-turn) on both Tiverton Way approaches 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet for Tiverton Way traffic to observe both 
approaches of US 27 and about 400 feet for US 27 traffic to observe both 
approaches of Tiverton Way 
Signing: None relating to signal 
Traffic Signal Information: Two-rhase operation with no separate left-turn 
phase· GES on US 27 ; yellow t me of 4 . 0  seconds on all approaches with no 
red ciearance; 1 2-inch lenses with no back-plates 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear Left Sin�le 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Veh cle Sideswipe 
8/16/81 - 8/ 15/82 7 1 3 2 1 
8/16/82 8/15/83 1 1  4 3 2 1 1 
8/16/83 - 8/15/84 8 2 3 2 1 
8/16/84 - 8/15/85 10 3 5 1 1 
8/16/85 - 8/15/86 10 2 2 6 
The accident rate both before and after installation of the traffic 
s ignal was 1 . 0 ACC/MV . The most  common accidents after installation of 
the s ignal have been opposing left-turn and right-angle accidents ,  All 
of the left-turn accidents have involved vehicles on US 27 and 9 of the 
13 accidents have involved a vehicle southbound on US 27 turning left 
into the path of a northbound vehicle. The right-angle accidents 
involved disregarding the traffic signal with the drivers stating in some 
instances that they saw the light change to yellow .  
Recommendations : Modify the change intervals t o  include yellow times of 5 .0 
seconds on US 27 and 3 . 5 seconds on Tiverton Way and red clearance times 
of 1 .0 second on US 27 and 2 . 0 seconds on Tiverton Way; add back-plates 
for both US 27 approaches; consider the addition of a separate left-turn 
phase for US 27 traffic ( note: protected-only left-turn phasing on US 27 
and protected/permissive left-turn phasing on Tiverton Way have been 
approved for installation) . 
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Intersection Number: 20 
Location: Fleming County; KY 1 1  Bypass - KY 32 
Intersection Type
.
: Cross� four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 Y  mph on KY 1 1  Bypass;. 45 mph on KY 32 
ADT : KY 1 1  Bypass - 2 ,040 ; KY 32 - � 650 
Right-of-Way Control: Four-way stop lsince intersection opened in April 1982) 
Intersection Beacon: 12-inch lenses on all approaches ( installed when 
intersection opened) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on both KY 11 Bypass approaches 
with 
Number of Lanes : Two lanes ( left-turn and shared through and right-turn lane) 
on both KY 32 approaches and southbound KY 11 Bypass apyroach; northbound 
KY 1 1  Bypass approach has three lanes (one through-only , one left-turn, 
and one right-turn lane) 
Sight Distance : On both KY 1 1  Bypass approaches ,  350 feet to observe traffic 
eastbound on KY 32 and 500 feet to observe traffic westbound on KY 32 ;  
8 00 feet for both KY 32  approaches to observe southbound KY 11 Bypass 
traffic; 700 feet for westbound KY 32 and 300 feet for eastbound KY 32 
traffic to observe northbound KY 1 1  Bypass traffic 
Signing : Overhead stop sign for all approaches; two 48-inch stop signs on 
both KY 32 approaches with one such sign on both KY 1 1  Bypass approaches; 
one standard-size "stop ahead" sign on each approach except the westbound 
KY 32 approach which had two such signs 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right 
Time Period Accidents Angle Rear End -- --
1982 March 1983 2 2 April 
April 1983 March 1984 2 2 
April 1984 1985 3 
April 
March 2 1 
1985 March 1986 3 3 
The accident rate for the four-year period was 0 . 9  ACC/MV . All but one 
of the 10 accidents were right-angle accidents . Six of the nine right­
angle accidents ( all three in the most recent year) involved a vehicle 
disregarding the stol' sign. All six of the vehicles disregarding the 
s top sign were travelling on the KY 1 1  Bypass ( four were northbound) . 
Only one of the nine accidents occurred during darkness .  
Recommendations : Consider installing transverse stripes and post delineators 
in a decreasing spacing pattern on both KY 1 1  Bypass approaches .  
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Intersection Number : 21 
Location: Floyd County ; US 23 - KY 1428 
Intersection Type : Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limit :  US .23 - 55 mph� KY 1428 :- 35 mph ADT : US 23 - 13 ,'030; KY 142�; - 3 , 720 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal ( ins talled 1973) 
Lif$hting: No 
Ra1sed Channelizaton: Mountable median on US 23 and islands on KY 1428 
Pavement Markings :  Painted lane line and edge lines on US 23 ; painted 
centerline and edge line on KY 1428 with lane line at intersection 
u _ ___ l'!1!!11QS'_L,-�f ___ }.1l!l"§ : _ __ Fout: _l,!IlE!B _()'.' __ bot;h - �_S p  _approaches ( two throut��only lanes w1th separate left and r1gnt-rurn l:arresr;- --t:lrree--rane-s ·-uu-- lr-J.<cY---14-28-
approaches (one through-only lane with separate left and right-turn 
lanes) 
Sight Distance : On both KY 1428 approaches , over 1 , 000 feet and about 800 feet to observe traffic on southbound and northoound US 23 approaches , 
respectively; on both us 23 approaches{ about 300 and 500 feet to observe traffic on eastbound and westbound KY 428 approaches ,  respectively 
Signing : One 48-inch . "signal ahead" sign on both KY 1428 approaches with a 
continuous flasher mounted on top of the sign; one standard-size " signal 
ahead" sign on both KY 1428 approaches 
Traf fic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase on US 23 approaches 
( 3 . 0-second yellow) ; yellow time of 4 . 0  seconds for both highways with 
2 . 0-second red clearance interval for both highways; 1 2-inch lenses with 
no back-plates ; no GES 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bar on all approaches 
Accident History : 
Total Right Rear Left 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Sideswipe 
Sinf$le 
Veh1cle 






1980 - July 1981 7 3 4 
1981 - July 1982 3 2 1 
1982 - July 1983 5 2 1 1 1 
1983 - July 1984 9 4 2 2 1 
1984 - July 1985 3 2 1 
1985 - July 1986 9 2 4 2 1 
The accident rate for the six-year period was 1 . 0 ACC/HV . The largest 
number of accidents were right-angle accidents followed by rear-end type 
accidents .  The 1 3  right-angle accidents involved a vehicle disregarding 
the traffic signal (in 10 of the 13 accidents the vehicle at fault was 
travelling on US 23) . 
Recommendations : Increase the yellow time on US 23  to 5 . 0  seconds ; add back­
plates to the signal heads on the US 23 approaches ;  install GES on US 2 3 .  
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Intersection Number: 22 
Location: Floyd County; KY 80 - KY 122  
Intersection Type : Tee,  three approaches 
Speed Limit :  5 5  mph on KY 80 ;  35  mph on KY 122  
ADT :  KY 80 - 10,440;  KY 122 - 3 , 1 1 0 
Right-of-Way Control: Two-way stop (KY 122  traffic stops )  
Intersection Beacon: Yes , 1 2-inch lenses on all approaches ( installed July 
2 6 ,  1982 ) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on KY 80 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines with recessed markers on 
__ _KY_ll_Q ;__paint_ad_ centerline and_Mge lines-�Oil-KY -U2 ---- ---
Number of Lanes : Three lanes ( two through-only lanes and the appropriate turn 
lane on both KY 80 approaches; two lanes (one left-turn and one right­
turn lane ) on KY 122 
Sight Distance: On KY 122 , over 1 , 000 feet to observe eastbound KY 80 traffic 
and 800 feet to observe westbound KY 80 traffic ( if vehicle pulls up to 
proper location so that bridge does not limit view) 
Signin!l : On KY 122 , one 48-inch stop sign; on both KY 80 approaches ,  two 
4 -inch s ide road warning signs with a 35 mph advisory speed plate ;  yield 
sign for eastbound KY 80 right-turn merge lane 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control: No stopbar 
Accident History: 
Total 
Time Period Accidents 
7/26/80 - 7/25/81 2 
7 /26/81 7 /25/82 2 
7 /26/82 - 7 /25/83 0 
7 /26/83 - 7/25/84 3 
7 /26/84 7 /25/85 2 








Turn Rear End 
2 
1 
The accident rate was 0 . 4  ACC/MV before and 0 . 3  ACC/MV after installation 
of the intersection beacon. Most of the accidents were right-angle 
accidents .  Two of the right-angle accidents before and one after 
installation of the intersection beacon involved a vehicle disregarding 
the stop sign ( the accident after installation involved losing control on 
wet pavement and sliding past the stop sign ) .  
Recommendations : Place stop bar on KY 1 2 2  approach ( a t  location near 
intersection so that bridge does not limit sight distance ) ;  add one "stop 
ahead" warning sign on KY 122 approach. 
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Intersection Number: 23 
Location: Floyd County; US 23 - KY 979  
Intersection Type : Tee, three approaches 
Speed Limit :  55." mph on all approaches 
ADT : US 23 - 15 ,660;  KY 979 - 5 360 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( installed August 1 0 ,  1984 ) 
Lighting :  No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on both US 23 approaches 
Pavement Markings :  Pai�ted lane line and edge lines on both US 23 approaches ; 
painted centerline and edge lines on KY 979 
· N
umb1!�t�tJ;�f�r�Xa�e�8f��r������ �!n�!J!�EJ�t�{�!;r���o f��8�lg�8RM'rf11¥�� 
Sight Distance: Over 1 ,000 feet for KY 979 vehicles to observe traffic on 
both US 23 approaches; about 500 feet for vehicles on both US 23 
approaches to observe KY 979 traffic 
Signing: On both US 23 approaches; two 48-inch "signal ahead" signs ; on KY 
9 79 approach , one standard-size "signal ahead" sign 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for northbound US 23 ; 
GES on US 2 3 ;  yellow time of 4 .0 seconds on US 23 and 3 . 0  seconds on KY 
979 with a red clearance time of 1 . 0 second on US 2 3 ;  12-inch lenses with 
back-plates on all approaches 




Time Period Accidents Angle 
8/10/81 - 8/09/82 5 3 
8/10/82 8/09/83 3 2 
8/10/83 - 8/09/84 9 5 
8/10/84 - 8/09/85 5 2 

















The accident rate decreased from 0 .  7 ACC/MV before to 0 . 5  ACC/MV after 
installation of the traffic signal . This reduction resulted from the 
decrease in the number of right-turn accidents .  
Recommendations : Modify the change intervals to include yellow times of 5 . 0 
seconds on US 2 3  and 3 . 0 seconds on KY 979 and red clearance times of 1 .0 
second on US 23 and 1 . 5 seconds on KY 979 . 
8 7  
Intersection Number : 24 
Location: Greenup County; US 23 - KY 750  
Intersection Type : Cross t four approaches Speed Limi t :  45 .Jnph on Ub 23 ( reduced from 55 mph in July 1986) ; 35 mph on KY 7 50 
ADT :  US 2 3  - 11 ,320 ;  KY 750 - 1 720 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal installed in  1968 replacing intersection 
beacon 
Li�hting: Yes 
Ra1sed Channelizaton: Non-mountable median on US 23 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane li ne and edge li nes on US 23 and painted 
centerline on KY 750 
Number of Lanes: Three lanes ( one through-only lane , separate left-turn lane, 
and a shared through and right-turn lane) on both US 23 approaches; one 
lane (shared through , left-turn, and right-turn lane) on both KY 750 
approaches 
Sight Distance : Over l lOOO feet for KY 7 50 vehicles to observe US 23 traffic; approximately 200 reet for US 23 vehicles to observe KY 750 traffic 
Signing :  Two 48-inch "signal ahead" warning signs and an overhead "prepare to 
stop when flashing" sign with flashers activated when yellow begins 
(installed in July 1986) on both US 2 3  approaches ; no signing on KY 756 
approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate lef t-turn phase; yellow time of 5 .0 
seconds with 3 . 0-second red clearance on US 2 3 ;  yellow time of 3 . 0  
seconds with 2 . 0-second red clearance on KY 7 50 ;  GES on  US  23 ; 12-i nch 
lenses with no back-plates ;  pedestrian signal on US 23 
Other Traffic Control:  Stop bars on each approach; pedestrian push buttons to 
cross US 23 
Accident Histo ry:  
Time Total 
Period Accidents 
8/81 - 7/82 7 
8/82 7/83 7 
8/83 - 7/84 8 
8/84 - 7/85 4 













1 1 1 1 
The accident rate for a five-year period of traffic signal operation was 
1 .05 ACC/MV . The most common accident was the right-angle accident 
involving a vehicle disregarding the traffic signal . The reduced speed 
limit ,  installation of the "active" warning signs , and modifying the 
change interval to include an increased red clearance time was completed 
in July 1986 . A limited of amount of "after" accident data shows that 
there were no accidents in August through November 1986 . A speed study 
conducted in June 1986 , while the speed limit was 55  mph, found that the 
85th percentile speed was 56  mph for both automobiles and trucks. 
Another speed study conducted in February 1987 , with a 45 mph speed 
limit ,  found 85th percentile speeds of 55  mph and 52 mph for automobiles 
and trucks ,  respectively. It can be seen that the reduced speed limit 
did not decrease speeds subs tantially. 
Recommendations : Add back-plates on all approaches; modify change 
to include a 5 .  0-second yellow on U S  2 3  and a 3 . 5-second yellow 
with a 1 . 5-second red clearance on US 2 3  and a 2 . 0  second red 
on KY 750 .  
88 
intervals 
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Intersection Number: 25 
Location: Hardin County; US 3 1W - Elm Road 
Intersection Type: Tee,  three approaches 
Speed Limi t :  4 5  ,II)ph on US 3 1W; , 35 mph on Elm Road 
ADT : U S  3 1 W - 30 ,680 ; Elm Road - 3 , 000 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( i ns talled September 3 ,  1985) 
Lighting : Yes 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on US 3 1W 
P avement Markings :  Painted lane line and edge lines with recessed markers on 
US 3 lW approache s ,  painted center line on Elm Road 
m Numbe-:h:�;;:�����g�ll!�d ;r������i�����hus"fFw::� ����'tr��e���m 
through , lef t-turn ,  and right-turn lane on Elm Road 
Sight Dis tance : Over 1 �000 feet for Elm Road vehicles to obs erve approaching traffic on both U::; 31W approaches;  approximately 200 feet for US 3 11'1 
vehicles on either apprach to observe approaching t raffic on E lm Road 
S igning : One s tanda rd-s ize " s ignal ahead" warning sign on both US 3 1W 
approache s ;  no signing on Elm Road 
Traf fic S ignal Information: Separate left-turn phase for northbound 
approach; yellow times of 5 .0  seconds on US 3 1W and 3 .0 seconds 
Road ; red c learance times of 2 .0 seconds on US 3 1W and 1 .0 second 
Road ; GES on US 3 1W;  12-inch lenses with no back-plates 
US 3 1W 
on Elm 
on Elm 
Other Traffic Contro l :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History :  
Total Right Rear 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Sideswipe 
Sin�le 
Veh�cle 
9/82 - 8/83 7 7 
9/83 8/84 6 5 1 
9/84 - 8/85 10 3 3 l 3 
9/85  - 8/86 3 8 5 
The accident rate increased slightly from 0 . 6  ACC/MV for the three-year 
period before to 0 . 8  ACC/}W for the one-year period after installation of 
the traffic signal . Right-angle accidents were the mos t  commo n accident 
type both before and after installation of the traffic signal . Before 
the signal installation, the right-angle accidents resulted from a 
vehicle on Elm Road failing to yield the right-of-way to a vehicle on US 
31W.  The right-angle accidents after signal i ns tallation resulted from a 
vehicle disregarding the traffic signal. 
Recommendations : . Add back-plates to US 3 1W approachesi· modify change interval to inc lude a 5 .0 second yellow on US 3 1W with a . 5-second ali red and a 
3 . 5-second yellow on Elm Road with a 1 . 5-second all red . 
89 
Intersection Number: 26 
Location: Hardin County; KY 1815 - Logsdon Parkway 
Intersection Type : Cross four approaches 
Speed Limit :  45 ,mph on KY 1815 ;  35 mph on Logsdon Parkway 
ADT :  KY 1815 - 5 ,280 ; Logsdon Parkway - 2 ,000 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal ( installed August 8 ,  1985 )  
Lie;hting :  No 
Ra�sed Channelization: Grass median on all approaches 
Pavement Marking : Painted lane line and edge lines on all approaches 
Number of Lanes : Two lanes on all approaches ( one shared through and lef t-
� - - - - - - r.urn_ Jane and one shared thrnugh_ancLxi-gh-t=tul"R----la�}--- � �- � ---- - - � �� �-�-� 
Sight Distance : . On both Logsdon Parkway approaches , over 1 ,000 feet to 
observe traffic on both KY 1815 approaches; about 500 feet for ·  KY 1815 
vehicles to observe eastbound Logsdon Parkway traffic; about 800 feet for 
northbound and 100 feet for southbound KY 1815 vehicles to observe 
westbound Logsdon Parkway traffic 
Signing :  None related to traffic signal 
- Traffic Signal Information: No separate lef t-turn phase; 4 .0 second yellow 
time and 1 .0 second red-clearance times on all approaches ; 12-inch 
lenses; no back-plates ; no GES 
Other Traffic  Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History :  
Total Right 
Time Period Accidents Angle 
Lef t  
Turn Sideswipe 
8/8/82 - 8/7/83 
8/8/83 8/ 7/84 
8/8/84 8/7/85 















The accident rate decreased from 5 . 0  ACC/MV before to 3 . 0  ACC/MV after 
installation of the traffic signal . This decrease was associated with 
t he dramatic reduction in right-angle accidents .  The accident which 
o ccurred most  often after installation of the signal was the "opposing 
left turn" accident ,  and this accident occurred on both highways. This 
type of accident was probably related to the location of the intersection 
at a hillcrest for both highways and the associated lack of sight 
distance to observe opposing vehicles. 
Recommendations : ·· Monitor left-turn accidents and conflicts for possible 
future installation of protected-only left-turn phasing ; modify the 
change intervals to incluue yellow times of 4 . 5  seconds on KY 1815 and 
3 . 5 seconds on Logsdon with red c learance times of 1 .5 seconds on KY 1815 
and 2 . 0  seconds on Logsdon. 
90 
Intersection Number: 27 
Location: Hardin County ; KY 1815  - Woodland Drive 
Intersection Type: Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limit :  4 5  ,mph on KY 181 5 ;  3 5  mph on Woodland 
ADT : KY 1815 - Y, 280 ;  Wood land - 1 ,000 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal installed May 1 6 ,  1986 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: No 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines on KY 1 8 1 5 ;  painted 
centerline on Wood land 
�mnmNnmher of Lanes : � Two lanes on all approaches (one shared left-turn and t hrough and one shared right-turn and through lane on �lCT-J:Bi:>;m-snared­
right-turn and through and s eparate right-turn lane on Wood land Drive) 
Sight Distance : On westbound Woodland Drive , over 1 ,000 feet to obs erve KY 
1815 traf f ic ;  on eastbound Woodland Drive , over 1 ,000 feet to observe 
northbound KY 18 1 5  traffic and about 800 feet for southbound KY 1815i· on both KY 1815  approaches ,  about 800 feet to observe eas tbound Wood and 
Drive traf fic and 500 feet fo r wes tbound Woodland Drive 
Signing: Two standard-size '"signal ahead'" warning signs on KY 1815 
Traffic Signal Information: 
seconds with 1 . 0-second 
no back-plates ; no GES 
No separate left-turn phase; yellow time of 4 .0 
red c learance on both highways;  1 2-inch lens with 
Other Traf fic Control: Stop bar on all approaches ; crosswalk on both KY 1815  
and westbound Woodland Drive approaches 
Accident Histo ry:  
Total Right 
Time Period Accidents Angle Sideswipe 
5/ 16/82 - 5 / 1 5/83 5 4 1 
5/ 1 6 / 8 3  5/ 15/84 5 5 
5/ 1 6/ 84 - 5/ 1 5/85 13 1 1  2 
5 / 1 6 / 8 5  - 5/ 15/86 16  15  1 
5 / 1 6/86 - 9 / 30/86 3 3 
The accident rate for the four-year period before installation of the 
traffic s i gnal was 4 . 3 ACC/WJ . The accidents were almost all right-angle 
accidents caused by a vehicle on Woodland faili ng to yield the right-of­
way to a vehicle on KY 1 8 1 5 .  In the short period available after 
installation of the signal ( about 4-1 / 2  months) there were three right­
angle accidents which gives an accident rate of 3 . 5 ACC/WJ , 
Recommendations : Add back-plates on KY 1815 ; modify the change interval to 
include yellow times of 4 . 5 seconds on KY 1815 and 3 . 5 seconds on 
Woodland Drive and red clearance times of 1 .0 second on KY 1815 and 2 . 0  
seconds o n  Wood land Drive. 
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Intersection Number: 28 
Location: Henderson County; US 41A - KY 425 (Bypass )  
Intersection Type : Cross! four approaches Speed Limi t :  55 'mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT :  US  4 1A - 3 , 290; KY 425 - 4 ,000 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal installed on August 12 , 1985 replacing 
intersection beacon that was installed July 10 ,  198 5  (KY 4 2 5  opened July 
10 ,  1985 )  
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: ,Mountable median on both US 41A approaches 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline, lane line, and edge line markings on 
all approaches ; _8_1:imsanite_ 9_6_ __ SI10Rplnwahle-ma-rk=s--on--K-Y--42S--appt"oaehes------ ------------
Number of Lanes : Each approach has three lanes ( one through-only , one left-
turn , and one right-turn merge lane) 
Sight Distance : On both KY 425 afproaches ,  about 500 feet to observe traffic 
approaching from either US 4 A approachi on both US 41A approaches ,  over 
1 1000 feet to observe eastbound KY 42' traffic and about 800 feet to 
o oserve wes tbound KY 425 traffic 
Signing: On all approaches, two 48-inch "signal ahead" signs 
Traffic S ignal Information: No separate left-turn phase; yellow time of 5 . 5 
seconds on both roads with no red clearance; 1 2-inch lenses with no back­
plates on all approaches; GES on all approaches 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bar on all approaches ; three sets of rumble 
strips on both KY 425 approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear Left 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Sideswipe 
7/12/85 - 8/1 1 /85 3 3 
8/12/85 - 8/11/86 15 6 4 3 2 
There were three right-angle accidents in a one-month period after the 
intersection was opened with traffic on KY 425 stopping (with an 
intersection beacon) . The accident rate for this one-month period was 
1 5 . 0  ACC/MV compared to 5 . 6  ACC/MV for the one-year period with a traffic 
signal.  Four of the six right-angle accidents occurred when the traffic 
signal was not working and vehicles on KY 425 were to stop. There were 
three "opposing left-turn" accidents involving KY 425 vehicles. 
Recommendations: Modify the change interval on both highways to include 
5 .0-second yellow and 1 . 5-second red clearance times; add back-plates to 
all approachesi· monitor "opposing left-turn" accidents and conflicts for possible insta lation of protected-only left-turn phase on KY 425 . 
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Intersection Number: 29 
Location: Henderson County; US 60  - KY 425 (Bypass) - KY 136 
Intersection Type: Cros si four approaches Speed Limit :  55. mph on a 1 approaches ADT: US 60 - 6 ·120; KY 136 - 5 , 380 
Right-of-Controi: Two-way stop (KY 425 and KY 136 approaches) 
Intersection Beacon: Installed at opening of intersection (July 1 2 ,  1985) ; 
12-inch lenses on all approaches 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: No 
Pavement Markings :  Painted centerline, lane lines , and edge lines on all · ····· ·- - ----------- -----aw-a-elw-s-;-S.timsnni te 96 snowpl owabl e markers on KY 425 and KY 136 approaches 
Number of Lanes: Three lanes on all apfroaches (one through-only , one left­
turn, and one right-turn merge lane 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet for KY 425 and KY 136 traffic to observe 
approaching US 60 traffic 
Signing : One 48-inch crossroad sign on both US 60 approaches ;  one standard 
size stol' sign with "cross traffic does not stop " plate ,  one 48-inch stop 
sign , and one 48-inch " stop ahead" sign on both US 60  approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bar on KY 425 and KY 136 approaches 
Accident History: 
Time Period 









The accident rate for the one-year period was 1 .9 
right-angle accidents resulted from a vehicle on 
failing to yield the right-of-way to a vehicle on 
involved a vehicle failing to stop at the stop sign. 











Intersection Number: 30 
Location: US 42 - Hubbards Lane 
Intersection Type : Tee , three approaches 
Speed Limit :  4 5  :mph on US 42 ;  35  mph on Hub bards Lane 
ADT :  US 4 2  - 13 ,640 ;  Hubbards Lane - 4 000 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal {fnstalled September 2 4 ,  1985) 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: Mountable islands on all approaches 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline, lane lines , and edge lines on US 4 2 ;  
painted centerline and edgelines on Hubbards Lane 
Number of J.anes · �---Three-laneS-<>n--h<>t�h-US--42--a-wi"Ga<>hea-(-twe-tlu·<>ugi>-<mly lanes---- ----------­and either left-turn or right-turn lane) ;  two lanes ( left-turn and right-
turn) on Hubbards Lane 
Sight Distance: Over 1 ,000 feet for Hubbards Lane traffic to observe traffic 
on both US 42 approaches; approximately 200 feet for westbound and 300 
feet for eastbound US 42 traffic to observe traffic on Hubbards Lane 
Signing: One 48-inch ''side road" warning sign on westbound US 42 approach; 
one standard s ize "side road" sign on eastbound US 4 2 ;  one standard s ize 
"signal ahead" warning sign on Hubbards Lane 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for westbound US 42 
approach; yellow time of 5 . 0 seconds on US 42 with a 1 . 0-second red 
c learance time; yellow time of 4 . 0  seconds on Hub bards Lane with no red 
clearance; 12-inch lenses with no back-plates; pedestrian signal on US 
42 ; GES on US 42 
Other Traffic Control : Stop bars on all approaches; pedestrian push buttons 
on US 42 













10  8 
2 1 
3 
Rear Left Sin�le 





The accident rate was reduced from 1 .0 ACC/MV in the three-year period 
before to 0 . 6  ACC/MV for the one-year period after installation of the 
t raffic si$nal . The reduction was the result of the decrease in the 
number of ' right-angle" accidents .  
Recommendations : Add back-plates to signal heads on  US  42 approaches ;  modify 
change intervals to include yellow times of 4 .5 seconds on US 42 and 3 . 5 
seconds on Hubbards Lane with red clearance times of 1 . 5 seconds on US 42 
and 1 . 5 seconds on Hubbards Lane . 
94 
Intersection Number: 31 
Location: Larue County; KY 61 - KY 84 
Intersection Type : Grossi four approaches Speed Limit :  55 "mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT :  KY 6 1  - 7 ,520 ;  KY 84 ...: 1 ,720 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic s ignal ( installed November 8 ,  1985 ; 
intersection opened October 1 1 , 1985) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable (depressed , grass) median on KY 61 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines and recessed markers on 
KY 6 1 ;  painted centerline on KY 84 
Number of Lanes: Four lanes ( two through:..onlyand- separateTeTt"'EU:tu--,;rna-- ­
right-turn lanes) on KY 6 1 ;  two lanes ( a shared through and left-turn 
and a separate right-turn lane) on KY 84 
Sight Distance : On KY 84 approaches, over 1 ,000 feet to observe northbound KY 
61 traffic and approximately 800 feet to observe southbound KY 61 
traffic; on southbound Ky 6 1 ,  about 500 feet to observe eastbound KY 84 
traffic and 300 feet for westbound KY 61 ; on northbound KY 61 , about 600 
feet to observe eastbound KY 84 traffic and 500 feet for westbound KY 61 
Signing: Two standard s ize "signal 
approaches; one standard size 
approaches 
ahead" warnin$ signs on 





Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase on KY 6 1 ;  GES; yellow 
time of 4 . 0  seconds on both highways with 1 .0-second red clearance on KY 
61 ; 1 2-inch lenses with no back-plates 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Time Period 
10/1 1 /85 - 1 1 /07/85 











The accident rate for the approximate one-month J'eriod before 
installation of the traffic signal was 1 0 . 7  ACC/MV compared to a rate of 
1 .0 ACC/MV for the approximate 1 1-month period after installation of the 
signal. The traffic signal was installed because of the potential of 
serious right-angle accidents ,  and the number of this type of accident 
was reduced in the "after" period. The right-angle accident which 
occurred after installation of the signal resulted when a vehicle on KY 
84 disregarded the traffic signal . 
Recommendations :  Add back-plates to all signal heads ; modify change intervals 
to include yellow times of 5 . 0  seconds on both highways and red c learance 
times of 1 .0 second on KY 61 and 1 . 5 seconds on KY 84 .  
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Intersection Number: 32 
Location: Laurel C ounty; ; US  25E - KY 1223 
Intersection Type : Cros s, four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on U� 25E; 35 mph of KY 1223 
ADT : US 2 5 E - 17 ; 9 20 ;  KY 1223 - 7 , 090 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic s ignal ( i nstalled November 1985 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting : No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable raised median on eastbound US 25E; 
depres sed grass median on wes tbound US 2 5E; raised island on sou thbound 
KY 1223 approach 
Pavement Marking s :  Painted la11_e__li ne and -�>'� lines with recessed rna rkers on _ ---------------- -us-25E; painTea cent-erline onl{Y----rTI:f 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes ( one through-only) a separate left-turn, and a shared through and right-turn lane ) on eastoound US 25E; two shared lanes 
( through and lef t-turn and through and right turn) on westbound US 25E;  
two lanes ( shared through and left turn and s eparate right-turn lane ) on 
both KY 1223 approaches 
Sight Dis tance : Over 1 ,000 feet for KY 1223 traffic to observe both US 25E 
approaches ; on eastbound US 25E,  200 feet to observe northbound and 400 
feet for southbound KY 1 223 traffic; on wes tbound US 25E , 1 00 feet to 
observe northbound and 300 for southbound KY 1 223 traffic 
Signing: Two 48-inch "signal ahead" s igns on both US 25E approaches; one 
standard s ize " signal ahead " sign on both KY 1 223 approaches ;  yield s i gn 
on southbound KY 1223 
Traffic Signal Information :  Separate lef t-turn phasing for US 25E; yellow 
t ime of 4 .0 seconds on US 25E and 2 . 5  seconds on Ky 1 223 wi th no red 
clearance; 1 2-inch lens with no back-plates 
Other Traf fic Control: Stop bar on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Rear Lef t 









Nov .  
1981 - O c t .  1982 15 12 2 1 
1 9 82 - Oct . 1983  18 14 2 1 1 
1983 Oct . 1984 13 7 3 2 1 
1984 - Oct . 1985  17 1 1  5 1 
1985 - Sep.  1986 12 6 4 2 
The accident rate was 1 . 7 ACC/MV i n  the four-year period before 
installation of the traffic signal compared to 1 . 4 ACC/MV in the 1 1-month 
after period . The majo rity of accidents in the before period were ri�ht­
angle caused by a vehicle on KY 1223 pulling into the path of a veh1cle 
on US 25E.  There were s till six ri&ht-angle accidents in the after 
period caused by disregarding the traff1c signal (it should be noted that 
five of these accidents occurred in the first two months after 
installation of the signal ) .  
Recommendations : Modify change interval to include yellow times of 5 . 0  
seconds on US 25E and 3 . 5  seconds on KY 1 223 and red clearance intervals 
of 1 .0 second on US 25E and 2 .0 seconds on KY 1 2 2 3 ;  add back-plates on US 
25E approaches . 
96 
Intersection Number: 33 
Location: Letcher County ; KY 15  Bypass - KY 15  - KY 9 3 1  
Intersection Type: Tee , three approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  .,mph on KY 15  Bypass i 35 mph on KY 15  ADT : KY 15  Bypass - 8 ,500; KY 15 - � ,  7 7 0  
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( ins talled July 1 5 ,  1 9 82 as part 
cons t ruction project ) 
Lighting: No 
of 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable islands on KY 15 Bypass approach 
and edge line s ,  Pavement Markings: Painted centerline, lane line s ,  
Stimsonite 96 pavement markers on all approaches 
and 
... .. ----ru-moe �u�;, -f:�;-s����wl5l���!s�rr�;"i���lft ���h��·r o��;;_;;fi ,!"�J '�;,;'dtu��e l!��"'liTtoto n-- ------ ---- - - - - ---------
each KY 1 5  approach 
Sight Distance : Over 1 i000 feet for KY 15 t raffic to observe KY 15 Bypass traf fic and for KY 5 Bypass to obs erve eastbound KY 15 t raffic; 1 50 feet 
for KY 15  Bypass to observe KY 15 westbound traffic 
Signing: One standard size " s ignal ahead" s ign on both KY 15 approaches; on 
KY 15 Bypass,,1,approach 1 overhead :'s ignal ahead " sign wi th t�<o continuou s ly flashing flashers ana three hill warning signs ( one with an attached 
f lasher and one with a "t ruck use lower gear" p late) 
Traf fic S ignal Informa tion: Separate phase for each of three approaches; 
yellow time of 3 .0 seconds on each approach with no red clearance; 
1 2-inch lenses on all approaches with back-plates on KY 1 5 ;  no GES 
Other Traffic Contro l :  Stop bars on each approach 




Accidents Rear End 
Single 
Vehicle 
1983 2 1 1 
1 9 84 3 2 1 
Right 
Angle 
1985  6 3 2 1 
The accident rate for the three-year feriod was 0 . 7  ACC/MV . Most 
accidents were either rear end or s ngle vehicle . Some of the 





Recommendations : Increase yellow time on the KY 15 Bypass approach to 5 .0 
s econds with a 1 .0-s econd red clearance; increase yellow t1me on KY 15 to 
3 . 5 seconds with a 1 . 5-second red clearance; add back-plates to signal 
heads on KY 15 Bypass approach. 
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Intersection Number:  34 
Location: Letcher County; U S  1 19 - KY 1 5  
Intersection Type : Cross 1 four approaches Speed Limi t :  5 5  ,mph on Ub 1 19 and KY 1 5  Bypas s ;  3 5  mph on KY 15  Business 
ADT : KY 15  Bypass - 2 , 840; US 1 19 - 2 , 100 
Right-of-Way Contro l :  Traffic s i gnal installed February 1 ,  1983 replacing 
intersection beacon 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable traffic i slands on all approaches 
Pavement Markings : 
approaches 
Painted center line, lane lin e ,  and edge line on all 
- ----------------N umbe r of --tan,e..-s -:-. -r�l:anes-lTI'l each a p pr oa cn----(one-t hr ou gh -o nry- and on--e-IiiT�- - ---- --------­
turn lane) 
Sight Distance : On KY 1 5  Bypass and US 1 19 southbound approaches , about 500 
feet to observe vehicles on KY 15 Business approach and 400 feet on US 
1 19 northbound approach; on KY 15 Business and US 1 19 northbound 
approaches , about 400 feet to observe vehicles on US 1 19 sou thbound 
approach and over 1 ,000 feet on KY 15  Bypass approach 
Signing : On all approaches one s tandard-size "s ignal ahead" sign; also on US 
1 19 southbound approach, one 48-inch crossroad warning sign with 35 mph 
advi sory speed plat e  
Traf fic Signal Information : Separate lef t-turn phase o n  K Y  15  Bypass and US 
1 19 sou thbound approaches; GES ·  yellow time of 4 .0 seconds with 
1 .0-second red clearance on KY lS Bypass - US 1 19 southbound approaches 
and yellow time of 3 . 0 seconds on KY 15 Business - US 1 19 northbound 
approach; 1 2-inch lenses with no back-plates 
Other Traf fic Control: Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right Lef t  Rear Sin!jlle 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn End Veh1cle 
2 / 1 / 82 - 1/31/83  16  16  
2/ 1 / 83 1 / 3 1/84 10 3 5 2 
2/ 1 / 84 - 1 / 3 1/85 6 3 3 
2 / 1 / 8 5  - 1 / 3 1/ 86 3 2 1 
The accident rate was reduced from 8 .9 ACC/MV before to 3 . 5 ACC/MV after 
instal lation of the traffic signal . This was the result of the dramatic 
reduction in the number of right-angle accident s .  The largest number of 
accidents after installation of the t raffic signal was "opposing left­
turn" accident s .  This type of accident was addressed with the addi tion 
of s eparate lef t-turn phasing . 
Recommendations : Modify the change interval to a 5 .a-second yellow with a 
1 .0-second red clearance on the KY 15 Bypass - US 119 southbound 
approaches and a 4 . 0-second yellow on the KY 15  Business - US 1 19 
northbound approaches with a 1 . 5-second red c learance; add back-plates to 
all but the KY 15 Business approach . 
98 
Intersection Number: 35 
Location: Lincoln County; US 27 - KY 1247 
Intersection Typ
.
e :  Cross� four approaches Speed Limit :  55  .. mph on U� 27 southbound approach; 35 mph on KY 1247 and US 27 
northbound ap8roaches 
ADT: US 27 - 1 0 , 1  0 ;  KY 1247 - 2 ,500 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal (installed January 9 ,  1981 replacing 
intersection beacon which was installed May 2 1 , 1980) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization : No 
Pavement Markings :  Painted centerline \ lane lines, and edge lines on US 2 7 ;  painted centerline on KY 1247 eastoound 
Number of Lanes: Three lanes ( one through-only , one left-turn and one shared 
through and right-turn lane) on northbound US 27 aQproach; four lanes 
( two through-only and separate left-turn and right-turn lane on 
southbound US 27 approach; one lane ( shared through, left-turn, and 
right-turn lane) on KY 1247 
Sight Distance : Over 1 �000 feet for KY 1247 traffic to observe US 27 traffic; on US 27 , about 4u0 feet to observe eastbound and 200 feet to observe 
westbound K� 1247 traffic 
Signing: One standard size "signal ahead" sign on both US 27 approaches and 
the eas tbound KY 1247 approach 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for US 2 7 ;  GES on US 27; 
yellow times of 4 .4 seconds on US 27 and 4 .0 seconds on KY 1247 witn 
0 . 6-second red clearance on US 27 ; 1 2-inch lenses on all approaches with 
no back-plates; pedestrian detector (push button) on all approaches 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History 
Total Right Left Rear Sinfle 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn End Veh cle Sideswipe 
5/21 /78 - 5/20/79 2 1 1 
5/21/79 5/20/80 7 5 2 
5/2 1 /80 1 /08/81 6 4 1 1 
1 /09/81 - 1/08/82 8 3 2 2 1 
1 /09/82 1 /08/83 6 3 3 
1 /09/83 1/08/84 5 2 3 
1 /09/84 - 1/08/85 4 3 1 
1 /09/85 1/08/86 3 1 1 1 
The accident rate varied from 1 .0  ACC/MV for the two-year period where 
neither an intersection beacon or traffic signal was installed to 1 . 9 
ACC/MV for the 8-month period where an intersection beacon was installed 
to 1 . 1 ACC/MV for the five-year period in which a traffic signal was 
installed. The number of right-angle accidents was reduced substantially 
by l;he .addition of a signal . There were several opposing left turn accidents after the addition of the signal before a separate left-turn 
phase was added . 
Recommendations : Modify the clearance interval to a 5 .0-second yellow time on 
US 27 with a 1 . 0-second red clearance and a 3 . 5-second yellow on KY 1 247 
with a 2 . 0-second red clearance; add back-plates on US 2 7 . 
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Intersection Number: 36 
Location: Lyon County; US 62 - KY 93 
Intersection Type : Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  35 . mph on US 62 and northbound KY 93 approach; 35 mph on 
southbound KY 93 approach 
ADT :  US 6 2  - 6 ,820 ;  KY 93 - 2 , 750 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( installed April 20 � 1978 to replace 
intersection beacon ) ,  separate left-turn phase added JuLy 2 0 ,  1978 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable median on US 62 
Pavement Markings :  Painted lane lines and edge lines and recessed markers on 
US 6 2 ;  painted centerline and edgeline on northbound approach on KY 93 
---------------------"'�loh----pa±nt:-ed-eente-r±hte-=--=rnoblxiund-KY 93 a p pr oa eh -------------------------- ----- - --------------
Number of Lanes :  Three lanes ( two through-only and one left-turn lane with 
right turning using paved shoulder ) on US 621 two lanes (one right turn and one shared left turn and through) on KY 9� 
Sight Distance : On US 62 , 7 00 feet to observe southbound and 400 feet to 
observe northbound KY 93 traffic; on KY 93 , 500 feet to observe westbound 
and over 1 ,000 feet to observe eastbound US 6 2  traffic 
Signing: Two 48-inch "signal ahead" signs on both US 62 aproaches; one 
standard size "signal ahead" sign on both KY 93 approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for US 6 2 ;  GES for US 
62 ;  yellow t ime of 4 .0 seconds for all approaches with 1 . 0-second red 
clearance time for US 6 2 ;  1 2-inch lenses on all approaches with back­
plates for US 62 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear Left Sinfle 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Veh cle Sideswipe 
4/20/77 - 4/19/78 8 5 1 2 
4/20/78 4/19/79 13 7 2 3 1 
4/20/79 4/19/80 5 1 2 1 1 
4/20/80 - 4/19/81 5 4 1 
4/20/81 - 4/ 19/82 2 1 1 
4/20/82 4/19/83 4 2 1 1 
4/20/83 - 4/ 19/84 5 4 1 
4/20/84 - 4/19/85 1 1 
The accident rate for the one-year period with the intersection beacon 
was 2 . 3 ACC/MV compared to 1 . 4 ACC/MV for the seven-year period with the 
traffic signal . The three opposing left-turn accidents in the first  year 
after the traffic signal was installed occurred in the three-month period 
before the separate left-turn phase was added . Most of the accidents 
after installation of the traffic signal were right angle ( 20 accidents) 
and involve a vehicle disregarding the traffic s ignal. Of these 20 
right-angle accidents� 1 6  involved a vehicle on US 62 disregarding the 
signal and 10 of the 16 were eastbound . The sight distance for eastbound 
traffic is less than for westbound, and there is also a downhill grade 
for eastbound traffic. 
Recommendations: The change interval should consist of a 5 .0-second yellow 
and 1 .0-second red clearance for US 62 and a 3 .5-second yellow with 
2 .0-second red clearance for KY 93i· consideration should be given to adding transverse stripes or rumb e strips on the eas tbouna US 62 
approach. 
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Intersection Number: 37 
Location:  McCracken County; US 62 - US 68 
Intersection Type: . Tee, three approaches 
Speed Limit :  5 5?:mph - all approaches 
ADT : US 62 - 1 0 , 92 0 ·  U S  68 - 6 ,400 
Right-of-Way Controi : Traffic signal (installed June 2 7 , 1978 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable median on all approaches 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines and recessed markers on 
all approaches 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes on both US 62 approaches ( two through-only lanes 
and a separate lef t-turn lane on the westbound approach and a right-turn 
lane merge lane on the eastbound approach); two lanes ( separate left-turn 
and right-turn lanes ) on the US 68 approacn 
Sight Distance : On the US 68 approach, over 1 , 000 feet to observe eastbound 
US 6 2  traffic and about 900 feet for westbound traffic; on both US 62  
approaches ,  about 900 feet to observe US 68 traf f ic 
Signing: One s tandard size " s ignal ahead" s ign on both US 62 approaches and 
two standard s ize " signal ahead " signs on the US 68 approach 
Traff i c  S ignal Information: Separate left-turn phase for westbound US 62 
approach; GES ;  yellow time of 5 . 0  seconds on US 62 and 4 .0 seconds on US 
68 with no red clearance; 12-inch lenses on all approaches with no back­
plates 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches; 4 sets of rumble strips 
on US 68 approach 
Accident History: 
Total 
Time Period Accidents 
6/27177 - 6/26/78 7 
6/27/78 6/26/79 4 
6/27/79 6/26 /80 2 
6/27/80 - 6/26/81 2 
6/27/81 6/26/82 2 
6/27/82 - 6/26/83 3 
6/27 /83 - 6/26/84 2 






















The average accident rate was lowered from 1 . 1 ACC/MV in the one year 
period before installation of the traffic signal to 0 . 4 ACC/MV for the 
s even-year period after installation of the traffic signal. The mos t  
common accident after installation of the t raffic signal was the right 
angle accident whi ch was associated with a vehicle disregarding a traf fic 
s ignal . . . 
Recommendations : Add a 1 . 0-s econd red clearance times for both highways;  add 
back-plates on all approaches .  
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Intersection Number: 38 
Location: Madison County; US 25 and US 4 2 1  - KY 8 7 6  ( Richmond Bypass) 
Intersection Type : Gros s
i 
four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  4 5  ,mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT: US 2 5  ( US 4 2 1 ) - 16 ,210;  KY 876 - 17 ,410 
Right-of-Way Control : Traffic signal ( i ns talled in 1 9 7 1 )  
Lighting: Yes ( southbound US 25  approach) 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable median on all approaches 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes on both US 25 approaches ( one through-only and 
separate left-turn and right-turn lanes) ;  three lanes on eastbound KY 876 
( one through-only lane
i 
separate left-turn lane, and shared through and 
right-turn lane; four anes on J'I�S tbound ��KLJEQ_ _ _( two through�_lanas_ ---------------- --------- -ana- separate le t t-turn ana rTgllt-turn lanes) 
Sight Distance: On both US 25 approaches , ove r 1 ,000 feet to obs erve 
eastbound KY 8 7 6  traffic and about 500 feet for westbound KY 8 7 6  traffic ; 
on both KY 876 approaches about 700 feet to observe northbound and 
southbound US 25 traffic 
Signing :  One standard size "signal ahead" s ign for both US 25 approaches and 
westbound KY 8 7 6  approach; no related sign for eas tbound KY 876 approach 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for all approaches; 
yellow time of 4 .0 seconds for all approaches with no red clearance; 
12-inch lenses on all approaches with no back-plates; no GE S 
Other Traff i c  Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History :  
Time Total Rear Right Lef t  Sin�;�le 
Period Accidents End Angle Tnrn Sideswipe Veh�cle 
1981 14  8 2 2 2 
19 82 1 3  5 6 1 1 
1983 17 10 5 1 1 
1984 6 4 1 1 
1985 10 6 2 2 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 1 . 0  ACC/MV . The majority 
of accidents during this period were rear-end accidents .  
Recommendations : Add 1 . 5-second red clearance fo r all approaches ; add back 
plates on all approaches; add one standard s ize " signal ahead" sign on 
wes tbound KY 876 approach. 
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Intersection Number :  39 
Location: Magof fin County; US 460 - KY 114 
Intersection Type: Tee , three approaches 
Speed Limi t:  5 5 ,  mph on all approaches 
ADT: US 460 - 7 ;440; KY 1 1 4 - 4 , 14 0  
Right-of-Way Contro l :  Stop sign control (US 460 approach s tops )  
Intersection Beacon: Installed July 3 1 ,  1984; 1 2-inch lenses on all 
approaches 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization:  Raised i slands on US 460 approach; painted island on 
both Ky 1 14 approaches 
� �-----_Pavement Markings : ___ _Painted centerline and edge lines on all approaches; ----sl:Imsonn:e -go en owpl ow a ole rna rke rs on--ootnJ< r 114 approach ell---- ------��- - �  � ���� ������������----�-
Number of Lane s :  Two lanes ( left and right-turn lanes) on US 460 approach; 
two lanes ( one through-only and appropriate left or right-turn lane ) on 
KY 114 approaches 
Sight Distance: 
of KY 1 1 4 ;  
obs erve US 
Over 1 ,000 feet for US 460 traffic to observe both directions 
also over 1 ,000 feet for either direction of KY 1 1 4  traffic to 
460 traffic 
S igning : On US 4 60 approach, one standard size stop sign at intersection with two 48-inch " s t op aheaa" s igns ; yield s ign for right-turn merge lane on 
US 460 and westbound KY 114 approaches. 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bar on U S  460;  three sets o f  rumble strips on US 
4 6 0  approach 







Angle Rear End 
7 / 3 1 /81 - 7 /30/82 1 1 
7 /3 1 / 82 7 /30/83 7 3 2 2 
7 /3 1 /83 7 /3 0/84 3 2 1 
7/31 /84 - 7/30/85 5 1 3 1 
7 /3 1 /85 - 7 /3 0/86 6 4 1 1 
The accident rate increased from 0 . 9  ACC/MV to 1 . 3  ACC/MV after 
installation of the intersection beacon, Both before and after 
installation of the beacon � the most common accident was a single-vehicle accident in which a vehic�e on the US 460 approach failed to s top and 
proceeded through the intersection into an earth embankment on the 
opposite s ide of the intersection. This accident generally occurred 
during non-daytime conditions . The other· common accident was a right­
angle accident i nvolving a vehicle on US 460 failing to yield the right­
of-way to a vehicle on KY 114 . 
Recommendations : Ins tall one standard size side road warning sign on both KY 
1 1 4  approaches; add post delineators in a decreasing spacing pattern on 
the U S  4 6 0  approach. 
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Intersection Number:  40 
Location: Marshall County; US 6 4 1  - KY 80 
Intersection Type: Cross four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on US 6 4 1 � 45 mph on KY 8 0  
ADT : U S  6 4 1 - 3 ,890;  KY 80 - � ,260 
Right-of-Way Control : Traffic signal ( ins talled July 1983 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelize tion: Depressed grass median and mountable t raffic islands 
on US 641 ; mountable median on KY 80 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines on all approaches ;  
recessed markers o n  U S  641 
Number of Lane s :  Three lanes ( one through-only , one separate left-turn, and 
one shared through and right-turn lane) on both US 641 approaches; two 
lanes ( shared through and right-turn and a separate left-turn lane) on 
both KY 80 approaches 
Sigh t  Distance: On both KY 80 approaches,  over 1 1 000 feet to observe US 641 approaches; on both US 641 approaches aoout 9 00 feet to observe 
eas tbound KY 80 trafficj over 1 ,000 feet for northbound US 641 traffic to 
observe eastbound KY 8u traffic while about 500 feet for southbound US 
641 traffic to observe eastbound KY 80 traffic 
Signing: One 48-inch "s ignal ahead" sign on both KY 80 approaches and the 
northbound US 641 approach; two s tandard s ize "signal ahead " s igns on the 
southbound US 641  approach 
Traffic S ignal Information: Separate left-turn phase 
641 j yellow time of 5 . 0 seconds with 1 .0-second 
hignways; 1 2-inch lenses with no back-plates 
for US 6 4 1 ; GES on US 
red clearance on both 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bars on all approaches.i 3 sets of rumble s trips 
on both US 641 approaches and the eastbound KY �0 approach 
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear Left 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Sideswipe 
July 1980 - June 1981 7 5 1 1 
July 1981 - June 1 9 82 1 0  9 1 
July 1982 - June 1983 14 1 1  1 2 
July 1983 - June 1984 3 2 1 
July 1984 - June 1985 3 2 1 
July 1985 - June 1 9 86 4 1 1 2 
The accident rate was reduced from 4 .0 ACC/MV before to 1 . 3 ACC/MV after 
installation of the traffic s ignal .  This decrease was the result of a 
large decrease in the number of right-angle accidents.  
Recommendations : Install back-plates on all approaches ;  modify the change 
intervals to include yellow times of 5 . 0  seconds on US 641 and 4 .0 
seconds on KY 80 with red clearance times of 1 .0 second on US 641 and 2 .0 
seconds on KY 80 . 
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Intersection Number: 41 
Location: Marshall County; US 62  - Purchase Parkway and KY 1523 
Intersection Type: Grossi four approaches Speed Limi t :  55 , mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT : US 62 - 6 , 370; Purchase Parkway - 6 , 140 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( installed December 17 , 1981  replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelizaton: Mountable median on both US 62  approaches ; non­
mountable grass median on Purchase Parkway and KY 1523 approaches 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines on all approaches 
Number of Lanes :  Four lanes ( two through-only, separate left-turn, and right� 
turn merge lane) on both US 62  approaches; three lanes ( one through-only 
and separate left-turn and right-turn lanes ) on Purchase Parkway and KY 
1 523 approaches 
Sight Distance: On Purchase Parkway and KY 1523 approaches , over 1 , 000 feet 
to observe westbound US 62  t raffic and about 9 00 feet to observe 
eastbound US 6 2  traffic; on eastbound US 6 2 ,  over 1 , 000 feet to observe 
both directions of cross s treet traffic; on westbound US 6 2 ,  over l
i
OOO 
feet to o bserve Purchase Parkway traffic and about 600 feet for KY 523 
traf f i c  
Signing: Overhead "left turn must yield" sign at intersection for all 
approaches; one standard size " s ignal ahead" sign on both US 62 and KY 
1 5 23 approaches; two 48-inch "signal ahead" s igns with continuously 
f lashing beacon mounted on top, on Purchase Parkway approach 
Traf f ic S ignal Informa tion: No separate left-turn phase; GES; yellow time of 
5 .0 seconds on all approaches with no red clearance; 1 2-inch lenses with 
no back-plates 
Other Traffic Contro l :  Stop bars o n  all approaches ;  two sets of rumble strips 
on both US 62 approaches; eight sets of rumble s trips on Purchase Parkway 
approach 
Accident His tory: 
Total Right Left Rear sinee 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn End Sideswipe Veh cle 
1 2/ 1 7 /78 1 2 / 16/79 6 5 1 
12/17 / 79 12/16/80 7 6 1 
1 2 / 1 7 /80 - 1 2 / 16/81 5 4 1 
1 2 / 17 /81 1 2 / 1 6 /82 9 2 3 2 2 
1 2 / 1 7 /82 1 2 / 16/83 1 1  5 5 1 
1 2 / 1 7/83 - 12/16 /84 6 3 3 
1 2 / 17/84 - 1 2 / 1 6 /85 5 2 1 2 
The accident rate increased from 1 .3 ACC/MV before to 1 .  7 ACC/MV after 
ins tallation of the traffic signal. While the number of ri!!ht-angle 
accidents decreased there was an increase in the number of opposing 
left-turn" accident s .  All but one of the "opposing left turn" accidents 
i nvolved vehicles on the Purchase Parkway and KY 1523 approaches .  Most 
of the drivers disregarding the traffic s ignal were travelling on US 62 . 
Recommendation s :  Add 1 . 5-second all red to all approaches; install back­
p lates on all approaches ;  monitor accidents and consider adding separate 
left-turn phase for Purchase Parkway - Ky 1523  approaches .  
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Intersection Number : 42 
Location: Montgomery County; US 60 - KY 686 Bypass 
Intersection Type : Grossi four approaches Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT : US 60 - 4 , 290;  KY 686 - 10 ,030 
Right-of-Way Contro l :  Traffic signal (instal led June 1 ,  1979 replacing 
intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelizaton: Depressed grass median on KY 686;  mountable median on 
us 60 
_ ____ __ Pa�em;z�t 6��fk��1��ed P�!����d��e a�a n����iL�=a�n%; i =��nf��e%_=�n::�lli_ _ _ _ ____ _ markers on US 60 
Numbe r  of Lanes : Four lanes ( two through-only and separate left-turn and 
right-turn lanes) on the northbound KY 686 approach; three lanes ( one 
through-onlyA one left-tur n ,  and a shared through and right-turn lane ) on southoound Kr 6 8 6 ;  two lanes ( le f t  turn and a shared through and right­
turn lane ) on both US 60 approaches 
Sight Distance : On US 6 0 ,  over 1 ,000 feet t o  observe both KY 686 approaches ; 
o n  KY 6 8 6 ,  about 20u feet to observe westbound and abou t 3 00 feet to 
observe eastbound US 60 traffic 
Signing : One standard s ize "signal ahead" sign on both US 60 approaches and 
the southbound KY 686 approach 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate lef t-turn phase; yellow time of 4 . 0  
seconds on both highways with no red clearance; 12-inch lenses with no 
back-plates;  no GES 
Other Traf fic Control:  Stop bars on al l approaches 
Accident His to ry:  
Total Right Rear Lef t 
Time Period Accidents Angle End Turn Sideswipe 
6 / 1/ 7 7  - 5 / 3 1 / 7 8  2 2 
6 / 1 / 7  8 5 / 3 1 / 7 9  19 17 1 1 
6 / 1 / 7 9  5/3 1/80 2 2 
6/ 1 / 80 - 5 / 3 1 / 81 3 1 2 
6/ 1/81  5 / 3 1 / 82 2 1 1 
6/ 1/82 - 5 / 3 1 / 83 4 1 2 1 
6 / 1 /83 - 5 / 3 1 / 84 5 2 3 
6/ 1 / 84 5/31/85  7 3 3 1 
6/ 1/85 - 5/31/86  15  5 1 9 
The accident rate decreased from 2 . 0 ACC/l.W before to 1 . 0  ACC/MV after 
i ns tallation of the traffic signal . The increase in the number of 
accidents during the last year was the result of a large number of 
opposing left-turn accidents ( the nine left-turn accidents all i nvolved 
vehicles on KY 686) . There were also several accidents involving a 
vehicle disregarding the traffic signa l .  
Recommendations : Add protected left-turn phasing on KY 6 8 6 ;  increa?e yellow 
time to 5 .0 seconds on KY 686 with a I .O-second red clearance t1me on KY 
686 and a 1 . 5-second red clearance time on US 6 0 ;  install back-plates on 
all signal heads; install one standard s ize " s ignal ahead" warni ng sign 
on northbound KY 686 approach ( note: protected-only lef t-turn phasing 
has been approved for installation on KY 686) ; add GES on KY 686 . 
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Intersection Number: 4 3  
Location: Muhlenberg County; U S  6 2  - KY 189 
Intersection Type: Grossi four approches Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT: US 62 - 8 , 17 0 ;  KY 189 - 5 ,000 
Right-of-Way Control:  Two-way stop (KY 18 9 stop s)  
Intersection Beacon: Installed August 28 , 1985 
Lighting : No 
Raised Channelization: l1ountable median on all approaches 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline l lane line,  and edge lines on all approaches with Stimsonite 96 snowp owable markers on KY 189 
- - - - ------ --- --------------rillmber of Lanes ;-�Tl'ww;orr--ll"arres-----urr----a-1--1 approaches (separate lef L turn-and----.srllnta"t'"e'"dt­through and right-turn lane on US 62 ; s eparate right-turn and shared 
through and left-turn lane on KY 189) 
Sight Distance : Approximately 800 feet on all approaches 
Signing : On southbound KY 189 approach , one 48-inch " s top ahead" warning sign 
with two 48-inch s t op signs with "cross traffic does not stop" plat e; on 
northbound KY 189 a�proach , one standard size stop sign wi th "cros s 
traffic does"<not s t op ' plate and standard s ize yield sign 
Traffic Signal Informa tion: DNA 
Other Traf fic Control : Rumble strips on southbound KY 189 approach; stop bar 




8/28/84 - 8/27/85 
8/28/85 - 8/27/86 
Total 
AcCidents 












The accident rate decreased from 2 . 3  ACC/mf for the one-year period 
before installation of the intersection beacon to 1 . 7 ACC/mf for the one­
year period after installaton. The large number of right-angle accidents 
caused by a vehicle on KY 189 not yielding the right-of-way to a US 62  
vehicle has remained . Three of the seven "before" right-angle accident 
and two of the six "after" right-angle accidents involved a vehicle 
disregarding the stop sign. Three of these five accidents involved a 
southbound KY 189 vehicle . 
Recommendations : Ins tall " s top ahead" warning sign on northbound KY 
approach; i nstall crossroad warning sign on both US 62 approaches .  
189 
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Intersection Number: 44 
Location: Muhlenberg County; KY 189 (Greenville Bypass) - KY 181  
Intersection Type: Cros si 
four approaches 
ADT : KY 1 8 9  - 3 ,600 ; KY 81  - 4 , 7 2 0  
Right-of-Way Control:  Two-way s top (KY 1 8 1  traffic s tops )  
Intersection Beacon: Installed September 1984 at opening of KY 189 
Lighting : Yes 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on KY 189 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge line markings with Stimsonite 
96 snowplowable markers on KY 189;  painted centerline marking on KY 181  
Number of Lanes : Four lanes ( two through-only and separate left-turn and 
right-turn lanes) on both Kf 189 approaches; two lanes-\silared----e11rough 
and left-turn and separate right-turn (not marked) lane) on both KY 181  
approaches 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet for KY 181 traffic to observe southbound KY 
1 8 9  traffic and approximately 800 feet for northbound KY 189 traffic 
Signing: One 48-inch crossroad warning sign with 4 5  mph advisory plate on 
both KY 189 approaches; on both KY 181 approaches , one 48-inch "s top 
ahead" warning sign and two s t op s igns (one 48-inch and one standard sign 
with "cross traffic does not s top" plate 
Traf fic Signal Information : DNA 











S ept . 1984 - Aug . 1985 







The accident rate for the two-year period after the opening of KY 189 was 
1 . 3  ACC/MV . All but one of the accidents involved a vehicle on KY 181 
failing to yield the right-of-way to a vehicle on KY 189 . None of the 
accidents involved a vehicle disregarding the s t op s ign. 
Recommendations : None 
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Intersection Number: 45 
Location: Muhlenburg County; KY 189 - Green Drive 
Interse ction Type : Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on KY .189 
ADT: KY 189 - 3 ;600; Green Drive - 1 500 
Right-of-Way Control: Two-way stop ( Green Drive stop s)  
Intersection Beacon: Installed February 1985 ( KY 189 opened S eptember 198 4 )  
Li�hting :  Yes 
Ra1sed Channeliza tion: Mountable median on both KY 189 approaches 
Pavement Marking : Painted . lane lines and edge lines and Stimsonite 96 
snowplowable markers on KY 189;  painted centerline on Green Drive 
Number of Lanes :  Three lanes (one through-only , one left-turn , and one stiared · 
through and right-turn lane) on both KY 189 approaches;  one lane on both 
Green Drive approaches 
Sight Distance : For eastbound Green Drive approach , over 1 ,000 feet to 
observe southbound and about 900 f eet for northbound KY 189 traffic;  for 
westbound Green Drive approach, over 1 ,000 feet to observe northbound and 
about 900 feet for southbound KY 189 traf fic 
Signing: On both. KY 189 approaches one 48-inch crossroad warni ng s ign with 45 
mph advi sori plate; one 48-inch stop sign on each Green Drive approach; 
standard s ize " s t op ahead" s ign on westbound Green Drive approach 
Traf fic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traff i c  Control: Stop bars on both Green Drive approaches 
Accident History:  
Time Period 
Sept . 1984 - Feb . 1985 











The accident rate was lowered from 3 . 3  ACC/MV before to 1 . 1 ACC/MV af ter 
i nstallation of the intersection beacon. None of the right angle 
accidents involved disregarding the stop s ign . 
Recommendations : Install "stop ahead " sign on eas tbound Green Drive approach . 
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Intersection Number: 46 
Location: Pike County; US 23 - Weddington Plaza South Entrance 
Intersection Type: Cross1 four approaches Speed Limit :  55 ·mph on U �  2 3  
ADT : US 2 3  - 12  , 3 50 ;  Weddington Plaza Entrance - 2 ,000 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal (installed December 1980) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on US 2 3  
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines on U S  2 3  
Number of Lanes: Three lanes ( one through-only , one shared through and right 
�n:ln�h:��d0��r����-��'Ct�i��t b1u�n�s on\:ITf�;;��sh!� !���� �*:f�h!�� -- - -----lane on other approach 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet for side street traffic to observe US 23 
traffic; less than 500 feet for US 23 traffic to observe side street 
traffic 
Signing: Two 48-inch "signal ahead" signs on both US 23 approaches ;  
s igning related to traffic signal on side road approaches 
no 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for both US 23 
approaches; GES on US 23 ;  yellow time of 4 .0 seconds on US 23 and 3 . 5  
seconds on side street with a 1 .0-second red clearance interval on both 
roadways; 12-inch lenses on all approaches with back-plates on US 23 
approaches 
Other Traffic Control :  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Time Total Left Rear 
Period Accidents 
Right 
Angle Turn End 








1978 - Nov . 1979 5 3 1 1 
1 979 - Nov . 1980 2 1 1 
1980 - Nov. 1981 9 6 1 2 
1981 Nov. 1982 2 1 1 
1982 - Nov . 1983 3 2 1 
1983 - Nov . 1984 2 1 1 
1984 Nov . 1985 1 
The accident rate both before and after installation of the traffic 
signal was 0 . 7  ACC/MV . There was an increase in accidents the first year 
after the traffic signal was installed (due to a large number of right­
angle accidents involving a vehicle disregarding the traffic signal ) but 
the number of accidents decreased after that year. 
Recommendations : Modify the change intervals to include yellow times of 5 . 0  
seconds on US 23 and 3 . 5 seconds on the sidestreet with red clearance 
times of 1 .0 second on US 23 and 2 . 0  seconds on the side street. 
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1 
Intersection Number: 47 
Location: Meade County; KY 1051 - KY 7 9  - KY 448 
Intersecton Ty�e : Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limit :  5 5  mph o n  KY 1051 and southbound KY 7 9  approaches; 4 5  mph on KY 
448 and eastbound KY 7 9  approaches 
ADT : KY 1051 - 4 , 6 1 0 ;  KY 7 9  - 3 ,7 1 0 ;  KY 448 - 3 ,660 
Right-of-Way Control:  Four-way s t op 
Intersection Beacon: Installed in 1968 at initiation of 4-way s top ; 8-inch 
lenses 
Li�hting: No 
Ra1sed Channeliza tion: Non-mountable i slands on all approaches 
Pavement Marking: Painted centerline and � edge lines with Stimsonite 9 6  s nowplowable markers on all approaches 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes (one through-only , separate left-turn, and 
right-turn merge lane) on KY 1051 and southbound KY 7 9  approaches ; two 
lanes ( shared through and left-turn lane and right-turn merge lane ) on KY 
448 and eastbound KY 7 9  approaches 
Sight Distance: On KY 1051 and southbound KY 7 9  approaches, about 500 feet to observe traffic on eastbound KY 79 approach and about 1 00 feet to observe 
traffic on KY 448 approach; on KY 448 and eastbound KY 7 9  approaches , 
about 800 feet to obs erve traffic on KY 1051 approach and over 1 ,000 feet 
to observe traffic on southbound KY 79  approach 
Signing: One standard size stop sign (with "4-way stop "  plate) at 
intersection for all approaches ;  one standard s ize yield s i�n for right­
turn merge lane for all approaches; two standard size ' s top ahead" 
warning s igns on KY 1051 and southbound KY 7 9  approaches with one such 
s ign on KY 448 and eastbound KY 79 approaches 
Traff i c  Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traf fic Control:  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident Histo ry: 
Time Period 
Aug . 1980 - July 1981 
Aug. 1981  - July 1982 
Aug . 1 9 82 - July 1983 
Aug. 1983 - July 1984 
Aug . 1984 - July 1985 





















The accident rat e  for the six-year period was 0 . 4  ACC/MV . There were 
three right-angle accidents involving a vehicle disregarding a stop sign .  
All three of the drivers who did not s t op were driving on the bypass (KY 
1051 - southbound KY 79)  approaches . 
Recommendations : Consider increasing the size of the " s top ahead" s ig;ns on 
the KY 1051 and sou thbound KY 79 approaches and increasing the s1ze of 
the i nte.rsection beacon to 1 2-inch lens e s .  
1 1 1  
Intersection Number: 4S 
Location: Pulaski County; KY SO ( Bypass )  - KY 39 
Intersection Type: Cros s� four approaches Speed Limi t :  45 mph on Kr 8 0 ;  35 mph on KY 39 
ADT : KY SO - 1 1 , 350;  KY 39 - 3 ,200 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( installed January 2 4 ,  1 9 73 replacing 
inters e ction beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization : Non-mountable median on KY SO;  raised islands on KY 39 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines on KY S O ;  painted 
centerline on KY 39 
Number of Lanes: Four lanes ( two through-only lanes , a separate left-turn 
lane , and a right-turn merge lane ) on both KY SO approaches; two lanes ( a  
shared through and left-turn lane and a right-turn merge lane) o n  both KY 
39 approaches 
Sight Distance: On both KY 39 approaches ,  over 1 , 000 feet to observe KY SO 
t raffic from either direction; on both KY SO approaches, about 300 feet 
to observe KY 39 traffic from either direction 
Signing: On westbound KY SO two overhead "signal ahead" signs with 
continuous flashers and a 4S-inch s ideroad s ign with a 4 5  mph advisory 
speed plate; on eastbound KY S O ,  one standard- size "s ignal ahead" sign 
and a 4S-inch sideroad s ign with a 45 mph advisory speed /lat e ;  on both 
KY 39 approaches,  one stanCiard size "s ignal ahead" sign an "s top here on 
red " s i gn next to s topbar 
Traffic S ignal Informa tion: Separate left-turn phase for KY SO ( installed May 
lS 197 S ) ;  GES on KY S O ;  yellow t ime of 5 .0 seconds on KY SO Bypass ana 
4 .6 seconds on KY 39 with 1 .0-second red clearance for both roadways •  
1 2-inch lenses with back-plates only for left-turn signal heads on KY s6 
Bypas s 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bars on all approaches ;  rumble strips on KY SO 
Bypass 
Accident His tory : 
Time Total Right Left Rear Sin�le 
Period Accidents Angle Turn End Veh cle Sideswipe 
5 / lS/77 - 5 / 1 7  /7S 1 1  5 3 2 1 
5/1S/7S 5/17/79 11  7 1 2 1 
5 / lS/79 - 5 / 1 7 /SO s 3 2 3 
5 /18/SO 5 /17/81 7 4 1 2 
5/lS/Sl - 5/17/S2 5 2 2 1 
5/1S/S2 5/17/S3 7 2 1 4 
5 /1S/S3 - 5 / 1 7 /S4 6 3 1 2 
5 /1S/S4 - 5 / 1 7 /S5 5 2 1 2 
5 / 1S/S5 5/ 17/S6 6 3 2 1 
The accident rate for this nine-year period was 1 . 4 ACC/MV . The number 
of left-turn accidents was reduced after installation of the left-turn 
phasing. The most common accidents ( almo s t  one-half of the total) were 
right-angle accidents caused by one vehicle disregarding the traffic 
s ignal. While this occurred in all approache s ,  it was most common on KY 
S O ,  especially westbound KY SO .  
Recommendations : Add back-plates t o  all signal heads on KY SO Bypass;  modify 
the change intervals to include yellow t imes of 5 .0 seconds on KY SO and 
3 . 5 seconds on KY 39 and red clearance times of 1 . 0 seconds on KY ,SO and 
2 .0 seconds on KY 3 9 .  
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Inters �ct ion Number: 49 
Locdtion: Pulaski County; US 27 - KY 1 6 42 East 





3peed Limi t :  5 5  mph on US 2 7 ;  4 5  mph on KY 1642 
AD'.: : U S  27 - 24 ,06 0 ·  KY 1642 - 2 ,320 
Right-of-Way Controi: Traffic signal ( i ns talled October 1985 replacing 
i ntersection beacon) 
Li f?'"tting: No 
Ra�ded Channeliz ation: Non-mountable ( depressed grass) median on US 27 
Pavement Marki ngs : Painted lane 
snowplowable markers on US 27 
approach 
line and edge lines with Stimsonite 9 6  
approaches ; painted centerline o n  KY 16 42 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes ( two through-only and separate left-turn lane) 
on US 27 southbound approach i two lanes ( one through-only and one shared 
t hrough and right-turn lane) on US 27 northbound approach; two lanes 
(left-turn and right-turn lane) on KY 1642 
Sight Distance: Over 1 ,000 feet on all approaches to observe traffic on other 
approaches 
S igning : On US 27 southbound approach , two standard size '" signal ahead'" 
warning s igns., and '"left-turn stop here'" s ign; no signs related to s ignal 
on other two approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase for southbound US 27 
approaches ;  yellow t ime of 4 .4 seconds with 1 . 0-second red c learance for 
US 27 ( 3 . 0-second yellow for lef t-turn phase) ;  yellow time of 3 .0 seconds 
for KY 1642 ; 1 2-inch lenses with back-plates on all approaches; GES 
Other Traf fic Control: Stop bars on all approaches; pedestrian push button on 
KY 1642 
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear Left Single 
Accidents Time Period Angle End Sideswipe Turn Vehicle 
Oct . 1982 - Sep t .  1983 
Oct . 1 9 83 - Sep t .  1 9 84 
Oct . 1984 - Sept . 1985 
Oct . 1 9 8 5  - Sep t .  1 9 86 
5 3 1 1 
4 2 2 
5 2 3 
1 3  5 4 3 
Tha accident rate increased from 0 .  5 ACC/MV for the three-year period 
before installation of the signal to 1 .3 ACC/MV in the one-year period 
after . This was partially due to more rear-end accidents on the high­
volume US 27 approaches . However ,  the number of right-angle accidents 
increased due to accidents involving a vehic le disregarding the traffic 
s ignal . 
Recomuendations : Ins tal l two standard size '" signal ahead'" warning signs on 
the US 27 northbound approach and one such sign on the KY 1642 approach · 
modify the change intervals to include yellow times of 5 .0 seconds on US 
'1.7 ana 4 . 0  seconds on KY 1642 and red clearance times of 1 .0 second on US 
27 and 1 . 5 seconds on KY 1642 . 
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Intersection Number: 50 
Location :  Pulaski County; US 27 - KY 1642 West 
Intersection Type: . Cros s� four approaches Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on U� 2 7 ;  45mph on KY 1642 
ADT : US 27 - 19 ,42 0;  KY 1642 - 2 ,3 2 0  
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( installed October 1985) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization :  Non-mountable (depressed grass) median o n  U S  2 7  
Pavement Markings : Painted lane line and edge lines with S t imsonit e  96 
snowplowable markers on US 2 7  approaches; painted centerline on KY 1642 
Number o f  Lane s :  Four lanes ( two through-only and separate left-turn and 
tllc\h t-torn larresT-un1mrthooundlJS 2 i a pproaclf;t:llreelanes\Ofie through�------- ---- ­
only separate 1 eft-turn and shared through and right-turn lanes )  on 
southbound US 27 approach ; two lanes ( shared through and left-turn and 
separate right-turn lane ) on two KY 164 2 approaches 
Sight Distance: On KY 1642 ap_proaches,  over 1 , 000 feet to observe traffic 
approaching on both US 27 approaches; on southbound US 27 approach 
approximately 300 feet to observe cross-street traffic; on northbound US 
27 arproach, about 500 feet to observe traffic on KY 1642 approach and 
300 eet to obs erve traffic from shopping center 
S i gning: Two standard s ize "signal ahead" signs on both US 27 approaches; one 
standard size " signal ahead" s ign on eastbound KY 1642 approach 
Traffic S i gnal Information: 
approaches ;  GES on US 2 7 ;  
seconds on KY 1642 with no 
on all approaches 
Separate left-turn phase for both US 27 
ye llow times of 5 .0 seconds on US 2 7  and 4 .0 
red c learance; 1 2-inch lenses with back-plates 
Other Traffic Control : Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident His tory: 
Total Rear Left 
Time Period Accidents 
Right 
Angle End Turn Sideswipe 




1982 - Sep t .  1983 6 5 1 
1 9 83 - Sept. 1984 7 4 1 1 1 
1984 Sept . 1985 7 3 2 1 1 
1985 - Sept. 1986 11  9 1 1 
The accident rate increased from 0 . 8  ACC/MV for the three-year period 
before installation of the t raffic signal to 1 . 4 ACC/MV in the one-year 
period afte r .  This increase was the result of an increase in the number 
of right-angle accidents which resulted from a vehicle disregarding the 
traffic s ignal. All but one of the vehicles disregarding the traffic 
s ignal were t ravelling on US 2 7  ( primarily southbound) .  
Recommendations : Add red clearance times of 1 . 0 second on US 27 and 1 . 5  
seconds on KY 1642 . 
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Intersection Number: 5 1  
Location: Warren County; U S  3 1W - KY 1402 ( Porter Pike) 
Intersection Type:  Cross four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on US 3"1W; '' 45  mph on KY 1402 
ADT : US 3 1W - 1 2 , 200 ; KY 1042 - 1 ,900 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic signal ( i nstalled May 
intersection beacon which was installed July 27 , 1982) 
Li (lhting: No 
Ra1sed Channelization: Grass median on US 3 1W 
1985 replacing 
Pavement Marki ngs :  Painted lane lines and edge lines on US 31W;  painted 
centerline on KY 1402 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes ( o ne through-only , a separate lef t-turn lane , 
and a shared through and right-turn lane) on both US 3 1W approaches ; one 
lane on both KY 1402 approaches 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet for both KY 1402 approaches to observe US 3 1W 
approaching traf fic;  about 400 feet for southbound US 3 1W traf f ic to 
observe westbound KY 1402 traf fic and northbound US 3 1W traffic to 
o bserve eastbound KY 1402 traffic i· about 7 00 feet for southbound US 3 1W traf fic to observe eastbound KY 402 traffic and northbound US 3 1W to 
observe westbound KY 1402 traf f ic 
Signing : One standard size " s ignal ahead" s ign on both US 3 1W approaches and 
the eas tbound KY 1402 approach 
Traffic Signal Informa tion: Separate lef t-turn phase on US 3 1W;  yellow time 
of 4 .0 seconds on US 3 1W and 3 .0 seconds on KY 1042 with 1 . 0-second all­
red on US 3 1W; 1 2-inch lenses with no back-plates;  GES 
Other Traffic Control:  No stop bars ( new pavement ) ;  pedestrian push button to 




7/27/80 - 7/26/81  3 
7/27/81  7 / 26/82 4 
7/27/82 7 / 26/83 3 
7 / 2 7 / 83 - 7 / 26/84 10 
7/27/84 4/85 6 






















The accident rate increased from 0 .  7 ACC/MV for stop control with no 
beacon to 1 . 3 ACC/MV when an intersection beacon was aaded to 3 . 1  ACC/MV 
when a traffic signal was ins talled . The predominate accident during 
each time period has been the right-angle accident . After i nstallation 
of the traf fic signal , there was also several rear-end accidents .  All 
but one of the right-angle accidents after installation of the signal 
i nvo lved a vehicle on US 3 1W disregarding the traf fic signal . 
Recommendatons : Increase the yellow time on US 3 1W to 5 . 0  seconds and the 
yellow time on KY 1402 to 4 . 0  seconds; add back-plates on US 3 1W;  dual­
mount and increase s ize of " s ignal ahead" signs on U S  3 1W; i nstall one 
standard size " s ignal ahead" s ign on westbound KY 1402 . 
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Intersection Number: 5 2  
Location: Warren County; US 2 3 1  - KY 884 
Intersection Type: Cross l four approaches Speed Limi t :  45 mph on U� 231 ;  3 5  mph on KY 884 
ADT : US 2 3 1  - 9 ,6 4 0 ;  KY 884 - 3 1 7 00 
Right-of-Way Contro l :  Traffic s�gnal (instal led January 8 ,  1980) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Non-mountable raised median on northbound US 231 
approach; mountable �edian on southb ound US 231 approach 
Pavement Markings : Painted lane lines and edge lines and S timsonite 9 6  
snowplowable marke rs on bot h US 2 3 1  approaches;  painted center line on ��-- ---��------Jrot-rr-.KY 8 8 4 a p proa:ctres 
Number of Lane s :  Three lanes ( one through-only , a separate left-turn, and a 
shared through and right-turn lane) on both US 2 3 1  approaches ; one shared 
lane on westbound KY 884 approach; two lanes (right-turn lane and shared 
through and lef t-turn lane) on eas tbound KY 884 approach 
Sight Distanc e :  Over 1 ,000 feet for both KY 884 approaches to observe US 23 1 
traffic; about 300 feet for northbound US 2 3 1  and about 400 feet for 
southbound US 231 approach to observe KY 884 approaches 
Signing : None related to traffic signal 
Traffic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase on US 2 3 1 ;  yellow times 
of 4 . 0  seconds on U S  231 and 2 .0 seconds on KY 884 with no red c learance;  
1 2-inch lenses on US 231  and 8-inch lenses on KY 884 wi th no back-plates ; 
no GES 
Other Traf fic Contro l :  Stop bars on US 2 3 1  
Accident History: 
Total Right Rear Lef t 





1 / 8 / 7 8  - 1 / 7 / 7 9  1 3  8 2 1 1 1 
1 / 8 / 7 9  1 / 7 / 80 17 7 3 4 2 
1 / 8/80 1 / 7 / 8 1  1 6  3 3 7 1 
1/8/81  - 1 / 7 / 82 2 1  1 5 14 1 
1 / 8/82 - 1 / 7/83 27 3 6 16 
1 / 8/83 - 1 / 7 / 84 29 1 1  3 14 
1 / 8/ 84 1/ 7/85 21  6 5 7 2 1 
1/8/85  - 1 / 7 / 8 6  25 5 6 10 2 
The accident rate increased from 3 . 1  ACC/MV before to 4 .8 ACC/MV after 
installation of the traffic signal . This increase was primarily due to 
the large number of opposing lef t-turn accidents on US 2 3 1  (a separate 
left-turn phase has been added) , There was also a large numbe r  of right­
angle accidents resulting from drivers ( primarily on US 2 3 1 )  disregarding 
the traffic signal) . 
Recommendations : Modify the change intervals to include yellow times of 4 . 5 
seconds on US 2 3 1  and 3 . 5  seconds on KY 884 wi th red clearance times of 







Interse ct i on Number: 53 
Location: Wayne County; KY 90 - KY 92 
Intersection Type : Cross1 four approaches Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT :  KY 90 - 13 ,820;  KY 9 2  - 6 ,6 30 
Right-of-Way Control :  Two-way stop; KY 92 traffic stops 
Inters ect ion Beacon: Installed October 2 ,  1 9 85 
Li �hting: No 
Ra1sed Channeliz ation: Mountable median on all approaches 
Pavement Markings :  On KY 9 0  approache s ,  painted lane line and edge lines with 
S�imsoni te 96 snowplowable markers ; on KY 92 approaches , painted lane ····--------hae---a-nd---ed-ge-l-i.n@S----- ------------------------------ -- - -------- --------- -
Number of Lanes : Three lanes on all approaches ( one through-only and separate 
left-turn and right-turn lanes )  
Sight Distance: Over 1 ,000 feet on all approaches to observe traf fic on other 
approaches 
Signing : 
w i th 
size  
On both KY 90 approaches, one standard size  crossroad 
45 mph advi sory speed plate; on both KY 92 approaches , 
"stop ahead " sign and one 4<:>-inch stop sign; GES 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traff i c  Control :  Stop bars o n  KY 9 2  approaches 
Accident History : 
Time Period 
10/03/84 - 10/02/85 

















The accident rate was 0 . 9 ACC/MV for the one-year period before and 1 . 3  
ACC/MV for the 1 1-month period af ter installation of the intersection 
beacon. Right-angle accidents were the problem during both time period s .  
I n  mos t  acc1dents ,  the KY 9 2  vehicle wh1ch failed t o  yield the r1ght-of­
way was westbound and the driver stated that he did not see the KY 90 
vehicle; howeve r,  sight distance is  good.  
Recommendations : Add "cross traf fic does not stop" plate to stop signs on KY 
92 . 
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Intersection Number: 54 
Location: Woodford County; US 60 - KY 1967 
Intersection Type : . Grossi 
four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  ... mph on a 1 approaches 
ADT : US 6 0 - 2 7 ,400;  KY 1967 - 1 ,080 
Right-of-Way Control :  Two-way s top (KY 1967 s tops )  
Intersection Beacon: No 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable medians on both US 60 approaches 
Pavement Markings : . Painted · lane lines and edge lines and recessed markers on 
US 6 0 ;  no markings on KY 1967 
------------ ---------Numoer--or-- Lanes =---Thre_e ___ Tatie_s ____ ( one through only , separate left-turn , and 
shared through and right-turn lane ) on both US 60 approaches ;  one shared 
lane on both KY 1967 approaches 
S ight Distance : On both KY 1967 approaches , about 600 feet to observe 
westbound US 60 traff ic and 800 feet to observe eas tbound US 60 traffic 
Signing: One standard s ize s top sign on both KY 1967 approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: DNA 
Other Traffic Control: No stop bars on KY 1967 
Accident His tory: 
T ime Total Right Left 
Period Accidents Angle Turn 
1981 2 1 1 
1982 4 2 
1983 2 2 
1984 5 2 3 
1985 2 1 
Rear Sinfle 
End Veh cle 
2 
1 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 0 . 3  ACC/MV . The majority 
o f  accidents were right-angle accidents (only one involved a vehicle 
failing to s t op at the s t op sign ) .  
Recommendations : Place stop bars on both KY 1967 approaches; add "stop ahead" 
signs to both KY 1967 approaches. 
ll8 
Intersection Number: 55  
Location: Woodford County; US 60 - Huntertown Road 
Intersection Type : Cros s four. approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on US 6 0 ;  35 mph on Huntertown Road 
ADT :  US 60 - 27 , 400 · Huntertown - 1 ,500 
Right-of-Way Controi : Traffic s i gnal installed June 17 , 1986 replacing 
intersection beacon 
Li(lhting: No 
Ra1sed Channelization: Mountable median on US 60 
Pavement Marking s :  Painted lane li ne and edge line with recessed markers on 
US 6 0 ;  painted center line on Huntertown Road ----------- ------
Number of Lane s :  Four lanes ( two through-only with separate left-turn and 
ri ght-turn lanes ) on both US 60 approaches; one lane ( shared through, 
left-turn, and right-turn lane) on cros s street approaches 
Sight Distance: Over 1 ,000 feet for Huntertown Road approach to observe US 60 
t raffic;  approximately 100 and 500 feet for westbound and eastbound US 6 0  
traffic t o  observe vehicles on Huntertown Road 
Signing : One 48-inch .. s ignal ahead .. warning s ign on both US 60 approaches; on 
Hunertown Road approach, one standard s ize .. signal ahead .. sign and one 
standard size stop sign at intersection 
Traf fic Signal Informa tion: Separate lef t-turn phase for both US 60 
approaches ;  4 . 0-second yellow time on all approaches with 2 .0-second red 
clearance on US 6 0 ;  12-inch lenses with back-plates on all approaches ; 
GES 
Other Traf fie Control: Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Total Right Lef t  Rear Sin�le 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn End Sideswipe Veh1cle 
6/ 17/82 - 6/ 16/ 83 3 2 1 
6 / 17 / 83/- 6/16/84 3 3 
6/ 17/84 - 6/16/85 7 1 1 3 2 
6/17/85  6/16/86 11  4 3 1 2 1 
6/ 17/86 - 9/30/86 2 2 
The accident rate for the four-year period before installation of the 
traf fic signal was 0 . 6  ACC/MV . The accidents during this period were 
divided into several categories with right-angle and opposing lef t turn 
accidents the most common. In the short period available since 
installation of the signal ( 3-1/2  months) , there has been two accidents 
for an accident rate of 0 . 6 ACC/MV . 
Recommendations : Modi fy the change interval to include yellow times of 5 . 0  
seconds on U S  6 0  and 3 . 5  seconds on Huntertown Road and red clearance 
times of 1 .0 second on US 60 and 2 .0 seconds on Huntertown Road . 
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Intersection Number:  56 
Location: Fleming County; KY 11  Bypass - KY 11 - KY 32 
Intersection Type: Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on KY 1 1  Byfass ; 45 mph on KY 11  
ADT : KY 1 1  Bypass - 1 ,620; KY 1 - q ,950 
Right-of-Way Control: 4-way stop 
Intersection Beacon: Installed O ctober 28 , 1985 (at opening of intersection 
with four approaches) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: Mountable median on KY 11  Bypass - KY 32 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline • lane line, and edge lines on all approaches wl th Stlmsoni te-91>-snow�.Lowahle--ma-l'ke-r%--en--K-Y--l-1 Bypass 
Number of Lane s :  Two lanes ( shared through and right turn and separate left­
turn lane) on all approaches 
Sight Distance : On KY 11 Bypass - KY 32 approaches , approximately 600 feet to 
observe traffic on KY 1 1 ;  on KY 11 approaches ,  approximately 700 feet to 
observe traffic on KY 11 Bypass - KY 32 approaches 
S igning: On all approaches,  one standard size "stop ahead" warning sign ,  one 
48-inch stop sign with "4-way " J>late, and overhead s top sign; on KY 1 1  
Bypass approach, one additional standard s ize s t op s ign placed in 
mountable median 
Traffic S ignal Informa tion :  DNA 
Other Traffic Control : Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident H i s tory: 
Time Period 







The accident rate for the 10-month period after opening of the last 
approach to the intersection was 1 . 5 ACC/MV . All accidents were right­
angle accidents in which a vehicle on the bypass disregarded the stop 
sign. 
Recommendations : Consider placing transverse stripes in a decreasing spacing 
pattern on the two bypass approaches . 
1 2 0  
Intersection Number: 57 
Location: Muhlenburg County; US 62 - KY 189 
Intersection Type : Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  4 5  mph on US 6 2 ;  55  mph on KY 189 
ADT :  US 6 2  - 4 ,560;  KY 189 - 3 ;070 
Right-of-Way Control :  Two-way s top (KY 1 8 9  and shopping center traffic s top 
Intersection Beacon: Installed August 2 8 ,  1 9 85 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: No 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline, lane line, and edge line markings on US 62 and KY 189 with Stimsonite 96 snowplowaole markers 
Number of Lanes : -Fotir-l:anes--(two--tnroug n-'orily -a.na --sepa-ra_t_e--1-E!ft:�-nrrn---..mt--­
right-turn lanes ) on wes tbound US 62 approach; three lanes (one through­
only a separate left-turn, and a shared through and right-turn lane) on 
eas t�ound US 62 ; two lanes ( separate right-turn and shared through and 
left-turn lane) on KY 189;  one shared through , left-turn, and right-turn 
lane on shopping center exit 
Sight Distance : On stop approaches, over 1 , 000 feet to observe wes tbound US 
62 traffic and about 800 feet to observe eastbound US 62 traffic 
Signing : On KY 189 approach, two 48-inch "stof ahead" signs and one 48-inch 
and one standard s ize s t op sign; one 48- nch cros sroad warning s ign on 
eastbound US 6 2  approach; no signs on westbound US 62 or shopping center 
exit 
Traffic S ignal Information: DNA 
O ther Trafic Contro l :  Rumble strips and s top bar on KY 189 approach; stop bar 
on shopping center exit 
Accident His tory :  
Time Period 
9 / 1 3/84 - 8/27 /85 











The accident rate during the almost one-year time period before was 
ACC/MV compared to 0 .  7 for the one-year period after instal lation of 
intersection beacon, 
Recommendations : None 
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0 . 8  
the 
Intersection Number: 58 
Location: Laurel County; US 25E - US 25 - US 25W 
Intersection Type: Cross four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph on US 25E; 45 mph on US 25 and US 25W 
ADT : US 2 5 E - 15 , 7 90 ;  US 25  ( U S  25W) - 8 ,950 
Right-of-Way Contro l :  Traffic s ignal ( i nstalled 197 3 )  
Lie;hting :  No 
Ra�sed Channelization: Non-mountable median on US 25E; mountable median on US 
25 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline
h 
lane li ne , and edge lines with 
snowplowable markers on each approac 
Number of Lanes : Four lanes ( two through-only and a separate left-turn and 
right-turn lane ) on US 25E; three lanes (one through-only and a separate 
left-turn and right-turn lane) on US 25 and US 25W 
Sight Distanc e :  Approximately 600 feet for US 25E to observe US 25 and US 25W 
traffic; about 900 feet for US 25 and US 2 5W traffic to observe eastbound 
US 25E traffic and over 1 ,000 feet to observe wes tbound US 25E traffic 
Signing :  Two 48-inch "signal ahead" s igns on both US 25E approaches; one 
standard s ize " signal ahead " s ign on US 25 and US 25W approaches ;  yi eld 
sign fo r right merge lane on US 25 approach 
Traf fic Signal Information: Separate 
yellow times of 4 . 0 seconds on US 
25W; 1 2-inch lenses and back-plates 
lef t-turn phase on all ap]Jroaches ; 
25E and 3 . 0  seconds on US 2 5  and US 
on all approaches; GES 
Other Traffic Control: Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident History: 
Time Total Right Rear Left Sin�;�le 
Period Accidents Angle End Turn Sideswipe Veh�cle 
1981 13 8 3 1 1 
19 82 6 3 2 1 
1983 13 7 3 2 1 
1 9 84 9 3 3 2 l 
1985 17 8 5 2 2 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 1 . 3 ACC/MV . The mos t  
c ommon accident ( o ne-half o f  a l l  accidents )  were right-angle accidents 
that typically were caused by disre�arding the traffic signal . There 
were also several rear-end and "oppos�ng left-turn" accidents .  The left­
turn accidents were also associated with di sregarding the traffic signal . 
Recommendations: Modify the change intervals to inc lude yellow times of 5 .0 
seconds on US 25E and 4 . 5  seconds on US 25-US25W and red clearance times 
of 1 . 5 seconds on US 25E and 2 .0 seconds on US25-US25W . 
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Inters ection Number: 59 
Location: Floyd County; US 23  and US 460 - KY1 14 
Intersection Type: Cros s ,  four approaches ( one approach is entrance to 
shopJ?ing center 
Speed Lim�t :  5 5  mph on both highways 
ADT : U S  2 3  ( U S  460) - 15 ,740;  KY 114 - 7 , 980 
Right-of-Way Control: Traffic s i&nal ( ins talled April 30 , 1984 replacing 
intersection beacon which was �nstalled July 10 , 197 3 )  
Li�hting:  No 
Ra�sed Channelization: Mountable median on three highway approaches 
Pavement Markings :  Painted centerline , lane line , and edge line markings on 
all approaehes-
Number of Lanes : Four lanes ( two through-only and separate left-turn and 
right-turn lanes) on northbound US 2 3 ;  three lanes ( sefarate through lane 
and right-turn merge lane and shared through and ef t-turn lane) on 
southbound US 2 3 ;  two lanes ( right-turn merge lane and shared through and 
lef t-turn lane ) on KY 114 and shopping center approaches 
Sight Distance : Over 1 ,000 feet for both KY 114 and shop ping center 
approaches to observe US 23 traffic ; on both US 23 approaches 
approximately 500 feet to obs erve KY 1 14 and shopping center approaches 
Signing: On southbound US 23 approach
i 
two 48-inch " s ignal ahead" signs; on 
northbound US 23 approach and KY 1 4 approach, one 48-inch " s ignal ahead" 
s i gn 
Traf fic Signal Information: Separate left-turn phase northbound on US 2 3 ;  GES 
on US 23 ; yellow time of 4 .0 seconds for both streets ( three seconds for 
left-turn phase) with red clearance intervals of 1 . 5 seconds on US 23 and 
1 .0 seconds on KY 1 1 4 ;  1 2-inch lenses and back-plates on all approaches 
Other Traf fic Control:  Stop bars on both highways 
Accident History: 
Total Right Lef t  Rear 
Time Period AcCidents Angle Turn End Sideswipe 
4/29/82 - 4/30/83 6 1 3 2 
4/29 / 83 4/30/84 12 5 6 1 
4/29/84 4/30/85 5 3 2 
4/29 / 8 5  - 4/30/86 10 3 4 3 
The accident rate was 1 . 0 ACC/MV before and 0 . 9 ACC/MV after installation 
of  the traf fic signal. Before installation of the signal , the mos t  
c ommon accidents were 1 )  a northbound vehicle o n  US 2 3  turni ng left into 
the path of an oppos ing vehicle or 2) a vehicle pulling from the KY 114 
aJ?proach into the path of a US 23  vehicle . After installation of the 
s�gnal , the mos t  common accidents were 1 )  a vehicle on US 23 disregarding 
the traf f ic signal or 2 )  an opposing lef t-turn accident involving side 
s t reet vehicles .  
Recommenda t:I-01lS : Increase the yellow time on US 2 3  t o  5 . 0  seconds ; add 
1 .0-second red clearance time on KY 1 1 4 ;  install stop bar on shopping 
cente r '  exi t .  
1 2 3  
Intersection Number:  60 
Location: Washington County; US 150 - KY 55 - KY 555 
Intersection Type: Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limit :  55 mph on KY 55 and KY 555;  45 mph on US 150 ( begins 55 mph 
about 1 ,000 feet from intersection) 
ADT :  US 150 - 9 , 7 6 0 ;  KY 55 - 3 ,540 
Right-of-Way Contro l :  Traffic signal ( i nstalled November 23 , 1983 replacing 
i ntersection beacon) 
Li (lhting: No 
Ra�sed Channelization: Mountable median on all approaches 
�� ve_m�� ks�f}���� :�o��I���hE!�;������:�� -e!_�ea_I>���:_�ll �nd edge line with 
Numbe r  of Lanes : Three lanes on each approach ( one through-only and a 
s eparate left-turn and right-turn lane) 
Sight Distance : Ove r  1_, 000 t raf fic; about 500 reet 
traffic 
feet for eastbound US 150 to observe KY 55 
for all other approaches to observe approaching 
Signing :  One standard size " s ignal ahead" sign for KY 55 and KY 555;  no 
s igning related to the traffic signal on US 150 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate lef t-turn phase; yellow time of 4 .0 
seconds with a 1 . 0-second red clearance on all approaches; 1 2-inch lenses 
with no back-plates on all approaches; GES 
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The accident rate was reduced from 1 . 1 ACC/MV with the intersection 
beacon to 0 . 7  with the installation of a traf f ic signal . This was the 
result of a reduction in the number of right-angle accident s .  Traffic on 
KY 55 and KY 555 had to stop and yield to US 150 traffic before 
installation of the traffic signal , and accidents resulted when vehicles 
on these approaches did not yield right-of-way to US 150 traffi c .  
Recommendations: Increase yellow t ime for KY 55 and K Y  5 5 5  approaches t o  5 .0 
second s ;  increase red clearance time to 1 . 5  seconds on US 150;  install 
"signal ahead " s igns on US 150 approaches .  
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Intersection Number: 61  
Location: Boyle County ; US 127 Bypass - KY 34 
Intersection Type : Cros s four approaches 
Speed Limit :  5 5  mph on  US 127 Bypass; 45 mph on KY 34 
ADT : US 1 27 Bypass - 1 1 ,720 ;  KY 34 - 2 660 
Right-of-Wa¥ Control: Traffic signal ( installed November 1978 replacing 4-way stop w1th intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: No 
Pavement Markings : Painted centerline and ed_ge lines on all approaches; 
Stimsonite 96 snowplowable markers on US 1 27 Bypass 
· · ·  · ·  · ----l'illmo·er-ot--ta-rre=----·Orre---l:ane--( s ha r ed thrtlttgh,---ref-t-tttfn,--and--r4gfl.o-1o\>rcn--lane-}--a-&­all approaches (intersection is currently under reconstruction to add 
lanes to each approach) 
Sight Distance : On KY 34 , over 1 ,000 feet to observe US 127 Bypass traffic· 
on US 127 Bypass,  approximately 600 feet to observe eastbound KY 34 
traffic and 900 feet to observe westbound KY 34 traffic 
Signing : Two standard size "signal ahead" warning signs on northbound US 127  
Bypass approach; none on other approaches 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate left-turn phase; yellow time of 5 .0 
seconds on both highways with no red clearance; 12-inch lens with no 
back-plates ;  GES 
Other Traffic Control: No stop bars ( due to road construction) 
Accident History: 
Total Right Lef t Rear 
Time Period Accidents Angle Turn End SideswiEe 
Sin�le Veh1cle 
Jan . 1976 Oct . 1976 3 3 
Nov. 1976 - Oct .  1977 5 2 1 2 
Nov. 1977 - Oct. 1978 3 1 2 
Nov . 1978 Oct . 1979 7 1 4 1 1 
Nov . 1979 - Oct . 1980 3 1 2 
Nov. 1980 - Oct . 1981 3 1 1 1 
Nov. 1981 - Oct. 1982 2 2 
Nov . 1982 Oct . 1983 3 2 1 
Nov. 1983 Oct . 1984 6 2 3 1 
Nov. 1984 - Oct . 1985 6 6 
Nov. 1985 - Sep. 1986 1 3  3 6 4 
The accident .rate increased from 0 .  7 ACC/MV for the almost three-lear 
leriod before to 1 . 0  ACC/MV for the almost  eight-year period a ter nstallation of the traffic signal . The most common accident before the 
traffic signal · was a ri(,ht-a:J!lle accident caused by a vehicle 
disregarding the stop sign all o the drivers who disregarded the stop 
s ign were travelling on the US 127 Bypass) . After installation of the 
traffic signal 1 the most common accident was a rear-end accident , 
followed by an "opposing left turn" accident . 
Recommendations : The .intersection is currently being reconstructed to add 
lanes and separate left-turn phasing. The change interval should include 
5 .0-second yellow and 1 .0-second red clearance times for both highways.  
Back-plates should be used on the US 127 Bypass approaches .  
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Intersection Number: 62 
Location: Boyle County , US 127 Bypass - US 1 5 0  
Intersection Type: Cross four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  5 5  mph of US 150 Bypass;  45 mph on US 150 
ADT : US 1 27 Bypass - 7 ,590; US 150 - 5 , 380 
Right-of-Way Control :  Traffic signal ( installed November 1978  replacing four­
way s t op with intersection beacon) 
Lighting: No · 
Raised Channelization: No 
Pavement Markings : 
approaches 
Painted centerline, lane line , and edge lines on all 
Number of Lanes : Three lanes on all approaches ( s eparate lef t-turn and right­
turn lanes and one through-only lane) 
Sight Distance: On both US 150 approaches, approximately 900 feet to observe 
approaching US 127 Bypass traf f i c ;  on s outhbound US 150 Bypa s s ,  over 
1 , 000 feet to obs erve US 150 traf fic; on northbound US 127 Bypass,  
approximately 600 feet to  observe U S  150  traffic 
Signing : Two standard size " s ignal ahead" warning s igns on northbound US 1 27 
Bypass and eastbound US 150 approaches and one such sign on southbound US 
1 27 Bypass 
Traffic Signal Info rmation: Separate left-turn phase on all approaches; 
yellow time of 5 . 0 seconds on both highways with no red clearance; 
1 2-inch lens with no back-plates 
Other Traffic Control:  Stop bars on all approaches 
Accident His tory: 
Total Right Rear 
















1976 - O c t .  1976 4 
1976 - Oct . 1977 6 
1977 - O c t .  1978 1 
1978 - Oct . 1979 7 
1979 - O c t .  1980 5 
1 9 80 Oct . 1 9 81 1 
1981 - Oct . 1982 5 
1 9 82 - Oct . 1983 3 
1983 - Oct . 1984 5 
1 9 84 - Oct . 1985 7 





















The accident rate increased slightly from 0 . 8  ACC/MV in the almo s t  three­
year period before to 0 . 9  ACC!l1V in the almost eight-year period after 
installation of the traffic signal . Before the signal was installed , the 
right-angle accident was the predominant accident type . Several of these 
accidents resulted when a vehicle on the US 127 Bypass did not stop at 
the stop s ign. After installation of the signal, the ri�ht-an(lle 
accident was still the mos t  common but there were also several oppos �ng 
lef t-turn" and rear-end accident s .  S eparate lef t-turn phasing and 
addi tional lanes have been added to this intersection which should reduce 
the " opposing left turn" , rear end , and sideswipe accidents . 
Recommendations : Add 1 . 0-second red clearance time for both highways ;  add 
back-plates on the US 150 Bypass approache s .  
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Intersection Number: 63 
Location: Anderson County; US 127 Bypass - US 62 
Intersection Type: Cros s ,  four approaches 
Speed Limi t :  US 127  Bypass - 55 mph; US 62 - 35 mph 
ADT : US 1 27 Bypass - 6 ,870; US 62 - 4 , 340 
Right-of-Way Contro l :  Traffic signal ( installed in 1975  
intersection control beacon) 
Lighting: Yes 
Raised Channelization: Mountable islands on US 127 Bypass 
replacing 
Pavement Markings : - Painted centerline, edge lines , and lane line on all 
approaches with St imsonite 96 snowplowable markers on all approaches 
eJ<eept westl">Yn<I-US GZ u ____ _ _ __ _ ___ 
Number of Lane s :  All approaches have three lanes ( one through-only lane, a 
separate left-turn lane,  and a right-turn merge lane) 
Sight Distance : Over 1 , 000 feet for US 6 2  traffic to observe both directions 
on the US 1 27 Bypass and for US 1 2 7  Bypass traffic to observe westbound 
US 62 traffic,; about 600 feet for US 127 Bypass traffic to observe 
eastbound US 6z traffic 
Signing : On both US -127  Bypass approaches, two 48-inch "s ignal ahead" warning 
signs; no related signing on US 62 
Traffic Signal Information: No separate left-turn phase; GES on US 127 
Bypass; yellow time of 4 . 0  seconds on both highways with 1 . 0-second red 
clearance t ime on US 6 2 ;  1 2-inch lenses on all approaches with no back­
plates 
Other Traffic Contro l :  Stop bar on all approaches; one overhead continuous 
amber flasher in advance of signal on eastbound US 6 2  approach 
Accident History: 
Total Left Rear 
Time Period Accidents 
Right 








1981 - July 1982 7 3 3 1 
1982 - July 1983 6 4 1 1 
1983 - July 1984 4 1 1 1 1 
1 9 84 - July 1985 4 1 1 1 1 
1985 - July 1986 2 2 
The accident rate for the five-year period was 1 . 1 ACC/MV . Right-angle 
and "opposing left-turn" accidents were the most c ommon accident types . 
The right-angle accidents were caused by a vehicle disregarding the 
traffic signal and were almost equally dis tributed be tween vehicles on 
the US 1 27 Bypass and US 62 disregarding the traffic signal . All but one 
of the " opposing left-turn" accidents involved vehicles on the US 127  
Bypass with six of the eight accidents of this type involving a 
southbound US 1 27 Bypass vehicle turning lef t .  
Recommendations : Modify the change interval to include yellow times of 5 . 0 
seconds on the US 1 27 Bypass and 3 .5 seconds on US 62 with red clearance 
intervals of 1 .0-seconds on the US 127 Bypass and 2 .0 seconds on US 6 2 ;  
add backplates o n  the US 1 27 Bypass approaches; continue t o  monitor the 
"opposing left-turn" accidents for the possible installation of 
protected-only left-turn phasing on the US 1 27 Bypass.  
127 
Intersection Number: 64 
Location: Knott County; KY 80 - KY 160 
Intersection T�pe : Cros s ,  four approaches (one approach 
maintained 
S peed Limi t :  5 mph on all approaches 
ADT : KY 80 - 3 , 280•  KY 160 - 5 ,300 
Right-of-Way Controi : Two-way stop (KY 160 and Vest Road s top) 
Intersection Beacon: Installed July 1982 ; 1 2-inch lenses 
Lighting: No 
Raised Channelization: ·Mountable median on KY 80 
is not s tate 
Pavement Markings :  Painted lane line and edge 
80]; painted centerline and edge line with 
16u ; no markings on Vest Road 
line and recessed markers on KY 
lane Une at� intersectien en KY 
Number of Lanes : Four lanes ( two through-only lanes plus separate left and 
right turn lanes) on both KY 80 approaches; two lanes (a shared through 
and left-turn lane and a right-turn lane ) on KY 160; one shared through, 
left-turn, and right-turn lane on Vest Road 
Sight Distance : Over 1 , 000 feet for KY 160 vehicles to observe traffic on 
both KY 80 approaches and for vehicles on Ves t Road to observe wes tbound 
KY 80 traffic; about 800 feet for vehicles on Vest Road to observe 
eastbound KY 8u traffic 
Signing : On the eastbound KY 80 approach, one 48-inch "crossroad" warning 
s ign with a 4 5-mph advisory speed plate and a yield sign at the 
intersection for the right-turn merge lane; no related signing on 
westbound KY 8 0 ;  on KY 160, one s tandard size "s top ahead" warning sign 
and two standard s ize s t op s igns; on Ves t Road , one standard s i ze stop 
s ign; all stop signs had a "divided highway" plate 
Traffic Signal Info rmation: DNA 
Other Traffic Contro l :  A stop bar on KY 160 
Accident His tory: 
Total Right 
Time Period Accident Angle 
Aug . 1981 - July 1982 3 1 
Aug. 1 9 82 - July 1983 3 3 
Aug . 1983 - July 1984 4 4 
Aug .  1 9 84 - July 1985 0 0 




The accident rate decreased 
before to 0 . 6  ACC/MV for the 
intersection control beacon . 
occur . 
from 1 .  0 ACC/MV for the one-year period 
four-year period after installation of the 
Howeve r ,  right-angle accidents continued to 
Recommendations : Install crossroad warning sign on westbound KY 8 0 ;  install 
s t op bar on Ves t Road. 
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